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ABSTRACT
The current dissertation addresses strategies used by human performers to control orientation of
the hand-held objects. It has the following objectives: to test Hierarchical Organization
Hypothesis, Principle of Superposition Hypothesis, and Mechanical Advantage Hypothesis in
multi-digit human prehension, to investigate the central nervous system (CNS) strategies to solve
kinematic and kinetic redundancies of multi-digit prehension, to study the CNS strategies to
reduce variability to stabilize the hand-held object, and to investigate age-related changes of multidigit synergies. The series of experiments on multi-digit prehension during moment production
revealed the following conclusions. (1) The changes of virtual finger force direction and
magnitude were more systematic than individual finger counterparts during multi-finger
prehension. (2) Individual finger forces and moments showed error compensations, which resulted
in small variability of virtual finger forces and moments. The facts stated in (1) and (2) support the
hypothesis on hierarchical organization of prehension synergies. (3) The sets of force and
moment variables associated with the moment production about the vertical axis in the grasp plane
and the axis orthogonal to the grasp plane consisted of two non-correlated subsets each; one subset
of variables related to the control of grasping forces (grasp control) and the other subset
associated with the control of the orientation of the hand-held object (torque control). Among all
variables in 3D, the grasping forces were decoupled from the other variables. The data support the
principle of superposition in human prehension. (4) The fingers with longer moment arms with
respect to the moment axis produced larger forces during moment production. The data support
the mechanical advantage hypothesis. (5) The observed high correlations among forces and
moments associated with the control of object orientation were explained by ‘chain effects’, the
sequences of cause-effect relations necessitated by mechanical constraints. (6) Aging is associated
with an impaired ability to produce high and accurate grasping forces and pronation-supination
moments during multi-finger prehension: elderly persons showed more strength deficit in
pronation-supination moment production than grasping force production, and they also revealed
lower error compensations among finger forces and moments during multi-finger prehension.

Drawing Hands
by Maurits Cornelis Escher (1898-1972)
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1. 1. Problem Statement
Many everyday tasks impose rather strict requirements on the production of moments of
forces, while the total grip force only needs to be within certain, relatively broad limits (Latash et
al., 2002c; Latash et al., 2002a). For example, during drinking from a glass, total grip force needs
to be above the slipping threshold and below the crushing threshold – a rather wide range. In
contrast, total moment needs to be controlled precisely to avoid spilling the contents of the glass.
During writing, the grip force needs only to be large enough to prevent the implement from falling
out of the hand. In contrast, modulation of the moment defines the trajectory of the tip of the
implement and unique characteristics of the handwriting (Latash et al., 2003c). During driving a
car, the moment produced on the steering handle about the axis of rotation should be precisely
controlled to avoid an accident while the grip forces needs to be above a slipping threshold. Due to
its obvious importance in everyday life, accurate manipulation of hand-held objects has been a
favorite topic of researchers in the fields of motor control, neuroscience, biomechanics,
ergonomics, robotics, medicine, etc. Previous studies on control of prehension have focused on the
production of certain task-specific levels of the total grip force and slipping prevention under
changes in such factors as the load force, friction, and geometry of the hand-held objects (Edin et
al., 1992; Cole and Johansson, 1993; Flanagan and Wing, 1997a; Santello and Soechting, 2000;
Baud-Bovy and Soechting, 2001; Zatsiorsky et al., 2003a).
Compared to a large number of studies on the control of digit forces of pressing and grasping,
relatively little attention has been paid to the control of moments acting on hand-held objects,
which define conditions for rotational equilibrium. Previous studies of digit coordination during
prehension have had important limitations: (a) Most studies have limited their analyses to two- or
three-digit grasping: multi-digit/all-digit prehension has not been studied; (b) The analyses have
been limited to a plane where pronational or supinational effort was used to produce a resistive
moment against an external torque; (c) Moment production on a fixed object has not been studied
although this task removes many of the mechanical constraints associated with handling a free
object and can reveal inherent CNS strategies; (e) Age-related changes of finger coordination
during multi-finger moment production have not been investigated.

1. 2. Study Objectives
This dissertation has the following objectives: (1) to test a hypothesis on the hierarchical
organization of prehension synergies (see Chapter 2.4.2 for more details on hierarchical
organization of prehension synergies), (2) to test a hypothesis that the principle of superposition is
applicable to human prehension (see Chapter 2.4.4 for more details on principle of superposition),
(3) to investigate CNS strategies during multi-digit moment production on a mechanically fixed
object, (4) to test the mechanical advantage hypothesis (see Chapter 2.4.5 for more details on
mechanical advantage hypothesis), (5) to investigate multi-digit synergies in three-dimensional
space, (6) to investigate error compensations of finger forces and moments to stabilize the total
force and total moment by the fingers, and (7) to investigate age-related changes of multi-digit
synergies.
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1. 3. Organization of Dissertation
In Chapter 2, previous literature on the following issues are discussed: the motor redundancy
problem and the synergies, the basic structural and functional aspects of hand and fingers, the
multi-digit coordination of pressing and prehension, and the age-related changes in neuromuscular
system and motor functions.
Chapters 3 to 8 are based on the following original research papers which have been
published or are in the process of publication in peer-reviewed scientific journals.
(1) Shim JK, Latash ML, Zatsiorsky VM (2003b) Prehension synergies: trial-to-trial
variability and hierarchical organization of stable performance. Experimental Brain
Research 152: 173-184
(2) Zatsiorsky VM, Latash ML, Gao F, Shim JK (2004) The principle of superposition in
human prehension. Robotica 22: 231-234
(3) Shim JK, Latash ML, Zatsiorsky VM (2004b) Finger coordination during moment
production on a mechanically fixed object. Experimental Brain Research 157: 457-467
(4) Shim JK, Latash ML, Zatsiorsky VM (2004c) Prehension synergies in three
dimensions. Journal of Neurophysiology 10.1152/jn.00764.2004
(5) Shim JK, Latash ML, Zatsiorsky VM (2004d) Prehension synergies: Trial-to-trial
variability and principle of superposition during static prehension in three dimensions.
Journal of Neurophysiology; in press
(6) Shim JK, Lay BS, Zatsiorsky VM, Latash ML (2004e) Age-related changes in finger
coordination in static prehension tasks. Journal of Applied Physiology 97: 213-224
Chapter 9 encloses a brief summary of conclusions drawn from Chapters 3 to 8, and Chapter
10 contains general discussion and limitations of the current studies.
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CHAPTER 2
Background and Literature Review
2. 1. Motor Redundancy/Abundance and Synergies
A human voluntary movement usually involves a larger number of elements contributing to
performance than a number of elements required for the task. When a person reaches to a glass of
water, the endpoint trajectory is not uniquely determined by one combination of joint angle
trajectories [Inverse kinematics problem (Mussa Ivaldi et al., 1988)] or the end effector force is
not determined by one combination of joint torques in the limb. [Inverse dynamics problem
(Atkeson, 1989)]. When the person holds the glass in the air statically, infinite number of joint
angle combinations (kinematic redundancy) and finger-tip force combinations (kinetic
redundancy) can be used without a change of position or orientation of the glass. For almost all
human movements as in our glass of water example, the central nervous system (CNS) is
confronted with making a choice of movement from a seemingly infinite number of options. This
is similar to solving a system of equations where the number of equations describing the system
behavior is smaller than the number of unknown variables in the equations. This problem has been
addressed commonly as a motor redundancy problem or a Bernstein’s problem (Bernstein, 1947,
1967; Turvey, 1990; Latash, 1996).
From this point of view, an elimination of biomechanical degrees of freedom in a motor task
seemingly reduces CNS efforts to solve the problem. Gelfand and Latash, however, have recently
brought up a different view on excessive degrees of freedom: principle of motor abundance
(Gelfand and Latash, 1998; Latash, 2000). This principle states that all the elements or degrees of
freedom are always utilized by the CNS and, therefore, form an ‘abundant’ set of solutions. The
motor abundance is based on error compensations and synergies among elements. In a study of
hammering on a chisel by highly skilled professional blacksmiths, Bernstein found that the
variability of the individual trajectories of joints was smaller than the variability of the tip of the
hammer. He concluded that joints were not acting independently, but rather acting together to
compensate errors of the individual joints for consistent positions of the tip of the hammer
(Bernstein, 1927, 1967).
Gelfand and Tsetlin (1996) formulated a principle of non-individualized control. This
principle states that elements of a complex system are united as task-specific structural units,
commonly addressed as ‘synergies’ in contemporary literature. They also introduced a principle of
minimal interaction (PMI) in two hierarchical levels: at a local level (PMI-2) the inputs to
individual elements are minimized, and at a global level (PMI-1) the functional output of the
system is minimized by relative contributions of the elements. During a multi-finger ramp-force
pressing, for example, positive correlations between finger force profiles [cf. sharing patterns (Li
et al., 1996; Li et al., 1998a; Li et al., 1999)] and negative covariations among finger forces [cf.
error compensation (Latash et al., 1998a; Shim et al., 2003b; Shim et al., 2004f)] are subject to
PMI-1 and PMI-2, relatively.
The recent development of uncontrolled manifold (UCM) hypothesis has facilitated this
approach of synergies (Scholz and Schoner, 1999; Latash et al., 2002a) especially in the studies of
finger movements (Latash et al., 2001; Scholz et al., 2003), multi-joint coordination (Scholz et al.,
2000; Tseng et al., 2002), and postural control (Krishnamoorthy et al., 2003, 2004). In the analysis
of multi-finger pressing tasks, elemental variables were not associated with forces produced by
individual fingers because of the phenomenon of enslaving [phenomenon of non-task finger force
production induced by a task finger force production; (Zatsiorsky et al., 2000)], which makes
finger forces dependent on each other. To overcome this problem, another set of variables called
force modes were introduced (Latash et al., 2001; Scholz et al., 2002; Danion et al., 2003). The
modes are hypothetical latent variables (i.e. not observable at the behavioral level) corresponding
to desired involvement of individual digits into force production tasks. Multi-finger pressing
synergies have been described as covariations of force modes that stabilize a particular value of an
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important performance variable such as the total force or the total moment. Correspondingly, two
types of synergies during pressing have been analyzed, total force stabilizing synergies and total
moment stabilizing synergies. These two types of synergies are in competition because the former
favors negative covariations among finger forces, while the latter favors positive covariations of
the forces produced by subgroups of fingers that produce moments in opposite directions with
respect to a pivot point. This is particularly obvious in two-finger tasks, where there are only two
variables that can covary either negatively to stabilize their summed output (total force) or
positively to stabilize the difference between the outputs (related to total moment with respect to
the midpoint between the points of application of the two forces).
According to UCM hypothesis (Schoner, 1995; Scholz and Schoner, 1999), the multi-finger
synergies are defined as covariations of finger modes which stabilize competitive performance
variables such as the total finger force (negative covariations between finger modes, Figure 2.1.B)
or the rotational equilibrium (positive covariations between finger modes, Figure 2.1.C) in
subspaces. Figure 2.1.B and 2.1.C show synergies since the variability along the UCM direction is
larger than the variability orthogonal to the UCM (UCMorth).

A
M1

B
M1

UCM

UCM

C
UCMorth

M1

UCM

UCMorth

UCMorth
M2

M2

M2

Figure 2.1. A simple example of UCM analysis during a two-finger pressing task. M1 and M2
stand for the finger modes, and the circle and ellipses represent the force data distribution in the
two dimensional mode-space. (A) the variability along the UCM (solid line) and UCMorth (dotted
line) directions are equal: no synergy, (B) the variability along the UCM direction is larger than
the variability along the UCMorth direction: total force stabilization synergies, (C) the variability
along the UCM direction is larger than the variability of the UCMorth direction: moment
stabilization synergies at a virtual axis (i.e. mid-point) between two fingers.
In the experiments with relatively fast force production, the total moment was stabilized better
than the total force due to positive covariations of force modes to individual fingers (Latash et al.,
2001; Scholz et al., 2002). This phenomenon happened despite the fact that the production of
particular patterns of the total force was an explicit task component with continuous visual
feedback presented to the subjects, while the total moment was not even mentioned and no visual
feedback was presented. Total force stabilization was more pronounced during slow force
production tasks performed under continuous visual feedback on the total force. However, even in
the slowest trials, positive covariations of individual finger forces were observed during the first
half a second, later turning into negative covariations adequate for total force stabilization (Shim
et al., 2003b).

2. 2. Anatomy of the Hand
2. 2. 1. Bones and Joints of the Hand and Wrist
There are 27 bones in the human hand, wrist, and forearm; 14 phalangeal bones in fingers,
five metacarpal bones in the palm area of the hand, and eight carpal bones in the wrist. These
bones build four major joint groups in the hand; distal interphalangeal (DIP) joints, proximal
interphalangeal (PIP) joints, metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints, and carpometacarpal (CMC)
joints, Figure 2.2.
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Each finger has three phalanges which are named distal, middle, and proximal phalanges from
distal to proximal whereas the thumb has only distal and proximal phalanges without the middle
one. The length of the phalanges becomes increasingly larger to proximal. The heads of proximal
and middle phalanges are bicondylar and the cross-sectional shapes of the phalangeal shafts are
semicircular; dorsal side is circular and the palmar side is almost flat. The metacarpal bones are
positioned proximal to the proximal phalanges and have the arched shafts forming the round palm.
The distal ends of the metacarpal bones have spherical convex shapes. In fingers, the distal and
middle phalanges articulate forming DIP joints and the middle phalanges and metacarpal bones
form PIP joints. The distal and proximal phalanges of the thumb construct an interphalangeal (IP)
joint. The MCP joints are composed of the distal convex heads of metacarpal bones and the
proximal concave of the proximal phalanges.
The carpal bones are named after their shapes, and they are arranged in two rows being
bonded tightly by interosseous ligaments. The bones in the distal row include the trapezium (four
sided with two parallel sides), the trapezoid (four sided), the capitate (the central bone), and the
hamate (hook shaped) from the lateral side to the medial side. The bones of the proximal row are
the scaphoid (boat shaped), the lunate (half-moon shaped), the triquetrum (triangle shaped), and
the pisiform (pea shaped). The articulation between the proximal row and distal row is called the
midcarpal joint whereas articulations between adjacent bones are called intercarpal joints.

2nd
Distal phalange

3rd
4th
5th

Medial phalange
Proximal phalange

Distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint

st

1

Proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joint

Interphalangeal
(IP) joint

Metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint

Metacarpals

Carpometacarpal (CMC) joint

Carpals
Radius

Ulnar

Figure 2.2. The bones and joints in a right hand.
The MCP joints of fingers are typical example of condyloid joints where the oval condyle of
metacarpal bones articulate with the cavity of proximal phalanges. This structure permits angular
movement in two directions (biaxial joints), flexion-extension motion and abduction-adduction
motion. The first MCP joint with the metacarpal bone and the trapezium has a concave surface in
one direction and a convex surface in the other. The joints between phalanges have a structure of
hinge which permits movement in only one place (monaxial). The surfaces of the proximal sides
of the middle and distal phalanges are concave and the distal convex. The intercarpal joints form
gliding joints which allow only side-to-side and back-and-forth movements with a slight rotation.
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2. 2. 2. Mobility of the Finger and Wrist Joints
The range of motion (ROM) of DIP joint flexion ranges 60 - 70° and 100 - 110° for PIP joints
(Steindler, 1955). The ROM of MCP joint flexion and joint extension from a neutral position are
approximately 90° and 20-30° respectively, although individual fingers show different ROM, i.e.
index finger shows the smallest ROM of 70° and the little finger shows the largest ROM of 95°.
The ROM of abduction and adduction are about 60° for the index finger, 45° for the middle finger,
45° for the ring finger, and 50° for the little finger. The ROM of MCP joints in flexion-extension
direction decrease with increase in abduction-adduction deviation from a neutral position and vice
versa due to the bicondylar metacarpal structure (Schultz et al., 1987). CMC joints composed of
carpal bones form an immobile unit because of the tight bonds by interosseous ligaments.
The hand and wrist during prehension may be modeled with serial and parallel sub-systems
with 16 links and 21 joints, Figure 2.3; six universal joints (wrist and MCP joints, A-F), 10
revolute joints (phalangeal joints, G-P), and 5 ball-and-socket joints (contact points of digit tips to
the hand-held object). During a static all-digit prehension, the hand including a wrist joint has the
mobility of seven (kinematic redundancy), and an infinite number of wrench combinations of
digit-tip contact are possible during the static prehension (kinetic redundancy). The hand has 25
degrees of freedom (DOF) and each finger has four degrees of freedom when it moves freely
without holding an object (Tubiana, 1981). When the hand is holding an object, the hand and
fingers considered from the level of wrist can be modeled with 21 joints (five 3-DOF joints at digit
tips, ten 2-DOF joints for DIP and PIP joints, five 2-DOF joints for MCP joints, and one 2-DOF
joint for the wrist). Therefore, according to Gruebler’s formula, the total number of DOF of multidigit grasping (i.e. the hand mobility, M) is calculated as follows;
k

M = 6( N − K ) +

∑f

i

= 6 (16-21) + 2*6 +1*10 + 3*5 = 7

(1)

i =1

, where N is the number of links, K is the number of joints, fi is the DOF of joint i.
Although the hand has kinematic and kinetic redundancies, some of the redundancies are
coupled. Therefore, the joints are not individually controllable. For example, when the index
finger is flexed to touch the palm side of the hand, the other fingers also tend to flex. During
index-finger isometric force production, the other fingers produce relatively constant percentages
of forces with respect to the index finger force [phenomenon of Enslaving (Zatsiorsky et al.,
2000)].

2. 2. 3. Muscles of the Hand and Forearm
The muscles which actuate fingers are classified as intrinsic (originating in the hand) and
extrinsic (originating from a forearm) muscles to the hand depending on their origins. The
extrinsic muscles are larger and related to the strength of the hand, and the intrinsic muscles are
smaller and associated with delicate and fine movements of fingers (Freivalds, 2004). The
extrinsic muscles are functionally and structurally classified into two groups of muscles, anterior
and posterior; anterior muscles are flexors of fingers and hand and posterior muscles are extensors.
Main flexors of phalanges and the hand are flexor digitorum profundus (FDP) and flexor
digitorum superficialis (FDS). FDP is used to flex fingers without loading while FDS is utilized
when extra forces are required, e.g. maximal voluntary contraction (MVC). FDP tendons are
connected to DP while FDS tendons are connected to MP. There are two divisions of FDP where
radial part is connected to the index finger and the ulnar part is connected to the middle, ring, and
little fingers. Therefore, the index finger shows more independent movement than other fingers.
There are three types of muscle groups in the intrinsic muscles; thenar (thumb flexion and
ab/adduction), hypothenar (little finger flexion and adduction) and midpalmar (MCP flexion and
ab/adduction) muscles.
The supinator muscle wraps around the upper posterior portion of the radius where it works
synergistically with the biceps brachii muscle to supinate the hand. There are two muscles which
are responsible for pronating the hand; the pronator teres muscle which is located on the upper
medial side of the forearm and pronator quadratus which extends between the ulnar and radius on
the distal of the forearm. Figures 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 show the muscles in the hand and forearm.
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Figure 2.3. Diagrams of the hand and wrist; (A) topology of the hand and wrist: R and U
respectively represent 2 degree-of-freedom revolute and universal joints and (B) skeletal diagram
of the hand and wrist holding an object: S represents a spherical joint and 1-16 in circles stand for
links around joints.
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Figure 2.4. The superficial muscles of the right hand and forearm; (A) anterior view and (B)
posterior view (Van De Graaff, 2000).
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Figure 2.5. The profound muscles of the right hand and forearm; (A) rotators, (B) flexors, and (C)
extensors (Van De Graaff, 2000).
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Figure 2.6. The anterior view of the hand muscles (Van De Graaff, 2000).
The synovial tendon sheaths in digits provide gliding of the tendon inside the sheaths and
nutrients to the tendon. Another important function of the tendon sheaths in the hand is to prevent
tendon ‘bowstring effect’ and preserve a relatively constant moment arm, which can be modeled
as pulley systems (Manske and Lesker, 1977). There are two types of pulleys; five annular pulleys
(A1-A5) and three cruciate pulleys (C1-C3), Figures 2.7 and 2.8. A2 and A4 are the important
pulleys for normal functions of finger movements and force transfer. A3 pulley is the weakest but
most flexible pulley (Manske and Lesker, 1977; Idler, 1985; Lin et al., 1990) which comes into
play more when A2 and/or A4 are damaged (Marco et al., 1998).
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Figure 2.7. Lateral view of the index finger (Van De Graaff, 2000).

Figure 2.8. Tendon sheaths of a finger: A and C stand for annular and cruciate tendon sheaths,
respectively (Nordin and Frankel, 2001).

2. 2. 4. Anthropometry of the Hand
Musculoskeletal modeling of hand and finger movements requires anthropometric data such
as the lengths of the segments, the weights of the segments, the locations of center of mass of the
segments, the muscle insertion points, the joint centers/contact points between segments, etc. The
phalange lengths [Table 2.1, (Davidoff, 1990; Davidoff and Freivalds, 1993)], interphalangeal
joint dimensions (Garrett, 1970a, b), interphalangeal joint flexion and extension ranges of motion
(Davidoff and Freivalds, 1993), joint center locations (An et al., 1979), and tendon insertion points
(An et al., 1979) in human hands have been investigated in previous studies. However, inertial
properties, segment masses and center of mass locations, of hand and digits are all but lacking.
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Table 2.1. Phalangeal lengths as % of hand length (Davidoff and Freivalds, 1993).
Phalanx

Proximal

Thumb
17.1
Index
21.8
Middle
24.5
Ring
22.2
Little
17.2
Averaged data across genders are shown.

Medial

Distal

14.1
15.8
15.3
10.8

12.1
8.6
9.8
9.7
8.6

2. 3. Coordination of Finger Pressing
2. 3. 1. Finger Interaction Indices
During static flexion force production tasks, individual finger forces show phenomena of
mutual dependence. For example, when a person is asked to press an object only with one finger,
the rest of the fingers also produce considerable forces. When a person is asked to flex one finger
and touch the palm of the hand, the other fingers also show flexions. This phenomenon has been
interpreted as reflection of both the specific anatomical design of the hand and the neural
organization of finger force control (Kilbreath and Gandevia, 1993; Leijnse et al., 1993; Rouiller,
1996; Latash et al., 2002a). In particular, extrinsic hand muscles such as flexor digitorum
profundis (FDP) and flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS) have multiple tendons that insert at
different fingers. There are also passive inter-finger links provided by connective tissues. On the
other hand, finger representations in the primary motor cortex show mosaic pictures with many
overlaps (Schieber et al., 2001) that are rather far from the perfect Penfield’s homunculus
(Penfield and Flanigin, 1950).
Finger interaction during force production tasks has been described using three major indices:
sharing, enslaving, and force deficit (Li et al., 1998a; Zatsiorsky et al., 1998). Sharing (S) reflects
the fact that individual fingers typically produce certain stable percentages of the total force over a
wide range of total force magnitudes during all-finger pressing. Enslaving (E) addresses
unintended force production by fingers of a hand when a subset of fingers is required to produce
force (Kilbreath and Gandevia, 1994; Schieber et al., 2001). Force deficit (FD) reflects the fact
that a finger produces lower peak forces during multi-finger MVC tasks as compared to its peak
force when it is required to produce MVC alone (Ohtsuki, 1981; Kinoshita et al., 1995).
Quantitatively these indices have been characterized as:
Si = 100% Fi,task/Ftot,task

Equation 2.1

Ei,j = 100% Fi,j/Fi,i

Equation 2.2

FDi,task = 100% (Fi,i – Fi,task)/Fi,i

Equation 2.3

where S, E, and FD, respectively represents Sharing, Enslaving, and Force deficit, subscripts i and
j refer to fingers (index: I, middle: M, ring: R, and little: L), tot stands for total, and task indicates
a multi-finger task.
Certain regularities have been observed in these indices across the healthy, young subjects. In
particular, typically, the index and middle fingers produce about 60% of the total force, while the
little finger produces only about 15%. Enslaving effects are stronger between couples of adjacent
fingers and are nearly symmetrical, i.e. the magnitudes of Ei,j and Ej,i are close to each other. Force
deficit increases with the number of fingers explicitly involved in the task.
Both extrinsic and intrinsic hand muscles are activated during many daily activities (Darling
et al., 1994). The different anatomical points of attachment of extrinsic and intrinsic muscles
(Basmajian and De Luca, 1985) present an opportunity to vary the relative involvement of these
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muscle groups by changing the point of force application (Danion et al., 2000; Li et al., 2000).
Extrinsic flexors (FDP and FDS) are multi-digit muscles and focal flexors at the distal
interphalangeal (DIP) joint and at the proximal IP (PIP) joint respectively, while intrinsic muscles
act as digit-specific focal flexors at the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints in addition to their
extensor action at more distal joints (Landsmeer and Long, 1965; Long, 1968). Hence, when a
person presses with fingertips, extrinsic flexors are focal force generators while intrinsic muscles
participate in balancing moments at the MCP joints. When a person presses with proximal
phalanges while keeping the distal phalanges in an intermediate posture, intrinsic digit-specific
muscles become focal force generators while extrinsic flexors balance the action of the extensor
mechanism at interphalengeal joints (Chao et al., 1976; An et al., 1985). In particular, MVC
produced at the fingertips requires peak force production by extrinsic flexors, while intrinsic
muscle involvement has been assessed as ranging between 10% and 30% of their MVC (Harding
et al., 1993; Li et al., 2000). In contrast, when a person presses maximally by proximal phalanges,
intrinsic muscles are expected to produce forces close to their MVC, while existing assessments of
forces produced by the extrinsic muscles suggest that they require the two major extrinsic flexors
to produce below 20% of their maximal forces (Landsmeer and Long, 1965; Smith, 1974; Harding
et al., 1993).
Studies of the indices of finger interaction during force production at the two sites revealed
qualitatively similar patterns of S, E, and FD, while the magnitude of E and FD was significantly
higher when the subjects produced forces at the proximal phalanges (Latash et al., 2002c). This
observation has suggested that the patterns of finger interaction are mostly defined by central
neural factors and do not depend crucially on the presence of multi-digit extrinsic muscles. On the
other hand, a study of the effects of transcranial magnetic stimulation on finger force responses at
the distal phalanges showed that the magnitude of a response in a finger depended strongly on the
background force produced by this finger but showed no or weak dependence on the background
force produced by other fingers of the hand (Danion et al., 2003). These observations suggest a
high degree of physiological independence among the compartments of the extrinsic flexor
muscles (Fleckenstein et al., 1992; Jeneson et al., 1992; Serlin and Schieber, 1993; Bickerton et
al., 1997).

2. 3. 2. Minimization of Secondary Moments
The principle of minimization of secondary moments has suggested that the total pressing
force by fingers is shared in a way to minimize pronation or supination moments acting on a hand
during multi-finger pressing (Li et al., 1998a). When a subset of fingers within a human hand is
explicitly involved in a force production task, other fingers also produce forces because of
enslaving effect. A study of the patterns of enslaving during maximal voluntary contraction
(MVC) tasks has also suggested that these patterns were at least partly directed at reducing the
total pronation/supination moment that would have been observed without the enslaving
(Zatsiorsky et al., 2000). This principle was expanded to bimanual multi-finger tasks where
subjects reduced the total moment acting on the body in the frontal plane without any feedback of
the moment being produced. The minimization of total moment during bimanual tasks was also
found even when the moment arms of the hands with respect to the central frontal plane of the
body were asymmetrical (Li et al., 2001). In both one-hand and two-hand force production
studies, the subjects were typically required to produce maximal forces by subsets of fingers. The
subjects were never given any instruction or feedback on moment production. Minimization of
secondary moments under such conditions has suggested that keeping a value of the moment
produced by a set of fingers may be an important factor defining patterns of finger forces even in
the absence of explicit moment requirements.

2. 3. 3. Effects of Practice on Moment or Force Stabilization during
Pressing
The observations of better moment stabilization in most studies have led to a hypothesis that
covariations patterns of force modes are conditioned by everyday experiences over a lifetime,
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which, as mentioned in the Introduction, commonly places more strict requirements on moment
variations.
In a study of transcranial magnetic stimulus (TMS) (Latash et al., 2003a), subjects practiced
for about 1.5 hours (200 trials) a ramp total force production task while pressing with three fingers
on individual force sensors. The task was complex in two respects. First, the frame with the
sensors rested on a very narrow support placed under the middle finger. Second, in each trial a
TMS was applied over the contralateral primary motor cortical area without subjects’ knowledge.
The stimulus induced a quick jerk of the fingers and perturbed both the total force and the total
moment. Effects of practice were assessed using brief series of unperturbed ramp trials. Over time
subjects improved their overall tracking performances: the variance of the total force trajectory
declined by 60% after the first 100 trials, but there was little additional improvement after the
second 100 trials. Variance in the force finger space related to the total moment with respect to the
pivot also showed a decline during the first half of practice and minimal further changes during the
second half. In contrast, finger force variance that did not affect either total force or total moment
showed no changes after the first 100 trials and a decline during the second 100 trials. This
variance component quantified per finger was significantly larger than those related to the total
force and total moment. TMS-induced changes in the finger forces also showed a gradual change.
The overall force response declined. Besides, the differences in the responses of the index and ring
fingers, which perturbed the total moment with respect to the pivot, declined as well. This study
has demonstrated that a relatively brief practice is sufficient to induce plastic changes in neural
structures responsible for the TMS-induced responses.
Effects of practice on finger interaction in persons with Down syndrome (DS) were studied
(Latash et al., 2002b; Scholz et al., 2003). In this study, the participants were asked to produce
ramp profiles of the total force while pressing on force sensors with all four fingers of the
dominant hand without any instability. Prior to practice, persons with DS showed predominantly
positive covariations among individual finger forces (and force modes) leading to destabilization
of the total force, while the pronation/supination moment was stabilized. As in other studies, the
subjects were given feedback on the total force but not on the moment. After two days of practice,
persons with DS improved their overall performances and started to show covariations of force
modes, which stabilized the total force profile. Notably, there was no deterioration in the moment
stabilization.
There also has been a study where subjects practiced a multi-finger force production task
(Kang et al., 2004). The task was purposefully designed to be very unusual and hard in order to
make sure that there was sufficient room for improvement in finger coordination patterns. The
subjects were required to produce a ramp profile with a signal (task force, FTASK) representing the
sum of the forces produced by asymmetrical finger pairs in the two hands (for example, the index
and ring fingers of one hand plus the middle and little fingers of the other hand), from which the
forces produced by the other four fingers were subtracted. Finger coordination was studied using
the UCM hypothesis framework. Prior to practice, subjects showed high error indices and failed to
show stabilization of each hand’s contribution to FTASK by covariations of force modes to the
hand’s fingers. However, the pronation-supination moment was stabilized by the fingers of each
hand despite a lack of instructions about the moment. Over two days of practice, the performances
of the subjects improved considerably. This was accompanied by the emergence of within-a-hand
force stabilization for each of the two hands without deterioration of moment stabilization. This is
not a trivial result because of the competition between force and moment stabilization during
pressing.
A recent study on the effects of practice of an unusual two-hand finger force production task
on electromyographic and force responses to TMS showed that the force production by a hand
resulted in decreased TMS-induced responses in the other hand prior to practice (Shim et al.,
2004g). After practice, fingers that were explicitly required to produce force during practice
showed a significant drop in these inhibitory effects, while other fingers did not.
In general, the finger coordination during multi-finger force production tasks can change
readily under practice, and the interhemispheric inhibitory projections can experience plastic
changes that favor the execution of a practiced task.
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2. 4. Coordination of Prehension
2. 4. 1. Definition and Classification of Prehension
Prehension has been defined as ‘the application of functionally effective forces by the hand to
an object for a task, given numerous constraints’ (Zatsiorsky et al., 2003a). This definition
emphasizes the functional aspects of prehension tasks.
Schlesinger classified prehension postures into six different categories ; cylindrical, tip,
hook/snap, palmar, spherical, and lateral grips (Schlesinger, 1919), Figure 2.9. A cylindrical
prehension is used to hold cylindrical objects, such as a hollow cylinder and coffee mug. A tip
prehension is used to hold small sharp objects, such as a nail or a piece of paper. A hook
prehension is applied to hold heavy objects and a palmar prehension to hold relatively thin objects.
A spherical prehension is used for spherical objects, such as a ball or an apple, and a lateral
prehension is utilized for thin and flat objects. Naiper classified prehension into two different
categories: precision grip and power grip (Naiper, 1956, 1962), Figure 2.10. The thumb position
mainly decides whether a grip is under the category of precision or power. When the thumb is
more adducted, the grip becomes close to precision. When the grip has the least precision and the
most power with large adduction of the thumb, it is called coal hammer grip.

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 2.9. Schlinger’s classification of prehension postures: (A) a cylindrical grip, (B) a tip grip,
(C) hook grip, (D) a palmar grip, (E) a lateral grip, and (F) a spherical grip.
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Figure 2.10. Naiper’s classification of prehension postures: (A) a precision grip, (B) a power grip,
and (C) coal hammer grip.

2. 4. 2. Opposition and Virtual Finger
One of the most functionally important movements of human hand is ‘opposition’, a
movement by which the pulp surface of the thumb is placed squarely in contact with or
diametrically opposite to the tips of one or all of the remaining digits (Naiper, 1956, 1962;
MacKenzie and Iberall, 1994; Iberall, 1997). Compared to those of humans, the manipulation
capabilities of apes are limited because the distance between the fingertips and the tip of relatively
short and weak thumb (Naiper, 1962; Marzke and Marzke, 2000). The first evolutionary evidence
of the opposition of thumb and fingers was the hand bones of Homo habilis (‘handy man’) which
were found in 1962 in Tanzania. These hand bones have been considered to have some similarities
to the modern thumb in terms of its range of motion (ROM) and its MVC digit tip force (Naiper,
1962; Marzke and Marzke, 2000). The Homo habilis had a broad saddle joint between the first
MCP and the trapezium, which would have allowed an opposed position of the thumb and fingers.
Iberall used the term opposition to describe three basic directions along which the human hand can
apply forces, Figure 2.11.

A

B

C

Figure 2.11. Iberall’s classification of oppositions: (A) a pad opposition, (B) a side opposition, and
(C) a palm opposition. The arrows represent forces which construct an opposition.
A virtual finger (VF) is an imagined finger which produces a wrench equal to the wrenches of
individual fingers (IFs). Therefore, the VF generates the same mechanical effects produced by
individual fingers (Arbib et al., 1985; Iberall, 1987; Cutkosky, 1989; Cutkosky and Howe, 1990;
MacKenzie and Iberall, 1994; Iberall, 1997; Santello and Soechting, 1997; Yoshikawa, 1999;
Santello and Soechting, 2000; Gentilucci et al., 2003; Shim et al., 2003a; Zatsiorsky et al., 2004).
During multi-finger prehension, all the finger forces and moments can be resolved into one
wrench, which have the same mechanical effect as all the finger wrenches (Sorin and Sorin, 2001;
Zatsiorsky et al., 2002a; Shim et al., 2003a; Zatsiorsky et al., 2003a; Shim et al., 2004a; Shim et
al., 2004e). The concept of VF naturally leads the analysis of prehension in a hierarchical manner,
Figure 2.12. In the hierarchical control scheme, the central controller controls the IFs at the lower
level to produce desired outputs of the VF at the higher level.
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Figure 2.12 A schematic representation of hierarchical control of prehension. The central
controller controls the virtual finger and thumb in the higher level (virtual finger level) and the
mechanical effects of the virtual finger are distributed into individual fingers in the lower level
(individual finger level).

2. 4. 3. Multi-finger Prehension
Prismatic grip is a grip by the tips of the digits in which the thumb and the fingers oppose
each other. To perform a prehension task successfully, the CNS should consider the orientation,
weight, and inertia matrix of the prehensile object as well as the friction and texture on the contact
surface. Each of the five digits exerts three force components and three moment components on
the prehensile object in three-dimensions. Therefore, thirty elemental variables in total should be
considered when all digits are involved in a prehension task.
‘Point-contact’ and ‘patch-contact’ models have been popular in robotic finger contact
research due to its simplicity and computational convenience (Ghafoor et al., 2004). The pointcontact model assumes the contact between a digit tip and a contact surface to be represented as a
point while the patch-contact model is similar to a Velcro-contact. However, a true nature of
contact in human digits is close to ‘soft-contact’ model. Sticking a digit tip onto a contact surface
is not possible in the soft-contact model. Therefore, the direction of the force produced on the
contact surface is one-sided, and the digit of contact can push a contact surface but can not pull the
surface (Mason and Salisbury, 1985; Arimoto et al., 2000; Shim et al., 2003a). A point of force
application can be displaced on a contact surface when a digit tip rolls on the surface in the softcontact model (Arimoto et al., 2003b). A digit tip can produce a local free moment about the axis
perpendicular to a contact surface when the digit produces a twisting friction about the axis with a
given normal force (Blau, 1996; Zatsiorsky, 2002). However, production of local free moments
about the other two axes, orthogonal to the first axis, is not possible because this attempt will
result in a motion of digit-tip rolling on the contact surface. Therefore, in a simple soft-contact
model, six variables need to be controlled at the contact of a digit tip: three force components in
three-dimensions, one free moment about the axis perpendicular to the contact surface, and two
coordinates of center of pressure.
For an object to be at rest during multi-digit prehension, the vector sum of all forces and the
vector sum of all moments acting on the system should be equal to zero due to static equilibrium
n

conditions. (

∑ F p = [0,0,0]T and
p =1

n

∑M

q

= [0,0,0] , where superscript T signifies a vector
T

q =1
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transpose, F and M stand for forces and moments acting on the object, and n is the number of
forces or moments).
At VF level, the moment produced by digit forces and moments can be summarized with the
following equation.

M
= M th + M vf + m (C ) + m
= [M Xth , M Yth , M Zth ]T + [M Xvf , M Yvf , M Zvf ]T + [m (XC ) , mY(C ) , mZ(C ) ]T + [0,0, mZth + mZvf ]T
= [M Xth( Z ) + M Xth(Y ) , M Yth( X ) + M Yth( Z ) , M Zvf (Y ) + M Zth( X ) ]T
+ [M Xvf ( Z ) + M Xvf (Y ) , M Yvf ( X ) + M Yvf ( Z ) , M Zvf (Y ) + M Zvf ( X ) ]T
+ [mYX (C ) + m XZ (C ) , mYZ (C ) + mYX (C ) , mZX (C ) + mZY (C ) ]T
+ [0,0, mZth + mZvf ]T
= [d Yth ⋅ FZth − d Zth ⋅ FYth , d Zth ⋅ FXth − d Xth ⋅ FZth , d Xth ⋅ FYth − dYth ⋅ FXth ]T
+ [d Yvf ⋅ FZvf − d Zvf ⋅ FYvf , d Zvf ⋅ FXvf − d Xvf ⋅ FZvf , d Xvf ⋅ FYvf − d Yvf ⋅ FXvf ]T
+ [ FZvf ⋅ (d Yvf − d Yth ) − FYvf ⋅ (d Zvf − d Zth ),
FXvf ⋅ (d Yvf − d Yth ) − FZvf ⋅ (d Xvf − d Xth ),
FYvf ⋅ (d Xvf − d Xth ) − FXvf ⋅ (d Zvf − d Zth )]T
+ [0,0, mZth + mZvf ]T
Equation 2.4
where M is the total moment, M

th

is the moment of F

th

, M

vf

is the moment of F

vf

,

m (C ) is moment of couple, m is the local free moment generated by digit twisting friction on
the contact surface,

)
M Xth is the moment of F th about X-axis, m (C
is the moment of couple
X

m Zth and m Zvf are thumb and VF local free moment about Z-axis, M Xth (Z ) is the
th
Y (C )
is the moment of couple produced by forces along Ymoment of FZ about X-axis, and m X

about X-axis,

axis about X-axis. Similar rules of nomenclature are applied to both thumb and VF finger and all
three axes, X, Y, and Z. The arrow on top of the variables signifies a vector.

2. 4. 4. Principle of Superposition
According to the principle of superposition (Figure 2.13), some skilled actions can be
decomposed into several elemental actions that are controlled independently by separate
controllers, and the overall input signal to control the motion can be produced by the superposition
of the input signal for each elemental motion (Arimoto et al., 2001; Parra-Vega et al., 2001;
Doulgeri et al., 2002). Such a decoupled control in robotics has been demonstrated to reduce the
total computation time in mathematical simulations. In particular, it has been shown that a
dexterous grasping and manipulation of an object by two-soft robot fingers can be realized by a
linear superposition of two commands; one command for a stable grasping control and the other
for an object orientation control (Arimoto et al., 2002; Nguyen and Arimoto, 2002). However, it is
not currently known whether the principle of superposition is valid in human prehension.
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Command 1

Command 3

Command 2

Σ
Object of control
Figure 2.13. Schematic representation of the principle of superposition. Control of an object can
be realized by the superposition of sub-actions controlled by each corresponding command
independently without interference to each other.

2. 4. 5. Mechanical Advantage
Individual muscles crossing a joint are usually activated in proportion to their mechanical
advantages, moment arms with respect to the axis of rotation (Prilutsky, 2000). The mechanical
advantage of an effecter in a multi-effecter system is determined by its moment arm. In the
example in Figure 2.14, the magnitude of force F1 is twice the magnitude of force F1 because the
moment arm of F1 (r1) is twice longer than the moment arm of F2 (r2). A study of multi-finger
prehension has shown that the fingers located far away from the axis of rotation produce larger
forces than those fingers located closer to the axis during pronational or supinational moment
production tasks (Zatsiorsky et al., 2002b). However, the mechanical advantage hypothesis of
fingers has not been tested during moment production about the other axes or during moment
production on a mechanically fixed object.

Cross-sectional area
P1

Cylindrical
object

F1

=

P2 F2

r1
r2
T

=
O
F1 = k · r1
F2 = k · r2
\ F1 = 2 · F2

Figure 2.14. A cylindrical object in a state of torsion (T) as an example of mechanical advantage
hypothesis: the magnitudes of forces (F1 and F2) at different positions (P1 and P2) are proportional
to lengths of their moment arms (r1 and r2) with respect to the axis of rotation (O).
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2. 4. 6. Prehension Synergies
Previous studies on prehension synergies have investigated both kinematic and kinetic aspects
of grasping. Studies on digit movements during reaching and grasping have revealed synergical
movements of digit joints with a less number of DOF than the total number of DOF (Cole and
Abbs, 1986; Soechting and Flanders, 1997; Santello et al., 2002). Studies on kinetic coordination
of digit forces and moments during grasping have revealed synergical behaviors of the mechanical
variables such as forces, moments, and moment arms (Santello and Soechting, 2000; Zatsiorsky et
al., 2002b; Shim et al., 2003a; Zatsiorsky et al., 2003a; Shim et al., 2004a; Zatsiorsky et al., 2004).
Previous studies showed that the grasping force increased in patients of stroke with fine motor
deficit (Hermsdorfer et al., 2003) and Parkinson’s disease (Fellows et al., 1998) although another
study reported indifferent trends of normal force and vertical tangential force in control subjects
and patients of impaired manual sensibility (Nowak et al., 2003). Increase in grasping normal
force has also been reported under different grasping conditions such as the increase in load force,
low friction between the digit tips and contact surfaces, decrease in afferent feedbacks, and
increase in external torque (Edin et al., 1992; Cole and Johansson, 1993; Flanagan and Wing,
1997a; Santello and Soechting, 2000; Zatsiorsky et al., 2002b; Augurelle et al., 2003b; Monzee et
al., 2003; Shim et al., 2003a; Zatsiorsky et al., 2003a; Shim et al., 2004a).

2. 5. Aging and Finger Coordination
2. 5. 1. Age-related Changes in Neuromuscular and Musculoskeletal
Systems
During the process of aging, the number of alpha-motorneurons has been known to decrease,
and this phenomenon becomes prevailing after the age of 60 (Campbell et al., 1973). The
threshold of motor unit firing decreases with age advances (Owings and Grabiner, 1998a). The
size principle of motor unit recruitments (Henneman principle) becomes less valid with aging. The
larger motor units become as fatigueable as smaller ones, and large fatigueable motor units shrink
in their size (Luff, 1998).
The elderly commonly have less muscle mass than young individuals. The muscle atrophy is
thought to partially originate from a decrease in the number and the size of muscle fibers. The
muscle atrophy in the elderly takes place differently in different muscle fibers. Type II fibers show
decreases in both the number and the size of the fibers while Type I fibers show decrease only in
the number (Gutmann and Hanzlikova, 1972; Newton and Yemm, 1986). Type II fibers are
thought to experience the muscle atrophy because the nerves innervating the muscle die with age
and they are not replaced. It has been shown that age-related decrease in muscle force and muscle
mass resulted decrease in strength in voluntarily contracted muscles and also electrically-evoked
stimulations to muscles (Winegard et al., 1997). There have been some studies showing
differential force loss in muscle groups with aging including upper and lower extremity muscle
groups (Grimby et al., 1982) and distal and proximal hand muscle groups (Shinohara et al.,
2003a).
The number of muscle fibers and the physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA) of muscles
decrease with aging (Bruce et al., 1989; Jubrias et al., 1997). The ratio of muscle force to the
PCSA decreases with aging, and smaller PCSA accounted for only about half of the 39% drop in
force that occurred between ages 65-80 years (Bruce et al., 1989; Jubrias et al., 1997). With age,
the cartilage synthesis decreases and the cartilage undergoes calcification (Tonna et al., 1977)
which interferes with the transportation of nutrients and wastes in the cartilage and the cartilage
cells die and the calcified matrix is resorbed as a result (Leeson and Leeson, 1970). Although
bone is a dynamic tissue which experiences constant modeling and remodeling throughout its
lifespan, the amount of bone resorbed by osteoclasts is larger than the amount of bone newly
synthesized by osteoblasts with aging, which results in bone loss.
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2. 5. 2. Age-related Changes in Motor Function
Studies on age-related changes in voluntary movements have shown the slowness of
movement initiation and execution (Welford, 1984a, b; Stelmach et al., 1987; Stelmach et al.,
1988). The internal structures of voluntary movements are changed showing longer deceleration
phases (Cooke et al., 1989; Darling et al., 1989; Pratt et al., 1994), increased incidence of
corrective adjustments during fast targeted movements (Cooke et al., 1989; Darling et al., 1989;
Pratt et al., 1994; Yan et al., 1998), and higher reliance on visual feedback control (Seidler-Dobrin
and Stelmach, 1998).
The elderly are known to be concerned about accuracy (Welford, 1984b) and show increased
safety margins in a variety of motor tasks (Cole et al., 1999). Given no time pressure, elderly
subjects use proprioceptive and sensory information similar to young subjects (Proteau et al.,
1994; Chaput and Proteau, 1996). However, elderly persons show interference with natural motor
tasks (Welford, 1984b; Stelmach et al., 1987; Stelmach et al., 1988) and more reliance on
proprioceptive information (Chaput and Proteau, 1996) when time pressure is given.
Excessive muscle coactivation is commonly seen in elderly persons. In particular, during fast
voluntary movements, elderly persons show similar scaling of electromyographic (EMG) patterns
in the agonist-antagonist muscle pairs but a relatively larger coactivation of the muscles (Stelmach
et al., 1988; Seidler-Dobrin and Stelmach, 1998). There is also a marked co-contraction of agonistantagonist muscle groups in response to postural perturbations (Woollacott et al., 1988).

2. 5. 3. Age-related Changes in Finger and Hand Control
Aging leads to a decline in hand strength and loss of manual dexterity, which affects many of
the activities of daily living (Boatright et al., 1997; Hughes et al., 1997; Giampaoli et al., 1999;
Francis and Spirduso, 2000). This is in part associated with changes in the neuromuscular
apparatus such as a drop in the number of motor units, an increase in the size of the motor units
and a general slowing down of their contractile properties (Kernell et al., 1983; Duchateau and
Hainaut, 1990; Kamen et al., 1995; Doherty and Brown, 1997; Owings and Grabiner, 1998a).
Many clinical scales of motor abilities rely heavily on hand function [e.g., Jebsen Hand Function
Test ((Hackel et al., 1992)]. However, relatively few studies have addressed age-related changes in
finger coordination during force and moment production tasks (Contreras-Vidal et al., 1998; Cole
et al., 1999; Cole and Rotella, 2002; Shinohara et al., 2003a; Shinohara et al., 2003b).
Distal arm muscles show particularly pronounced changes with age. Thumb abduction
strength, pinch strength, and grip strength all decrease after the age of 60 (Boatright et al., 1997).
The index finger shows reduced abduction strength and increased force fluctuations (Galganski et
al., 1993). Motor units within the first dorsal interosseus muscle show more variable discharge
rates while the maximal discharge rate is reduced (Kamen et al., 1995). Studies of the first dorsal
interosseus muscle have shown excessive coactivation of the second palmar interosseus and
coactivation of an antagonist (Spiegel et al., 1996). One may expect that neural control of fingers
adjusts to these changes to optimize hand performance in everyday motor tasks.
The decline in the overall performance of the hand within a broad range of functions is
accompanied by a drop in the tactile and vibration sensitivities (Kenshalo, 1979). These two
processes may be related to each other: Denny Brown (1966) has reported that cutaneous
sensitivity of fingertips plays a crucial role during precise manipulation. Kinoshita and Francis
(1996) compared force control during prehension in young and elderly subjects. They found that
elderly subjects showed lower skin friction, higher safety margins, more fluctuations in the grip
force curve, and longer times of force application. Higher safety margins were also reported by
Cole (1991), which could be related to changes in skin friction and/or to production of comparably
strong sensory signals in elderly. In more recent studies, however, Cole and his colleagues (Cole
et al., 1998, 1999) have challenged a hypothesis that decline in the ability of elderly persons to
grip and lift objects is solely due to their impaired tactile sensitivity. Contreras-Vidal et al. (1998)
studied the performance of elderly subjects in handwriting tasks and have suggested that the
spatial coordination of fingers and wrist movements declines with age while control of force
pulses may be preserved. All these observations suggest that the deterioration of performance of
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elderly persons in tasks involving hand and fingers can get contribution from both peripheral and
central neural factors.
A recent series of studies of the effects of aging on the structure of force variability during the
isometric submaximal force production have shown that aging leads to both an increase in the
variability and a change in the timing structure of the force signal (Vaillancourt et al., 2003;
Vaillancourt and Newell, 2003).

2. 5. 4. Age-related Changes in MVC Pressing
A recent study revealed that elderly persons, both males and females, showed smaller MVC
pressing forces across the tasks as compared to younger subjects (Shinohara et al., 2003a). The
difference was of the order of 30% in the four-finger MVC task, and it was about 20% in singlefinger MVC tasks.
Elderly persons showed significantly lower indices of enslaving as compared to young
persons. Lower enslaving can be interpreted as better individual control of finger forces or higher
dexterity (Li et al., 2000). This finding is counter-intuitive taking into account the general decline
in the hand function with age. At the same time, force deficit showed higher magnitudes in elderly
persons. Connective tissue has been shown to replace contractile proteins with aging (Zimmerman
et al., 1993). This could be expected to lead to an increase in enslaving due to increased force
transmission among structures serving individual digits, not to the mentioned findings of lower
enslaving in elderly. The enlargement of motor units associated with aging (Larsson and Ansved,
1995) could also be expected to lead to increased enslaving due to increased chances of
simultaneous recruitment of fibers from compartments of extrinsic hand muscles serving
individual digits. Hence, the finding of decreased enslaving strongly suggests changes at the level
of central commands to motoneuronal pools in elderly.
Increased force deficit in elderly subjects could be due to changed motor unit properties as
well as modified supraspinal control. Force produced by a muscle is a consequence of both the
number of recruited motor units and their discharge rate. Similarly, force deficit may be viewed as
a consequence of both incomplete recruitment of motor units and their reduced discharge rate. Due
to the increased innervation ratio of motor units with aging (e.g., Larsson and Ansved 1995 for
review), a lack of recruitment of a fixed number of motor units may be expected to result in a
relatively larger drop in force in elderly subjects. In addition, possible effects of reduced discharge
rate of motor units on force deficit may be related to changes in the force-frequency dependence
(Cooper and Eccles, 1930; Thomas et al., 1991; Shinohara et al., 2003a). One can conclude,
therefore, that changes in force deficit with age also suggest changes at neural levels involved in
the generation of commands to hand muscles.
Changes in indices of finger interaction with age were qualitatively (and in some cases, also
quantitatively) similar to those observed between male and female subjects (Shinohara et al.,
2003b) and between young subjects prior to and after fatigue (Danion et al., 2000; Danion et al.,
2001). There seems to be only one factor that changes in a similar way across the three
comparisons, elderly vs. young, female vs. male, and fatigued vs. non-fatigued. This factor is the
total force producing abilities. An analysis of the indices of finger interactions as functions of the
total MVC force (MVCF) confirmed that enslaving expressed in percent of peak force increased
with MVCF while force deficit decreased with an increase in MVCF. The same graph also shows
data points from an earlier study of the effects of fatigue on finger interaction (Danion et al.,
2000).
The relative contribution of intrinsic and extrinsic hand muscles to finger pressing force was
manipulated by varying the site of force production along the finger (Shinohara et al., 2003a). As
mentioned earlier, the different sites of tendon attachment make intrinsic and extrinsic hand
muscles involved to different degrees in tasks when flexion MVC is produced at the proximal
phalanges and at the distal phalanges. The decline in the peak force with age during MVC tasks
was greater when the subjects performed the tasks at the proximal phalanges (30%) than at the
distal phalanges (19%). These results have been interpreted as indicating a larger decline in the
force producing capabilities of the intrinsic hand muscles as compared to extrinsic hand muscles.
This conclusion is also supported by observations of a relatively large decline with age of the
MVC force during index finger abduction task; this task requires high force production by the first
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dorsal interosseus, an intrinsic hand muscle (Semmler et al., 2000; Laidlaw et al., 2002; Shinohara
et al., 2003a). These observations are also in a good correspondence with other studies on distal
muscles being more affected by age than proximal muscles (Viitasalo et al., 1985; Christ et al.,
1992; Era et al., 1992).
When subjects produced MVC force at the proximal phalanges, they consistently showed
larger indices of both enslaving and force deficit as compared in the tests at the distal phalanges.
This was true across ages and genders. This observation supports the central (neural) origin of
these indices of finger interaction: If the presence of multi-digit muscles were an important factor,
the indices would be expected to be smaller during force production at the proximal phalanges
because in those tests the focal force generators were digit-specific, intrinsic muscles.
The finding of disproportional losses of force at the two sites, proximal and distal, suggests
potentially detrimental effects on muscle synergies involved in finger force production. Most
everyday tasks involve force application by the fingertips. These forces generate moments in all
finger joints that need to be balanced by muscle action. In particular, intrinsic muscles are required
to balance moments in the metacarpophalangeal joints. Therefore, commands to extrinsic and
intrinsic muscles need to be accurately balanced to prevent joint motion during static tasks with
fingertip force production. Such combinations of commands are probably elaborated and refined
by the CNS over the lifetime based on the individual person’s anatomy and the variety of
everyday tasks. If the force-generating capabilities of muscles change disproportionately,
previously developed combinations of neural commands to the muscles are likely to become
suboptimal. If such changes in the muscle properties are permanent, as with aging, previously
elaborated muscle synergies likely need to be adjusted. This may not be a simple task for the CNS,
which may result in the application of inadequate muscle synergies and decrease in motor
performance of the hand.

2. 5. 5. Age-related Changes in Finger Force Interaction during
Accurate Force Production
Most everyday tasks require accurate production of submaximal forces and moments by the
digits. A series of studies have addressed multi-finger coordination during accurate force
production tasks in both young and elderly persons (Latash et al., 2002d; Shim et al., 2003a;
Shinohara et al., 2003b; Shim et al., 2004e).
When a person presses on a set of force sensors with the four fingers of a hand and produces
an accurate profile of the total force under continuous visual feedback, finger forces show certain
patterns of co-variation both along a trial and across trials. Analyses of such covariation patterns
have been performed by comparing time patterns and average indices of the total force variance
(VTOT(t)) and the sum of individual finger force variances (∑Vi(t)). The difference between the
two indices, ∆V(t) = ∑Vi(t) - VTOT(t), reflects prevalence of either negative covariations among the
finger forces (when ∆V > 0) or positive covariations among the forces (∆V < 0). Note that
negative covariations among the finger forces may be viewed as a force-stabilizing synergy, while
positive covariations destabilize the profile of the total force similarly as in UCM analysis.
A study of the performance of elderly subjects during finger pressing tasks (Shinohara et al.,
2003b) showed that both young and elderly subjects showed predominantly positive covariations
among finger forces during the initial segment of the ramp. Negative finger force covariations
were seen after the total force reached a level close to 5 N. This common “critical force”
magnitude was observed across subject groups, which differed quite dramatically in their force
producing abilities. A conclusion has been drawn that this common critical force could reflect the
fact that multi-finger synergies are elaborated by all persons, irrespective of their force producing
capabilities, during everyday tasks that involve manipulation of objects with similar inertial
properties.
Application of the UCM analysis to accurate force production tests has shown additional
differences between young and elderly persons (Shinohara et al., 2004). To remind, this analysis
operates with independent hypothetical variables, force modes, and it could be applied to test
different hypothesis, in particular those of total force stabilization and pronation/supination
moment stabilization by covariations of force modes to individual fingers. In the analysis of force
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variance profiles, the magnitude of the total force when negative values of ∆V turned into positive
values was about the same (5 N) across the subject groups and sites of force production. Within
the UCM analysis, however, additional age-related differences have been revealed. Elderly
subjects took more time and reached higher forces before they were able to show covariations of
modes stabilizing the total force. Young subjects showed better moment stabilization than elderly.
Age-related differences in both force- and moment-stabilization effects were particularly strong
during force application at the proximal phalanges when intrinsic hand muscles were the focal
force generators. During force production at the proximal phalanges, young subjects showed
covariations of modes that stabilized both total force and total pronation/supination moment (∆V >
0), while elderly subjects showed worse force stabilization and failed to stabilize the moment (∆V
< 0). This observation lends additional support to the earlier conclusion on a more severe
impairment of the intrinsic hand muscles with age. This series of studies have led to a conclusion
that the drop in MVC is accompanied by worse coordination of control signals to fingers in multifinger tasks in elderly subjects (Ikeda et al., 1991; Cavanaugh et al., 1999; Cole and Rotella,
2002).
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CHAPTER 3
Prehension Synergies during Moment Production on a Free
Object in Two-dimensions:
Trial-to-trial Variability and Hierarchical Organization of a
Stable Performance

Chapter 3 contains the following original paper reprinted by the permission from SpringerLink:
Jae Kun Shim, Mark L. Latash, Vladimir M. Zatsiorsky
Prehension synergies: Trial-to-trial variability and hierarchical organization of stable performance
Experimental Brain Research 152(2): pp.173-184
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Abstract We studied multi-digit synergies as relations
among digit forces and points of their application across
multiple repetitions of a static prehensile task. The task
required holding a grasped object (14.9 N) against
different external torques. Subjects (n=6) performed 25
trials for each torque condition: –1.0, –0.5, 0, +0.5 and
+1.0 Nm. In spite of the variability of individual forces
and points of their application, stable performance was
achieved. Individual performance variables were organized into two subsets. Variables within each subset
highly correlated with each other (the coefficients of
correlation were close to €1.0) while there was no
correlation among variables from different subsets. The
two subsets were associated with two components of the
prehension task: grasp control (preventing an object from
slipping out of the hand) and torque control (maintaining
a desired object orientation).
Keywords Prehension · Grasping · Finger forces ·
Synergy · Null space · Uncontrolled manifold

Introduction
A prehension synergy is defined as a conjoint change of
finger forces and moments during multi-finger prehension
tasks (Zatsiorsky et al. 2003a). To study prehension
synergies researchers have employed different experimental techniques: (a) inflicting external perturbations
(Cole and Abbs 1987, 1988), (b) recording correlations
among output variables in single trials of long duration
(Santello and Soechting 2000; Vaillancourt et al. 2002),
and (c) varying the task parameters, in particular the
object geometry, resisted torque and/or load (Zatsiorsky
J. K. Shim · M. L. Latash · V. M. Zatsiorsky ())
Biomechanics Laboratory, Department of Kinesiology,
Pennsylvania State University, 39 Rec. Bldg,
University Park, PA 16802, USA
e-mail: vxz1@psu.edu
Tel.: +1-814-8653445
Fax: +1-814-8652440

et al. 2002a, b, 2003a). Cole and Abbs (1986), who
studied rapid pinch movements of the index finger and the
thumb from an open-hand position, found that the finger
and the thumb are not controlled independently, but rather
behave synergistically as a single unit. Santello and
Soechting (2000) discovered that individual normal finger
forces oscillate synchronously and hence are determined
by a common multi-finger synergy. Zatsiorsky et al.
(2003a) recorded both the normal and tangential finger
forces and reported consistent conjoint adjustments of
digit forces to changes in task parameters. Trial-to-trial
variability in prehension tasks with fixed task parameters
has not been addressed.
High trial-to-trial variability in such tasks would imply
that the CNS does not optimize for a unique solution for
the apparently redundant problems, but rather organizes a
pattern of co-variation of elemental variables that satisfies
the task constraints (behavioral goals). Such a modus
operandi should lead to relatively high variability at the
level of elemental variables and relatively low variability
at the level of performance variables. In mathematical
parlance, a completely compensated variability would
mean that the CNS specifies not a unique solution but a
null-space of elemental variables (for a description of null
spaces in human movement see Zatsiorsky 2002). In static
prehension tasks, the null space indicates all sets of finger
forces that correspond to a fixed combination of the
resultant force and moment exerted on the hand-held
object. This theory is similar to the uncontrolled manifold
(UCM) hypothesis (Scholz and Schner 1999; reviewed
in Latash et al. 2002a), which assumes that the controller
specifies a sub-space (a manifold, UCM) in the state
space of elemental variables and restricts the variability of
the elemental variables to the UCM. While the existence
of a compensated component of motor variability in static
force production tasks seems almost certain (Latash et al.
2001, 2002b; Scholz et al. 2002), earlier studies have been
limited to pressing tasks in which only normal forces were
analyzed.
One of the main issues addressed in the current study is
whether there exists only one null space or two (several)
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uncorrelated null spaces in static prehension tasks. In
robotics, the principle of superposition has been recently
suggested for control of prehension (Arimoto and Nguyen
2001; Arimoto et al. 2001). The principle allows for
decoupling the control: an entire manipulation task is
divided into subtasks such that independent controllers
specify different subsets of control parameters. The
commands from the controllers, for instance the ‘torque’
and ‘force’ commands to the fingers, superpose such that
their effects are added without interfering with each other.
Such a control sharply decreases computation time. In
human motor control the principle has not been addressed.
If the principle of superposition is valid for human
prehension, we should expect the existence of two (or
more) null spaces: the elemental variables are included in
different null subspaces such that the variables from one
subspace compensate for each other’s effects on the
corresponding performance variable but not for the
variables from another subspace. For instance, it is well
established that the normal forces exerted on the object
are coordinated to prevent the slipping of the object from
the hand (reviewed in Johansson 1996). The normal
forces of the thumb and the virtual finger change in
synchrony (Santello and Soechting 2000); they are
modulated by the weight of the object (Hager-Ross et
al. 1996), gravity changes during parabolic flights
(Hermsdorfer et al. 1999), abrupt vertical load perturbations (Eliasson et al. 1995), tangential pulling forces
(Burstedt et al. 1999), friction conditions (Edin et al.
1992; Cole and Johansson 1993), and dynamic forces
acting during fast movements (Flanagan and Wing 1997;
Weeks et al. 2002). A question arises whether changes in
the normal forces (’grip control’ intended to prevent the
slipping) correlate with changes in the moment that these
forces produce (’torque control’). If they do not correlate,
we deal with two null spaces representing the grip and
torque control, respectively. Such a finding would support
the principle of superposition.
Both theoretical analyses (Cutkosky and Howe 1990;
Mackenzie and Iberall 1994; Iberall 1997; Yoshikawa
1999) and experimental evidence (Santello and Soechting
1997; Baud-Bovy and Soechting 2001, 2002; Zatsiorsky
et al. 2003a) suggest that prehension is controlled in a
hierarchical fashion. The hierarchical approach is based
on the idea of a virtual finger (VF), which is an
imaginable finger that generates the same mechanical
effect as a set of actual fingers (AF). At a higher level of
control (the VF level), the forces exerted by the thumb
and the VF are coordinated. At a lower level (the AF
level) the individual finger forces are determined.
This study explores the trial-to-trial (intra-subject)
variability of finger forces in a planar static task at the two
hypothesized levels of the control hierarchy. Two main
topics are addressed: (a) trial-to-trial variability—its
magnitude, dependence on the task and similarity/dissimilarity between subjects, and (b) the correlation, or in
other words compensation, among the experimental
variables. We are specifically interested in whether the

observed correlations are completely determined by the
task mechanics or whether they represent a subject’s
preference to perform the task in a given manner. Due to
the novelty of the problem we did not formulate formal
hypotheses to test; this is an exploratory study. Still, we
expected to find that (a) the variability of the elemental
variables is larger than the variability of the main
performance variables (and, hence, the UCM hypothesis
is, in principle, correct), (b) not all correlations are
necessitated by the mechanics of the task—some of them
represent subject’s preferences, and (c) there is more than
one null space in prehension tasks, meaning that the
principle of superposition is valid for human prehension.
We expected to find positive correlations among individual finger forces (the reasons for this anticipation will be
explained later in the text; also see Rearick and Santello
2002; Rearick et al. 2003). Contrary to the expectations,
the correlations were either close to zero or negative.

Materials and methods
To explore the problems formulated above it was essential to find a
task that was sufficiently complex to manifest a variety of
correlations among the experimental variables but was also simple
enough such that the basic task mechanics could be described with
uncomplicated equations. We chose a planar static task with a
prismatic grip involving three fingers located symmetrically with
respect to the thumb.
Equipment
Four six-component transducers (Nano-17, ATI Industrial Automation, Garner, NC, USA) were attached to an aluminum handle to
which an aluminum beam (5.085.00.6 cm) was affixed, Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Experimental ‘inverted-T’ handle/beam apparatus and subject position during the experiment. The force components in the X
and Y directions are called normal and tangential forces, respectively. The black rectangles represent the sensors. Subjects
maintained the handle statically in the upright position using
minimal forces. The figure is not drawn to scale
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The center of mass of the unloaded handle was determined by
suspending the handle at different points. A load was attached to
the beam with an eyehook that could be moved horizontally along a
slot in the beam. Sliding the weight along the beam produced
different torques on the handle system. A level was positioned at
each end of the beam so that subjects could monitor and avoid
rotation of the handle and beam. Each end of the beam was
positioned inside a narrow slot of a vertical rack (Fig. 1) so that the
handle and beam would not rotate about a vertical axis.
The index and ring finger sensors were positioned 30 mm above
and below the middle finger sensor, respectively. The thumb sensor
was placed at the same level as that for the middle finger. The grip
width, which is the shortest distance between the contact surfaces
of thumb and middle finger sensors, was 68 mm. To increase the
friction between contacting digits and transducers, 100-grit sandpaper was placed on the contact surface of each transducer. The
finger pad-sandpaper static friction coefficient was approximately
1.4–1.5 (previously measured; Zatsiorsky et al. 2002a).
A total of 24 analog signals from the sensors (4 sensors  6
components) were routed to a 12-bit analog-digital converter (PCI6031, National Instrument, Austin, TX, USA) and processed in a
microcomputer (Gateway AMD800, North Sioux City, SD, USA).
Subjects
Six right-handed males served as subjects (age: 27.3€3.2 years,
weight: 70.9€2.7 kg, height: 177.8€5.3 cm, hand length:
20.2€2.9 cm, hand width: 9.3€1.1 cm). The hand length was
measured between the middle fingertip and the distal crease of the
wrist with the hand extended. The subjects had no previous history
of neuropathy or trauma to the upper limbs. All subjects gave
informed consent according to the procedures approved by the
Office for Research Protections of The Pennsylvania State
University.

Fig. 2 Prismatic precision grip. rth, ri, rm, and rr are the moment
arms of thumb, index, middle, and ring tangential forces, respectively (jrthj=jrij=jrmj=jrrj). di, dm, and dr are the moment arms of
index, middle, and ring normal forces, respectively. The latter
moment arms are partially dependent on the position of the point of
application of the thumb normal force along axis Y
Twenty-five trials were performed for each load condition for a
total of 125 trials for each subject. Signals from all 24 channels
were zeroed before each trial. When the subjects reported that they
were holding the handle comfortably, data recording started. The
data collection was performed at a sampling frequency of 50 s–1 for
3 s. A minimum 20-s rest interval was given to the subjects between
trials, and between torque conditions a rest interval of 10 min was
given in order to avoid fatigue effects. The order of torque
conditions was randomized and balanced.
Data analysis

Experimental Procedure
Subjects washed their hands with soap and warm water to
normalize the skin condition. The subjects were given a familiarization session to the experimental procedure and devices to ensure
that they were able to accomplish the experimental tasks.
The subjects sat on a chair and positioned their right upper arm
on a wrist-forearm brace that was fixed to a table. The forearm was
held stationary with Velcro straps and the wrist in the brace was
locked in its flexion, extension, and abduction. The upper arm was
abducted approximately 45 in the frontal plane and flexed 45 in
the sagittal plane. The forearm was aligned parallel to the sagittal
axis of the subject. When the subjects held the handle, the angle of
the beam attached to the bottom of the handle with the frontal plane
was approximately 45. The horizontal location of the center of
mass of the handle without the load was measured and the top of
the handle above the center of mass was connected to the rack using
a cotton thread. The handle was suspended approximately 5 cm
below a natural holding position. During the trials, the subjects
grasped the handle and lifted it to a natural holding position. The
subjects released the handle after each trial.
A load of 0.5 kg was suspended from the beam at five different
positions that generated five different external torques (–1.0, –0.5,
0.0, +0.5, and +1.0 Nm) in both clockwise (CW, negative torques)
and counterclockwise (CCW, positive torques) from the subject’s
perspective. The total weight of the handle, beam, transducers, and
suspended load was 14.9 N. During testing, subjects were instructed
to hold the handle with minimal force exertion. Hyperextended
joint configurations were not allowed for any phalangeal joints of
the hand. The task was constructed and instructions were given in
attempts to achieve a stable trial-to-trial performance: the forearm,
wrist, and hand positions were fixed and the instructions to the
subjects were to grasp the handle in the same way by placing the
fingertip centers at the centers of the sensors and to always apply a
minimal effort.

The recorded force data were averaged over 3-s periods. Positions
of the points of digit force application along axis Y with respect to
the sensor center were solved as y ¼ MZ =FX where MZ is the
moment of force about axis Z and FX is the normal force
component.
Model
The model employed in this study was similar to that used
previously (Zatsiorsky et al. 2003a). The only difference between
the models was that the number of digits changed from five to four.
This was done to make both the task and the analysis simpler.
Consider a hand-held object grasped by a prismatic precision
grip in which the tips of the fingers and the thumb oppose each
other, as seen in Fig. 2. We limit the consideration to planar static
tasks. We assume that friction at the digit-object interface is
sufficiently large to prevent the object from slipping for all exerted
digit forces.
For the system to be at rest, the sum of all forces and the sum of
all moments acting on the handle should be equal to zero. Hence,
the following three requirements should be satisfied:
1. The sum of the normal forces of the three fingers equals the
normal force of the thumb
n
Fth
¼ Fin þ Fmn þ Frn ¼

3
X

Ffn

ð1Þ

f ¼1

2. The sum of the digit tangential forces equals the weight (L) of
the hand-held object
t
þ Fit þ Fmt þ Frt
L ¼ Fth

ð2Þ
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3. The total moment produced by the digit forces M is equal and
opposite to the external torque exerted on the objects. It equals
n
dth þ Fin di þ Fmn dm þ Frn dr
M ¼ Fth
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ
ﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Moment of the normal forces  M n

t
þFth
rth þ Fit ri þ Fmt rm þ Frt rr
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}

ð3Þ

Moment of the tangential forces  M t

where the subscripts th, i, m, and r refer to the thumb, index,
middle, and ring finger, respectively; the superscripts n and t stand
for the normal and tangential force components, respectively; and
coefficients d and r stand for the moment arms of the normal and
tangential force with respect to a pre-selected center, respectively.
The moment of the normal finger forces Mn about the point of
force application of the thumb (selected as a pivot) is
X
Ffn df ¼ Fvn D
ð4Þ
Mn ¼
where the subscript f designates individual fingers (the index,
middle, or ring), Fvn is the normal virtual force (the resultant normal
force exerted by the three fingers) and D is the moment arm of the
resultant force with respect to the pivot point. The location of D
may vary due to changes in the sharing percentage of Fvn among the
fingers and/or due to the displacement of the points of finger force
application with respect to the sensor centers. Note that the index
and ring fingers work as positive and negative moment producers,
respectively, while the direction of the moment produced by the
middle finger normal force Fmn depends on its relative position with
respect to the force application point of thumb.
The moment of the tangential forces Mt is proportional to the
difference between the total tangential force of the three fingers
combined (the tangential virtual force) and the tangential force of
the thumb. Hence, the following equation is also valid
Mt ¼ ð

3
X

t
Fft  Fth
Þr

ð5Þ

f ¼1

Equations 1–3 impose three constraints on the 12 variables (four
normal and four tangential finger force components and four
coordinates of the points of force application in the vertical
direction). Therefore, there are nine degrees of freedom (DoF) that
can be manipulated by the performer in different ways. There are
also two inequality constraints: (1) the fingers can only push but not
pull on the sensors and (2) the sum of the normal finger forces
should be sufficiently large to prevent slip. These constraints,
however, do not change the number of DoF.
Virtual forces and moments
The virtual finger (VF) is an abstract representation of all three
fingers that act as a functional unit to produce a force and a moment
with respect to the thumb. The VF tangential force and VF normal
force were computed as the sums of the tangential and normal
forces of the three fingers, respectively. The moment of the

Table 1 Uncertainty of the
measurements (standard deviations of the errors)

Tangential force, N
Normal force, N
Point of force application, cm
Moment arm of normal force, cm
Moment of normal force, Ncm
Moment of tangential force, Ncm

tangential forces was computed from Eq. 5. The moment of the
normal forces was computed with respect to the point of application
of the thumb force (see Eq. 4). The moment arm of the normal VF
was computed from the Varignon theorem
P n
Ff df
D¼ P n
ð6Þ
Ff
where Ffn is the normal force of finger f (f = 1, 2, 3) and df is the
moment arm of the finger force with respect to the point of
application of the thumb force (a projected distance from the point
of application of a finger force to the point of application of the
thumb force).
Accuracy of measurements
The error propagation and uncertainty of indirect measurements
were estimated from the data reported by the producer for
individual sensors. The propagation of uncertainty in the elemental
errors ui to the uncertainty of the result uR was computed as (Taylor
1997; Figliola and Beasley 2000):
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u n 
uX @R 2
uR ¼ t
ui
ð7Þ
@xi
i¼1
where the partial derivatives of the result variable R with respect to
an elemental variable xi characterize the sensitivity of R to changes
in xi, and n is the number of elemental variables involved in a given
calculation. The uncertainty estimates are presented in Table 1. The
moment arms of normal forces and the moments of normal forces
are computed with respect to the point of application of the thumb
force.
Oscillation of the handle (tremor) was not recorded in this
experiment. However, the forearm, wrist, and the proximal half of
the hand were supported to reduce hand shaking. In addition,
averaging the data over a 3-s period would reduce oscillatory
effects.
Statistics
To determine whether the trial-to-trial variability was affected by
the factors: TASK (5 levels) and SUBJECTS (6 levels), Levene’s
homogeneity test was performed on 15 variables (four normal
forces, four tangential forces, four displacements of the digit force
application, virtual normal and tangential forces, and point of
application of the virtual normal force). Two-factor MANOVAs
were then performed using the TASK and SUBJECTS as factors.
Two separate MANOVAs were carried out, on the VF variables and
on the AF forces. The two-factor ANOVAs (in total 15) were then
performed on each of the outcome variables mentioned above.
Pearson coefficients of correlation were computed where
necessary and then corrected for noise. The uncertainty affects
the values of coefficients of correlation: when the error increases,
the values of the coefficients decrease. A general relation between

Thumb

Index

Middle

Ring

Virtual

0.0370
0.0538
0.0044
0.0073
0.1259
0.0865

0.0132
0.0219
0.0043
0.0082
0.0448
0.0476

0.0166
0.0195
0.0035
0.0079
0.0637
0.0622

0.0142
0.0211
0.0042
0.0085
0.0590
0.0756

0.0255
0.0362
–
0.0814
0.0977
0.1088

The uncertainty of measurement of the normal and tangential forces (the elemental variables) has been
computed from the calibration protocols provided by the manufacturer. Then, Eq. 6 was used to
compute the propagation of the uncertainty to the computed points of force application, moment arms
of normal force, and the moment of normal and tangential forces.
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the coefficients of correlation computed for the variables measured
with and without noise is
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ


ﬃ
rx
s2n1
s2n2
1þ 2
ð8Þ
¼
1þ 2
rxþn
sx1
sx2
where rx is a coefficient of correlation between the variables x1 and
x2 measured without errors (a ‘true’ coefficient), rx+n is the
coefficient of correlation between these variables when they are
measured with errors (noise), sn1and sn2 are the standard deviations
of the errors (noise) of the first and second variables, respectively,
and sx1and sx2 are the standard deviations of the first and second
variables measured without errors.
The true coefficients of correlations (with the effects of error
eliminated) were computed from Eq. 8 using the data presented in
Table 1. For the computation, the true values of the standard
deviations sx1 and sx2 were estimated from the relation
s2x ¼ s2xþn  s2n . At n=25, the critical values of significance for
the empirical coefficients of correlation equal 0.396 for P=0.05 and
0.505 for P=0.01. To average the coefficients of correlation they
were first z-transformed.

Results
All subjects were able to maintain a stable handle position
without visible oscillations. Nevertheless, the recorded
finger forces values varied among the trials. Levene’s
homogeneity test showed that the trial-to-trial variability
of all the 15 investigated variables was affected by the
task (P<0.001). The variability was also different in
various subjects (P<0.001). While the observed nonhomogeneity makes the MANOVA and ANOVA application questionable, we took the liberty to perform these
analyses and found that the average data for task-subject
combinations were influenced by both TASK and SUBJECTS. If non-homogeneity was neglected, the results
would be highly significant (P<0.001) for all tested
variables. In general, we may conclude that people do not
perform the same static task in an identical way: the
magnitude of the trial-to-trial variability in finger force
parameters is substantial and hence the task stability is
achieved by the compensated changes of the controlled
variables (i.e., finger forces and the points of their
application).
The experimental data are presented below in downward sequence: from a higher level of the control
hierarchy to the actual finger forces.
The VF level
At this level of analysis, only the thumb and the VF
forces, as well as the moments generated by them, are
considered.
Variability
The trial-to-trial variability of the normal forces increased
with force magnitude (Fig. 3a). For the tangential forces,
V-like relations were observed: the variability increased

Fig. 3a, b Variability of the thumb and virtual forces versus the
force magnitude. The data for individual subjects are pooled. a
Normal forces. b Tangential forces. The coefficients of correlation
are determined separately for the left and right branches of the
curves for b

both at the large and small forces (Fig. 3b). At the lower
force magnitudes, the standard deviations were larger
than the average force, indicating that both positive
(upward) and negative (downward) forces were produced.
Inter-relations among the forces
The relations between the virtual finger forces are
presented in Fig. 4. As follows from Fig. 4a, in each
trial the virtual normal force equals the normal force of
the thumb. This finding was expected from Eq. 1. Note
that from a purely mechanical standpoint the normal
forces can vary broadly provided that the forces are
sufficiently large to prevent the object from slipping.
Perfect negative correlation between the tangential
forces (Fig. 4 b) is a direct consequence of the constraints
imposed by Eq. 2: to maintain equilibrium in the vertical
direction, the sum of the virtual tangential force and the
thumb tangential forces must be equal to the supported
load and, consequently, their values should be positioned
on a straight line. Along the line, the data for different
tasks are organized in separate clusters. The evident
differences among the subjects in the position of the
clusters (average values) and their width (variability)
were seen in Fig. 4c. These differences should be
expected from the results of the statistical analyses
described previously (MANOVA/ANOVA and Levene’s
test). The data support a hypothesis that the variability of
the elemental variables is larger than the variability of the
main performance variables: tangential forces of the VF
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Fig. 5a–c Relationships between the moments of the virtual
normal force Mn and (a) the virtual normal force, (b) the thumb
tangential force, and (c) the moment arm of the virtual normal force
D for a representative subject. Corrected coefficients of correlation
are shown in parentheses
Fig. 4a–c Relationships among forces at the VF level. a Normal
forces of the virtual finger and the thumb for a representative
subject. The data for both the clockwise and counterclockwise
torques are shown. All coefficients of correlation were 1.00. b
Tangential forces of the thumb versus tangential forces of the
virtual finger for the same subject. The coefficients of correlation
ranged from –0.95 to –1.00, while all error-corrected coefficients of
correlation were –1.00. c Tangential forces of the thumb versus
tangential forces of the virtual finger for all six subjects. Note the
differences among the subjects in the location and the width of the
clusters

and thumb vary substantially among the trials while their
sum remains constant.
Moments of the virtual forces
The moments of the normal forces Mn did not correlate
with the force magnitude but they did highly correlate
with both the tangential forces and the moment arm of the
virtual normal force D (Fig. 5). Without the principle of
superposition hypothesis, the lack of correlation of Mn
with the normal force would be surprising because the Mn
is simply a product of the normal force and its moment

arm. We conclude that the trial-to-trial changes of the
virtual normal force are not associated with trial-to-trial
changes of the moment that this force produces. To finetune a moment production in a set of trials, people do not
vary the magnitude of the total normal force, rather they
re-distribute the force among the fingers and possibly
displace the points of finger force application.
A significant correlation between the thumb tangential
t
force Fth
and the point of application of the resultant
normal force D was found in all tasks in four subjects of
six (Fig. 6). In subject 4, two coefficients were not
significant at the torques of –1.0 and –0.5 Nm, while the
coefficients at 0, +0.5, and +1.0 Nm were significant (r =
0.72, 0.85, and 0.85, respectively). In subject 5, the
coefficients were not significant at –1.0 and 0 Nm while
the coefficients at –0.5, +0.5, and +1.0 Nm were
significant (r = 0.57, 0.85, and 0.71, respectively).
The moments of the tangential forces Mt completely
depended on the magnitude of the thumb and VF
tangential force (with coefficients of correlation close to
1.0), as was expected from Eqs. 5 and 3.
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t
Fig. 6 Relationships between the tangential force of the thumb Fth
and the moment arm of the normal virtual force D for a
representative subject. Corrected coefficients of correlation are
shown in parentheses

Fig. 8. a Points of finger force applications with respect to the
sensor center (CoP center of pressure). b The moment arms of the
finger normal force versus the moment of the virtual normal force.
The moment arms are computed as a projected distance between
the points of force application of the thumb and a finger. A
representative subject. Middle finger. Corrected coefficients of
correlation are shown in parentheses

Correlation with the Mn
In individual tasks, there was no correlation—as a rule—
between the displacements of the points of finger force
application from the center of the sensors and Mn
(Fig. 8a). The same was valid for the moment arms,
i.e., the projected distance between the point of force
application of the thumb and the point of force application
of a finger (Fig. 8b). However, among the tasks differences in both the position of the point of force application
and the finger moment arms were evident.
Interrelations among the individual finger forces

Fig. 7a–c Variability of the normal and tangential finger forces
versus the force magnitude of (a) index finger, (b) middle finger,
and (c) ring finger for all six subjects

The coefficients of correlation among the individual
finger forces are presented in Table 2. Note the negative
correlations between the tangential forces and the low,
mainly negative, correlation between the normal forces of
the index and ring fingers in all tasks.

The AF level

Discussion

The variability of the normal forces increased with the
force magnitude while the variability of the tangential
forces either did not depend on the force magnitude (the
ring finger) or depended only slightly, Fig. 7.

The discussion addresses the following topics: (a) trial-totrial variability, (b) the compensation among the variables
and the task mechanics, (c) the principle of superposition—one or two null spaces?, (d) the null spaces versus
optimization approach, and (e) local versus global finetuning on the AF level.
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Table 2 Coefficients of correlations among the finger forces
External torque
Tangential force, N

Normal force, N

IM
MR
RI
IM
MR
RI

1.0 Nm

0.5 Nm

0.0 Nm

0.5 Nm

1.0 Nm

0.68 (0.85, 0.45)
0.31 (0.69, 0.05)
0.12 (0.43, 0.13)
0.11 (0.78, 0.36)
0.32 (0.00, 0.54)
0.10 (0.57, 0.24)

0.52 (0.75, 0.28)
0.29 (0.67, 0.22)
0.26 (0.72, 0.12)
0.21 (0.60, 0.04)
0.40 (0.22, 0.57)
0.13 (0.45, 0.26)

0.50 (0.79, 0.29)
0.31 (0.73, 0.47)
0.29 (0.73, 0.11)
0.16 (0.60, 0.57)
0.14 (0.22, 0.57)
0.01 (0.45, 0.26)

0.27 (0.72, 0.19)
0.63 (0.90, 0.10)
0.61 (0.92, 0.04)
0.11 (0.28, 0.55)
0.42 (0.84, 0.51)
0.06 (0.56, 0.48)

0.13 (0.30, 0.27)
0.35 (0.65, 0.08)
0.23 (0.57, 0.15)
0.04 (0.33, 0.15)
0.55 (0.86, 0.33)
0.01 (0.42, 0.40)

Group averages and the minimal-maximal values (in parentheses) are shown. I index finger, M middle finger, R ring finger

Trial-to-trial variability
In spite of all the efforts to assure consistent performance
of the task (such as forearm fixation, hand support,
instruction, etc.), the variability of finger forces among
the trials was substantial. The accuracy and stability of
static force production has been the object of many
research efforts (Fullerton and Carttell 1892; Michon
1967; Newell et al. 1984). In the present experiment,
where the forces were relatively small, the variability of
the normal force of the virtual finger increased with the
force magnitude (Fig. 3a), as could be expected from
earlier studies (Newell et al. 1984; Slifkin and Newell
1999), while the variability of the tangential force showed
a V-shape dependence on the force magnitude (Fig. 3b).
The increase of force variability at low force values is
a rather unusual phenomenon that has not been previously
reported in the literature. Studies with ramp force
production (Latash et al. 2002b; Shinohara et al. 2003)
showed no decrease in variability of the normal finger
forces at low force levels. The atypical increase in force
variability at low forces (Fig. 3b) can be explained by the
task mechanics. Because the sum of the thumb and VF
tangential forces must be constant (Eq. 2), the VF force in
each trial should correspond to the thumb force: the larger
one force, the smaller another and vice versa. At large
values of the resisted torque, the moment of the tangential
forces Mt is also large and, hence, the difference between
the tangential forces of the VF and the thumb increases. If
the thumb force increases, its trial-to-trial variability is
expected to increase as well. Trial-to-trial variations in the
thumb tangential force have to be matched by trial-to-trial
co-variations of the VF tangential force. In other words,
force variabilities of both the thumb and VF are expected
to be similar although the force exerted by the latter is
low. As a result, in some prehension tasks, the positive
relation between the force magnitude and its variability
can break down.
Compensation among the variables and the task
mechanics
If people cannot precisely control individual finger forces
(see Fig. 3a, b), how do they manage to precisely control
prehension tasks that involve several digits? As follows
from Fig. 4, they achieve this by fine adjustments of
forces across digits. In spite of the evident variability of

individual forces and their points of application, the
performance was highly reproducible. These observations
are similar to those reported in studies of multi-finger
ramp force production in young subjects, elderly, and
persons with Down’s syndrome (Latash et al. 2002b, c;
Shinohara et al. 2003). In these studies, variance profiles
of the individual finger forces and of the total force were
computed across trials. The variances of individual finger
forces increased with the total force, while the variance of
the total force stayed low and unchanged over much of
the force range.
Some of the observed relations are mechanically
necessitated; the task cannot be performed in a different
way. Other relations represent a choice made by the CNS.
In the present research all 12 relevant mechanical
variables were recorded. The variables were inter-related
by three elementary equations. As a result, we can
separate relations that are necessitated by the task
mechanics from those that represent solutions preferred
by the CNS.
Relations/facts necessitated by the task mechanics
At the VF level the following three relations are
determined by the task mechanics (see Figs. 4 and 5b):
1. High positive correlations (approaching r =1.0) between the normal forces of the thumb and the VF
(predicted by Eq. 1), see Fig. 4a.
2. High negative correlations (approaching r = –1.0)
between the tangential forces of the thumb and the VF
(predicted by Eq. 2), see Fig. 4b.
3. The relations between the tangential forces and the
moment produced by the normal forces, Fig. 5 b. The
relation arises from the following chain effects (cf.
Zatsiorsky et al. 2003a): (a) Because the sum of the
tangential forces of the thumb and VF is constant, one
of these forces dictates another (Eq. 2 and Fig. 4b). !
(b) The difference between the tangential forces of the
thumb and the VF defines the moment generated by
them (Eq. 5). ! (c) Because the sum of the moments
of the normal and tangential forces is constant (Eq. 3),
the moment of the normal forces is uniquely defined
by the tangential force of the thumb.
The relatively low values of the coefficients of
correlation in Fig. 5b can be explained by the uncertainty
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of the measurements (Table 1). When corrected for
uncertainty, the coefficients of correlations increased.
Facts/relations not necessitated by the task mechanics
Three facts attract attention: (a) different locations of the
clusters of tangential forces of the thumb and VF along
the force-force lines in various tasks (Figure 4b) and in
different subjects (Fig. 4c); (b) the lack of correlation
between the total normal force and the moment that the
force generates (Fig. 5a); and (c) a significant correlation
between the thumb tangential force and the point of
application of the normal VF force (Fig. 6).
The positions of the individual clusters along the forceforce lines, as well as their ‘width’ (i.e., the variability of
finger forces), are not prescribed by the task mechanics.
Mechanically, tangential forces can be of any value
provided that their sum equals the load. The different
locations of the clusters along the force-force lines are
indicative of the difference between the tangential forces
of the thumb and VF, and hence —according to Eq. 5—
the moment of the tangential force Mt. Since the sum of
Mt and Mn must be constant (Eq. 3), the different cluster
location signifies different percentage contributions of Mt
and Mn to the total torque production (cf. Zatsiorsky et al.
2002a, 2003a). Data presented in Fig. 4c, as well as the
ANOVA results, support the assertion that different
subjects have preferred patterns of distribution of the
total moment between the tangential and normal forces.
The lack of correlation between the normal force Fvn
and the moment that the force generates (Fig. 5a) suggests
that the CNS does not use all mechanically possible
options to control the moment of VF normal force Mn;
rather, it employs only some of them. Mechanically, the
trial-to-trial tuning of the Mn can be achieved by
variations of the Fvn (i.e., by proportional changes of all
normal finger forces, see Eq. 4) but the CNS does not use
this option. Instead, it mainly controls the moment arm D
(see Fig. 5c) by changing the sharing pattern of finger
forces (but not by displacing the location of the points of
finger force application, Fig. 8). Because (a) the moment
of the tangential forces is controlled by the difference in
the tangential forces of the thumb and VF (Eq. 5) and (b)
the fine tuning of the moment of the normal VF forces is
t
controlled by adjustments of D; correlation between Fth
and D is also observed (Fig. 6). As a result, the sharing
pattern of the normal finger forces represented by the
parameter D depends on the tangential forces to a much
larger extent than on the total normal force.
Null spaces and the principle of superposition
The high interdependence among variables at the VF
level of control is evident from Figs. 4 and 5b, c. Due to
the static nature of the task, the relationships are very
strong (with coefficients of correlation close to €1.0) and

the compensations are transparent in the sense that
variations in an elemental variable are nearly perfectly
matched by variations in another variable(s) such that a
functional performance variable is stabilized. On the
whole, the data show that elemental variables are
organized in null spaces and thus support the UCM
hypothesis. Note, however, that while the normal VF and
thumb forces highly correlate with each other (Fig. 4a),
their correlation with other variables does not reach the
level of statistical significance (see Fig. 5a as an
example). In contrast, variables such as the tangential
forces of the thumb and VF, as well as the moments of the
tangential and the normal forces, highly correlate among
themselves (Figs. 4b and 5b). We can conclude that
control of prehension can be described by two null spaces
that represent two subsets of the experimental variables.
The first subset includes normal forces of the thumb and
VF. The second subset includes five variables: tangential
forces of the thumb and VF, the moments produced by the
tangential and normal forces, and the moment arm of the
normal force D. The compensated variations within each
of the two null spaces are necessitated by the task
mechanics. Although relations between the two subsets of
variables are mechanically possible, they are not realized.
Conjoint variations of the variables of the first subset
prevent the object from slipping out of the hand and from
movement in the horizontal direction. Conjoint variations
among the variables of the second subset maintain the
torque magnitude constant and prevent the object from
movement in the vertical direction.
The discovery of two null spaces supports the principle
of superposition for human prehension (Arimoto and
Nguyen 2001; Arimoto et al. 2001). In particular it
supports an assertion that the prehension synergy is
organized as two sub-synergies realizing correspondingly
grasp control (preventing an object from slipping out of
the hand) and torque control (maintaining a desired object
orientation). It is worth mentioning that an overwhelming
majority of the research on grasping dealt only with the
first sub-synergy (Burstedt et al. 1997; Cole et al. 1999;
Flanagan et al. 1999) while the second one has typically
been overlooked.
The obtained data on the existence of the two null
spaces in static prehension agree with the principle of
superposition but they do not provide a decisive proof.
Such proof requires that the torque and load should be
independently varied in the experiment. When this
manipulation was performed, the obtained results agreed
with the principle of superposition (see Zatsiorsky et al.
2002b, Figs. 2 and 4 on p. 53; Zatsiorsky et al. 2003b). In
particular, in Zatsiorsky et al. (2003b) study the effects of
LOAD and TORQUE factors on the finger forces were
highly significant (P<0.001). Conversely, the effects of
the interaction LOADTORQUE were not significant
(P>0.6). The lack of the statistically significant interaction effects signifies the additive action of the LOAD and
TORQUE commands.
The observed ‘dissociation’ between the grasp control
(preventing an object from slipping out of the hand) and
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the torque control (maintaining a desired object orientation) in static tasks may be a part of a broader picture. As
an example, Flanagan and Wing (1995), who studied the
coordination of grip force and load during brisk cyclic
arm movements, found dissociation between the gain of
the relation between grip force and load and the grip force
offset. Increases in frequency lead to an increase in the
offset but a decrease in gain. The authors concluded that
these two parameters are under independent high-level
control. Nowak et al. (2001) observed changes in the
magnitude of the grip force under digital anesthesia
without changes in the pattern of anticipatory changes in
the digit forces associated with vertical movement of a
hand-held object.
The purpose of our exploratory study was to document
and analyze correlations among behavioral variables.
Hence the concepts of ‘null spaces’ and ‘uncontrolled
manifolds’ have been used to describe the findings, while
their possible relations to neurophysiological structures
are beyond the scope of the study. Currently, there is no
clear evidence that would relate the ‘null spaces’ to
particular supraspinal or spinal structures. Also, the role
of sensory feedback loops in the observed phenomena is
unknown: Studies of steady-state performance allow
ample time for the action of feedback loops based on
proprioceptive signals.
Null spaces vs. optimization
The data on the null spaces provoke a question on the
applicability of numerous optimization models that have
been used to solve the problem of motor redundancy
(Nelson 1983; Hogan 1984; Uno et al. 1989; Prilutsky and
Zatsiorsky 2002). It is evident that the CNS does not use
the same solutions for the same task. In spite of all the
efforts to perform the task in the same way, the variability
of the performance variables was substantial. Hence, if
the CNS uses some kind of optimization to solve the
motor redundancy problem, i.e., to find a better solution
among the myriad existing solutions, in multi-finger
prehension (as can be concluded from Zatsiorsky et al.
2002b), the optimization does not specify the solution
precisely. It identifies only a fitting subspace of solutions
(a UCM), while other mechanisms are responsible for the
fine motor adjustment of the motor variables to the task
requirements. This idea is very close to one expressed
recently by Todorov and Jordan (2002) in their theory of
optimal feedback control.
The AF level
In general, the large differences in the behavior of the
virtual and actual forces support the hypothesis on the
hierarchical control of prehension (Mackenzie and Iberall
1994; Iberall 1997; Baud-Bovy and Soechting 2001,
2002; Zatsiorsky et al. 2003a).

As previously mentioned, we expected to find positive
correlations between pairs of finger forces. In particular,
we expected that the index and ring finger that are
positioned symmetrically with respect to the thumb would
show positive co-variation of the moments they generate
with respect to the point of thumb contact: if in a given
trial one finger generates a moment higher than average,
the second finger is expected to compensate for that by
exerting a larger moment in the opposite direction.
Therefore, we expected a positive correlation between
the normal forces of these two fingers. The expectation
was also based on the reported data (Santello and
Soechting 2000) obtained in continuous trials of long
duration where significant positive correlations between
the normal finger forces were observed (in these experiments the external torque was either zero or very small).
Contrary to the expectations, the paired trial-to-trial
correlations among the forces were mainly negative and
small.
We also expected to find positive correlations between
the tangential finger forces. An idea was that the
tangential forces arise from the passive resistance
provided by the finger structures (TC Pataky, ML Latash,
VM Zatsiorsky, Tangential load sharing among fingers
during prehension, submitted for publication). In such a
case, the resistance (force) depends only on the elastic
properties (stiffness) of the fingers in the shear direction
and on the magnitude of the total load supported by all
three fingers: the load is distributed proportionally to the
stiffness as in passive statically indeterminate structures
(Rumann 1991). The discovered negative correlations
suggest that the tangential finger forces were actively
controlled.
The reported low correlations among individual finger
forces do not mean that the forces were completely
independent from each other. For non-correlated random
variables the sum of the variances should be equal to the
variance of the sum (the Bienaim Equality theorem). In
the present experiment, the sum of the variances of the
individual finger forces was in most cases larger than the
variance of the total force (cf. Li et al. 1998; Latash et al.
2002c; Shinohara et al. 2003); this finding indicates a
predominantly negative correlation (compensation)
among the finger forces. This pattern was observed in
23 cases of 30 for the normal forces and in 29 cases of 30
for the tangential forces. Such a tendency suggests that
the CNS prefers a global solution: a deviation of one
finger force from the average is compensated by changes
of normal and tangential forces of all the fingers. This
conclusion agrees with previously reported findings
(Zatsiorsky et al. 2003a) that were obtained in experiments in which the object geometry was varied: changes
in one variable were associated with the conjoint adjustments in many variables. It is also in a good correspondence with a conclusion made by Bernstein (1967) about
half a century ago that a synergy never reacts to a small
local change with another small local change, but with
changes in all its elemental variables.
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The current study is only an initial step towards a
comprehensive analysis of prehension synergies. It has a
number of limitations. In particular, only a limited
subgroup of prehensile tasks was studied, the subjects
were not allowed to select different positions of the digits,
and they were asked “to apply minimal effort”. It remains
to be seen whether the conclusions reached in this study
generalize to other prehensile tasks and to control
strategies that are less constrained by instruction.
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CHAPTER 4
Prehension Synergies during Moment Production on a Free
Object in Two-dimensions:
Principle of Superposition

Chapter 4 contains texts partially adopted from the following original paper reprinted by the
permission from Cambridge University Press:
Vladimir M. Zatsiorsky, Mark L. Latash, Fan Gao, Jae Kun Shim
The principle of superposition in human prehension
Robotica 22: pp. 231-234
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The principle of superposition in human prehension
The experimental evidence supports validity of
the principle of superposition for multi-finger
prehension in humans. Forces and moments of
individual digits are defined by two
independent commands: “Grasp the object
stronger/weaker to prevent slipping” and
“Maintain the rotational equilibrium of the
object”. The effects of the two commands are
summed up.
INTRODUCTION
One of the goals of this paper is to bridge the
gap between the research on manipulation of
hand-held objects (prehension) performed in
robotics and in human movement science.
Although both research areas can win from this
cooperation, to the best of our knowledge, so
far only a single study has applied the theories
and methods developed in robotics to studying
grasping in humans.1
As compared to the human hand, the grippers
used in robotics are clumsy and inept.
Nevertheless, research on human prehension
can benefit from ideas generated in robotics.
One of these ideas is the principle of
superposition according to which some skilled
actions can be decomposed into several
elemental actions that are controlled
independently by separate controllers.2-4 In
particular, it has been shown that a dexterous
grasp and manipulation of an object by two
soft-tip robot fingers can be realized by a linear
superposition of two commands, one command
for the stable grasping and the second one for
regulating the orientation of the object. In
robotics, such a decoupled control decreases the
computation time. This conclusion was based
on the mathematical modeling and simulation
of pinching objects by a thumb and the index
finger. It is not known whether the principle of
superposition is actually used by humans,
especially when the grasping is performed with
more than two digits.
METHODS
To test whether the control of finger forces
during prehension uses the principle of
superposition we performed two experiments.
In the experiments the subjects held statically
instrumented handles using prismatic grips.
The task was similar to holding a glass filled
with a liquid. The weight of the object and the
magnitude of the resisted torque varied among
the trials

68 mm

Y
Index

X
30 mm

Thumb

Middle
30 mm

Ring
30 mm

Little

Load

Figure 1. (Upper panel) The experimental handle and
the digit placement. Subjects maintained the handle
statically in the upright position for 3 s. The load
and/or torque varied across the trials. The torque
varied by displacing the load along the horizontal
beam. The black rectangles represent the 6-component
force and torque sensors. The force components in the
X and Y directions are called normal and tangential
forces, respectively. In the first experiment the
subjects grasped the handle with the thumb, index,
middle and ring fingers. In the second experiments,
they grasped the handle with all five digits. In the both
experiments the thumb sensor was in the central
position with respect to the working fingers. The
moments of the normal finger forces were computed
with respect to the point of application of the thumb
force. The figure is not drawn to scale. (Lower panel)
The hand fixation. The forearm was strapped and the
proximal part of the hand was supported by an
Orthoplast-made brace that was individually molded to
the hand shape. As a result the forearm and wrist
movements were abolished and the handle position
was standard over all trials.
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Figure 2. Interrelations among the experimental variables. Representative examples. F and M
designate the force and moment; superscripts n and t refer to the normal and tangential force
n
components; subscripts th and vf refer to the thumb and virtual finger, respectively. A-1: Fth

correlated closely with Fvfn . This correlation was expected: in static tasks Fthn and Fvfn cancel each
other. These two forces represent the first subset of variables mentioned in the text. A-2: Fvfn
t
versus M vfn . The correlation coefficients are close to zero. B-1: Fth versus Fvft . The values of

Ftht and Fvft are on a straight line. This correlation was expected because Ftht + Fvft = Constant
t
(weight of handle). The different location of Fth and Fvft values along the straight line signifies

the different magnitude of

M t . B-2:

Fvft versus

Mt [Mt

= 0.5( Fvft − Fthv ) d , where d = 68 mm].

t
As the sum Fth and Fvft is constant a change in one of these forces determines the difference

between their values and, hence, the moment that these force produce. B-3:

M t versus

M vfn . B-4:

t

M vfn versus Fth . The variables in the panels B ( Ftht , Fvft , M t , M vfn ) plus D n constitute the second
vf

subset of variables mentioned in the text. The arrows signify the sequence of events resulting in
t
the high correlation between Fth and M vfn (‘chain effects’). Such a correlation does not exist

between Fvfn and M vfn , see panel A-2. The values of ‘true’ coefficients of correlations, i.e. the
coefficients of correlation corrected for noise, are presented.
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In the first experiment, the subjects (n=6)
exerted the clockwise (negative) and
counterclockwise torques of –1.0 Nm, –0.5 Nm,
0 Nm, 0.5 Nm and 1.0 Nm. The load was
always 14.8 N. At each torque, the subjects
performed 25 trials. The forearm, wrist and
hand positions were fixed (Figure 1, right
panel). The instruction to the subjects was to
grasp the handle by placing the fingertip centers
at the centers of the sensors and always apply a
minimal effort. Finger forces and moments
were recorded and the coordinates of the points
of force application were computed. The
analysis was limited to the planar static case;
the forces of the fingers opposing the thumb
were reduced to one resultant force [the virtual
finger (VF) force].8-11 The VF tangential force
and VF normal force were computed as the
sums of the tangential and normal forces of the
fingers opposing the thumb, respectively. The
moment of the normal forces was computed
with respect to the point of application of the
thumb force. The moment arm of the normal
VF was computed from the Varignon theorem
(equation 1)
n
Dvf

=

n
∑ Ff d f

σ x1

σ
and x 2 are the standard deviations of the
first and second variables measured without
errors.
In the second experiment, both the loads and
torques varied among trials (a 9×4 complete
factorial design of experiment). The loads were
14.7 N, 19.6 N, 24.5 N and 29.4 N and the
torques were –1.5 Nm, -1.125 Nm, –0.75 Nm, –
0.375 Nm, 0 Nm, 0.375 Nm, 0.75 Nm, 1.125
Nm and 1.5 Nm, in total 36 combinations. At
each
load-torque
combination
subjects
performed two trials. The results were averaged
over the trials. Ten subjects took part in the
experiments. Factorial repeated measure
MANOVA was employed to analyze the effects
of two factors — LOAD (four levels) and
TORQUE (nine levels)—on ten outcome
variables, the digit normal and tangential forces.
The MANOVA’s tests of significance—Wilk’s,
Lawley-Hotteling’s, and Pillai’s— were used.

RESULTS
The forces and moments which were exerted by
the fingers on the hand-held object maintained
statically in the air have been recorded and
analyzed.

n

∑ Ff
F fn

(1)

First experiment. Based on the correlations
among the performance variables, all the
performance variables belonged to one of the
two subsets (Figure 2). The variables within
each subset highly correlated with each other
over repetitions of a task while the variables
from different subsets did not correlate. The
first subset included normal forces of the thumb
and VF. The second subset included tangential
forces of the thumb and VF, the moments
produced by the tangential and normal forces,
and the moment arm of the VF normal force

where
is the normal force of finger f and
df
is the moment arm of the finger force with
respect to the point of application of the thumb
force (a projected distance from the point of
application of a finger force to the point of
application of the thumb force).
Using the data on the accuracy of individual
sensors provided by the producer, the
propagation of uncertainty in the measured
finger forces to the uncertainty of the indirect
n
measurements, e.g. the VF forces, was Dvf
. In particular, trial-to-trial changes of the
12
computed . The Pearson coefficients of
n
correlation were computed and then corrected VF normal force Fvf did not correlate with the
for the uncertainty (noise) using equation 2.
variations of the moment of the normal force
n
 σ n21  σ n22 
rx
M vf
= 1 + 2 1 + 2 
(Figure 2 A-2). Because the moment of the
rx + n
 σ x1  σ x 2 
normal force is simply the product of the VF
(2)
where rx is the coefficient of correlation normal force and its moment arm, this lack of
between the variables x1 and x2 measured correlation is counter-intuitive. Contrarily, a
n
assuming the lack of errors (a ‘true’
M vf
high
correlation
between
and the tangential
coefficient), rx+n is the coefficient of
t
correlation between these variables when they
F
force th was discovered (Figure 2 B-4). The
σ
σ
are measured with errors (noise), n1 and n 2
Dvfn
Ft
was also
are the standard deviations of the errors of the high correlation between th and
first and second variables, respectively, and found (not shown in the Figure).
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Functionally, the fine-tuning of the
variables of the first subset prevents the object
from slipping out of the hand and from moving
in
the horizontal direction. Conjoint
adjustments of the variables of the second
subset maintain the torque and vertical
orientation of the handle constant (they also
prevent the object from moving in the vertical
direction). Hence the data conform to the
principle of superposition: Preventing the object
from slipping out of the hand and maintaining
the object orientation are controlled by two
separate commands whose effects do not
correlate with each other.
Second experiment. When the resisted load
and torque changed in a systematic manner, the
effects of LOAD and TORQUE on the finger
forces — both normal and tangential—were
highly significant (p < 0.001). Conversely, the
effects of the interaction LOAD×TORQUE on
the normal and tangential forces were not
significant (p > 0.6). Figure 3 illustrates that the
moment of tangential finger force changes
associated with manipulation of one of the
factors did not depend on the magnitude (level)
of the other factor. The lack of the statistically
significant interaction effects signifies the
additive action of the LOAD and TORQUE
commands. The results of both experiments
suggest that the principle of superposition is
valid for the control of multi-finger prehension
in humans. Forces and moments of individual
digits are defined by two independent
commands: “Grasp the object stronger/weaker
to prevent slipping” and “Maintain the
rotational equilibrium of the object”. The
effects of the two commands are summed up.

Figure3. The moment of VF tangential force at
the different magnitudes of the load and the
resisted torque. Group average data (n= 10).

Note that the curves are almost parallel which
signifies the lack of interaction between LOAD
and TORQUE.
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CHAPTER 5
Prehension Synergies during Moment Production on a
Mechanically Fixed Object in Two-dimensions

Chapter 5 contains the following original paper reprinted by the permission from SpringerLink:
Jae Kun Shim, Mark L. Latash, Vladimir M. Zatsiorsky
Finger Coordination during torque production on a mechanically fixed object
Experimental Brain Research 157(4): pp. 457-67
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Abstract The moment production by several fingers on a
mechanically fixed vertically oriented handle was studied
under the systematic variations of task parameters such as
(a) moment magnitude (1.0 Nm and 2.0 Nm) and (b)
direction of moment production (into pronation and
supination), as well as (c) vertical position of the handle
from the moment axis, P (0, 2.0, 4.0, and 6.0 cm in both
directions). The purpose of this study was twofold: to
investigate the dependences between the task parameters
and the performance variables and to test the mechanical
advantage hypothesis. The performance variables changed
symmetrically with P. In particular, magnitudes of the net
horizontal and vertical forces both showed an S-shape
change. The position of the point of zero free moment
(PZFM) was determined. In the intermediate grasp
locations (when 0<P magnitude <PZFM), the contribution
of Mfree (moment produced mainly by pronational or
supinational effort) and the moment of the resultant force
(moment generated mainly by pushing) into the total
moment production scaled linearly with the P. The
magnitudes of both agonist and antagonist moments
(those acting in and against the direction of the required
moment, respectively) of normal forces increased with P
magnitudes while the magnitude of agonist moments of
tangential forces decreased. For individual fingers, the
ratio of finger force to its moment arm was not constant.
The mechanical advantage hypothesis was successful in
explaining some of the data but could not cope with other
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findings. We assume, therefore, that this hypothesis is
limited in its applicability and may be task and effector
specific.
Keywords Finger . Prehension . Mechanics advantage .
Moment . Coordination

Introduction
This study deals with the fingertip forces exerted during
moment production on a handle affixed to an unmovable
support. The task is analogous to turning a door handle
and is quite common in everyday life. As compared to
holding a free object—to date the most popular object for
studying prehension (Augurelle et al. 2003; Shim et al.
2003; Zatsiorsky et al. 2003)—this task possesses one
essential distinction. When a free object is held statically
in the air, the forces and moments exerted on the object are
constrained by the equilibrium equations. Specifically, to
maintain the equilibrium the resultant horizontal force
exerted on the object must equal zero, the resultant vertical
force must equal the weight of the object, and the resultant
moment should be equal to the external moment applied to
the handle.
When a handle is affixed to an external support, the
forces exerted on the handle can be of any magnitude. In
this sense, the task is constraint-free and the finger forces
are selected by the performer based on principles that are
not dictated by the mechanics. In contrast, when the
handle is mechanically free, the performer should exert
only those forces and moments that satisfy the equilibrium
requirements.
Moment production by the hand on a fixed handle has
been studied in ergonomics to design better valves and
tools or to discover optimal positions of operators
(Dellinges and Tebrock 1993; Schulze et al. 1997; Shih
and Wang 1997; Ciriello et al. 2002). Most of these studies
were limited to the magnitude of the moment produced.
The individual finger forces during moment production
tasks have not attracted much attention among researchers.
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It is known from mechanics that an arbitrary set of
forces acting on a rigid body can be reduced to a wrench, a
resultant force and a corresponding force couple, i.e. two
equal and opposite forces that generate a moment (see, for
instance, Zatsiorsky 2002). If a force does not cross an
axis it produces a moment about this axis. A force couple
generates a moment (free moment) about any axis that is
not in the plane of the couple. When several fingers act on
a hand-held object and produce a moment M about a fixed
axis, the moment M is due both to the resultant force F
acting on the handle and free moment Mfree:M=Mfree
+d×F, where d is the moment arm of force F. In many
practical situations, free moment Mfree is generated by
pronation/supination efforts of the hand, while the moment
of force d×F is due to pushing the object in a certain
direction.
Finger contact forces in multi-finger grasping can be
presented as a sum of two orthogonal vectors: the first
vector contributing to the resultant (net) force acting on the
object and the second corresponding to the internal grasp
force (Kerr and Roth 1986). The elements of the second
vector cancel each other and, hence, do not contribute to
the net force. To visualize the internal grasp force consider
a task of maintaining a glass in the air at rest: the normal
forces of the thumb and the fingers cancel each other—the
horizontal net force is zero and the glass does not
accelerate. When the object is in the air, the internal
normal forces are necessary to prevent the glass from
slipping (Flanagan et al. 1999), but if the object is fixed
their role is less evident.
During moment production tasks while holding a free
handle, the fingers located farther away from the axis of
rotation generate larger forces than those fingers that are
located closer to the axis (Zatsiorsky et al. 2002). Based on
this observation, it has been speculated that the fingers are
recruited according to their mechanical advantage, i.e. the
moment arms with respect to the rotation axis (ibid). This
axis of rotation was considered to be located at the level of
Fig. 1 Experimental setup. Left
panel A schematic representation of the handle (white rectangle) with the force sensors
(black rectangles) and the panel
(in gray). Seven positions of the
axis of moment of the handle
(black circular dots) were
shown to subjects with a sticky
marker. The circle around the
black dot signifies center O with
respect to which the free moments were computed (described later in the text). The
position of the handle in the
drawing is at -2.0 cm. Right
panel A subject position

thumb force application during prismatic grasping of a free
object in a previous study (Shim et al. 2003), while the
axis can be located farther away from the grasping hand
during rotating a fixed object such as a door knob or a
valve lever.
This suggestion is in line with a hypothesis that
individual muscles are also activated in proportion to
their mechanical advantage, i.e. the moment arm with
respect to the joint rotation axis. For instance, during
elbow flexion efforts biceps brachii is most active while
brachioradialis and brachialis are less active (Buchanan et
al. 1989); for a detailed discussion on the mechanical
advantage hypothesis see Prilutsky (2000).
The goal of this study has been to investigate effects of
the three task parameters—(1) the mechanical advantage
of the fingers, (2) the magnitude, and (3) the direction of
the produced moment—on the following outcome variables: (a) the net forces exerted on the object, (b) internal
grasp force, (c) percentage contribution of the free moment
(a force couple) and the net force to the total moment
production, (d) agonist and antagonist moments, and (e)
individual finger forces. We also tested the mechanical
advantage hypothesis.

Methods
Equipment
Five six-component (3 forces and 3 moments) transducers (four
Nano-17’s and one Nano-25, ATI Industrial Automation, Garner,
NC, USA) were fixed to an aluminum handle which was attached to
an aluminum panel (Fig. 1). The panel was affixed to a small force
plate (PY6, Bertec Co., Columbus, OH, USA) and the aluminum
handle could be moved vertically along a slot in the panel while the
orientation of the handle was kept constant. Sliding the handle along
the panel changed the vertical position of the handle with respect to
the moment axis, i.e. the axis which the subjects generate a moment.
The position of the handle with respect to the moment axis, P
(6.0 cm, 4.0 cm, 2.0 cm, 0 cm, −2.0 cm, −4.0 cm, and −6.0 cm),
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defined the finger force moment arms that varied in a systematic
manner.
The vertical distance between adjacent finger sensors was 2.0 cm
and the thumb sensor was placed midway between the middle and
ring finger sensors. The horizontal distance between the contact
surfaces of the thumb and finger sensors (grip width) was 8.6 cm.
100-grit sandpaper was affixed to the contact surface of each sensor
to increase the friction between the digits and transducers. The static
friction coefficient of the sandpaper was approximately 1.4–1.5
(previously measured; Zatsiorsky et al. 2002).
The total of 36 analog signals from the sensors (5 sensors × 6
components and 1 force plate × 6 components) were routed to a 12bit analog-digital converter (PCI-6031, National Instrument, Austin,
TX, USA) and processed by a microcomputer (Dell Dimension
8330, Austin, TX, USA).

Data analysis
The analysis was limited to a frontal plane of the subject (X-Y plane
in Fig. 1) and only forces along X- and Y-axes and moment about Zaxis were analyzed. The recorded force and moment data were
averaged over 3-s periods between the 6th and 9th s for each trial
separately. Further, data from the three trials performed with the
same combination of moment and P were averaged. Positions of the
points of digit force application along axis Y with respect to the
sensor centers were found as y=−MZ/FX, where MZ is the moment of
force about axis Z and FX is the normal force component.

Total moment and free moment

Thirteen right-handed young males served as subjects (age 25.3
±2.2 years, weight 72.2±3.7 kg, height 176.6±4.3 cm, hand length
18.5±2.9 cm, hand width 9.1±1.1 cm). The hand length was
measured between the middle fingertip and the distal crease of the
wrist with the hand extended. The subjects had no previous history
of neuropathy or trauma to the upper limbs. All subjects gave
informed consent according to the procedures approved by the
Office for Research Protections of The Pennsylvania State
University.

The digit forces exerted on the handle were reduced to one resultant
force and a force couple that produced a free moment (for the
theoretical background and method description see Zatsiorsky
2002). The resultant force was reduced to the center O with the
following coordinates: in the vertical direction—at the center of the
thumb sensor; in the horizontal direction—in the middle between the
thumb and the finger sensors (see Fig. 1). Within this approach, the
total moment about the axis was decomposed into the moment
generated by the force acting at O (d×F) and the free moment. The
force acting at O is due to the pushing efforts on the handle and the
moment is due to the hand rotation efforts (supination or pronation).
The relative contribution of the moment of (resultant) force and free
moment into the total moment was computed.

Experimental procedure

The moments of the normal and tangential forces

Subjects washed their hands with soap and warm water to normalize
the skin condition of the hands. The subjects were given a
familiarization session to the experimental procedure to ensure
that they were able to accomplish the experimental tasks.
The subjects sat on a chair and flexed the right elbow joint 90° in
the sagittal plane. The forearm was in a neutral position between
pronation and supination. A height-adjustable chair was used to
keep the right-arm joint configurations of each subject constant. The
height of the chair was adjusted when the vertical height of the
handle was changed for different moment axis locations. The left
hand rested naturally on the left thigh.
During data collection, hyperextended joint configurations were
not allowed for any phalangeal joint of the right hand. The
instruction to the subjects was to grasp the handle by placing the
digit tip centers over the centers of the corresponding sensors and to
produce a required moment about the moment axis as accurately as
possible. The moments were generated in the counterclockwise
(pronation, positive) and clockwise (supination, negative) direction,
in total four moments: −2.0 Nm, −1.0 Nm, 1.0 Nm, and 2.0 Nm.
P varied for each moment magnitude and direction. For P of
6.0 cm and 4.0 cm, all digits were below the moment axis while at
−4.0 cm and −6.0 cm they were all above the moment axis. At 0 cm,
the moment axis was at the level of the center of the thumb sensor.
The subjects performed three trials for each combination of
moment magnitude and P for the total of 84 trials
(3 trials×4 moments×7 axis locations) in a randomized order of
moment and P combinations. Signals from all channels were put to
zero prior to each trial with the fingers off the sensors. When the
subjects reported that they were holding the handle comfortably,
data recording started. While performing a task, the subjects were
watching a computer screen on which the moment they were
producing was shown in real time. The task moment was presented
as a horizontal line on the screen. The subjects were instructed to
produce a prescribed task moment in 5 s and keep the moment
constant for another 5 s. The data were collected at 100 Hz for 10 s.
A minimum of a 20-s rest interval was given to the subjects between
trials. A rest interval of 10 min was given between moment
conditions to avoid fatigue effects. The order of the trial was
randomized and balanced.

The moments of normal (horizontal) digit forces and tangential
(vertical) digit forces were computed according to Eq. 1

Subjects

n
M ¼Fin din þ Fmn dmn þ Frn drn þ Fln dln þ Fthn dth
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Moment of the normal forcesM n

þ Fit d t þ Fmt d t þ Frt d t þ Flt d t þ Ftht d t
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}

(1)

Moment of the tangential forcesM t

where the subscripts th, i, m, r, and l refer to the thumb, index,
middle, ring, and little finger, respectively, and n and t stand for the
normal and tangential force components, dn and dt refer to the
moment arms of the normal force and tangential force; dt is a
constant (grip width divided by two).
In particular, the moment of the normal finger forces Mn about the
moment axis was calculated using the following equation:
M n ¼ Mvn þ Mthn ¼ Fvn D þ Fthn dth ¼

4
X

Ffn df þ Fthn dth

(2)

f ¼1

where f=i, m, r, and l, and v symbolizes the virtual finger and D is
the moment arm of the virtual normal force with respect to the
moment axis. The virtual finger (VF) is an abstract representation of
all four fingers that act as a functional unit. The VF normal force Fvn
and VF tangential force Fvt were computed as the sums of the
normal and tangential forces of the four fingers, respectively. The
location of D may vary due to (a) varied vertical position of the
handle (the handle displacement changes individual finger moment
arms df by a constant value), (b) changes in the sharing pattern
among individual finger forces and (c) displacement of the points of
finger force application with respect to the sensor centers.
Since the grip width was constant, the moment of the tangential
forces Mt is proportional to the difference between the virtual
tangential force and the thumb tangential force. Hence, the
following equation is valid.
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M t ¼ Mvt þ Mtht ¼ Fvt d t  Ftht d t
4 

X
¼
Fft d t  Ftht d t

(3)

advantage hypothesis k should be equal for all the involved fingers.
In such a case, the fingers with larger moment arms would exert
proportionally larger forces.

f ¼1

The internal normal grasp forces

Statistics

For each handle position P, the internal normal grasp force was
determined as a smallest of the two forces, the thumb and the VF
forces.

Data in the text are presented as averages and standard deviations. In
figures, standard error bars are shown. Two-way repeated-measures
ANOVAs were used with the factors POSITION (seven levels:
6.0 cm, 4.0 cm, 2.0 cm, 0 cm, −2.0 cm, −4.0 cm, and −6.0 cm) and
MOMENT (four levels: 2.0 Nm, 1.0 Nm, −1.0 Nm, and −2.0 Nm).
Three-way repeated-measures ANOVAs were used with MOMENT
MAGNITUDE (two levels: 1.0 Nm and 2.0 Nm), MOMENT
DIRECTION (two levels: clockwise and counterclockwise directions), and GRASP LOCATION (two levels: the hand below or
above the moment axis). MANOVA with the factors of POSITION
and MOMENT on finger force sharing and post hoc tests were
performed with necessary comparisons. The correlation coefficients
were computed to estimate the strength of linear relationships
between the variables.

Agonist and antagonist moments
Agonist moments are created by finger forces, which produce a
moment in the required direction, while antagonist moments are
created by finger forces, which generate moments against the
required task moment. The agonist moment can be calculated by
summing up the moments produced by agonist normal and agonist
tangential forces, and the antagonist moment can be calculated by
summing up the moments of antagonist normal and tangential
forces:
n
t
M ago ¼ Mago
þ Mago
¼

agon
X

Ffn df þ

f ¼1

n
t
Mant ¼ Mant
þ Mant
¼

antn
X
f ¼1

Ffn df þ

agot
X

Fft r

Results
(4)

f ¼1
antt
X

Fft r

(5)

f ¼1

where ago and ant represent the agonist and antagonist, respectively; agon and agot designate the digits whose normal and
tangential forces support the task moment, and antn and antt refer to
the digits whose normal and tangential forces are against the task
moment, respectively.

Individual finger forces and force sharing
The force sharing (S) among individual finger normal and tangential
forces was calculated as:
Sfn ¼

Ffn
 100%
4
P
Ffn

(6)

f ¼1

Sft ¼

Fft
4
P
f ¼1

 100%

(7)

Fft

Testing the mechanical advantage hypothesis: apparent
stiffness of the fingers
The mechanical advantage hypothesis assumes that during the
torque production tasks the fingers are activated in proportion to
their moment arms with respect to the moment axis (Zatsiorsky et al.
2002). The hypothesis can be formalized as follows. During the
torque production the hand/fingers system experiences a twist
deformation θ. Hence, a fingertip displacement (with respect to the
forearm) equals θr where r is the shortest distance from the fingertip
to the moment axis (the moment arm). If the fingers possess a
stiffness-like property and exert/resist force in proportion to the
deformation, the finger force equals k′θr, or simply kr where k is the
coefficient of apparent stiffness. According to the mechanical

The experimental data are presented below in a downward
sequence of the control hierarchy (Shim et al. 2003), from
resultant forces and moments acting on the handle to the
virtual forces and then to the individual finger forces.
Net forces exerted on the handle
When a free object is held statically in the air, the net
horizontal and vertical forces are prescribed; they represent mechanical constraints on the finger forces. In the
present experiment—since the handle was fixed—these
constraints were lifted. The constraint-free situation
resulted in a systematic variation of both horizontal and
vertical net forces exerted on the handle; Fig. 2. The
subjects exerted a non-zero net horizontal force (at
P≠0 cm) and non-constant vertical force while generating
the desired moment. Such a force pattern cannot be used
with a free object during static prehension.
A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with factors of
MOMENT and POSITION confirmed that there were
significant effects of POSITION (F(6,72)=8.93, p<0.001)
and MOMENT × POSITION (F(18,216)=201.379, p<0.001)
on the horizontal net forces. MOMENT effect was slightly
below the significance level (F(3,36)=2.67, p<0.062).
Pairwise comparisons showed that the horizontal net
forces significantly increased when P expanded both to
−4.0 cm and 4.0 cm (p<0.05 for all comparisons) and then
stayed approximately constant (4.0 cm and 6.0 cm:
P=0.19, −4.0 cm and −6.0 cm: P=0.87). The horizontal
net forces were close to zero at 0 cm. The force-position
curves could be described as S-shaped. The curves were
satisfactorily approximated by the parabolic equations of
the third power; the R2 values were between 0.92 and 1.00.
A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA on vertical net
forces showed significant POSITION (F(6,72)=4.02,
p<0.002), MOMENT (F(3,36)=23.11, p<0.001), and MO-
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Fig. 3 The internal normal grasp force at various handle locations
with respect to the moment axes. Averaged across subjects data are
shown with standard error bars

Free moment and the moment of the resultant force

Fig. 2 The a horizontal and b vertical net forces exerted on the
handle. Averaged across subject data are presented with standard
error bars. Note the S-shape of the curves with low values for small
P, larger values at P=2.0 and 4.0 cm, and slightly smaller values for
P=6.0 cm. The relationships are approximated by the cubic
parabolic equations. In this and other figures the positive values
of the handle position correspond to the position of the handle below
the moment axis. Averaged across subjects data are shown with
standard error bars

MENT × POSITION (F(18,216)=3.75, p<0.001) effects.
The vertical forces at the task moments of 2.0 Nm and
−2.0 Nm behaved in a similar manner with the largest
force values observed when P were 4.0 cm. The vertical
forces during the production of 1.0 Nm moments did not
change much and were always below 1 N.
The internal grasp force
The internal grasp force varied as a function of the P being
the maximal at P=0 (Fig. 3).

In the present experimental setup, the free moments Mfree
were generated by the pronation/supination efforts while
pushing the handle generated the moment of the resultant
force. The contribution of Mfree into the total moment
increased with P close to 0 cm and decreased with
increasing P magnitude (Fig. 4). The contribution of the
resultant force into the total moment production (not
shown in Fig. 4) was larger for larger P.
At a certain P, the contribution of the free moment to the
total moment was zero. At this P, the pronation/supination
efforts do not contribute to the total moment production,
and the moment is generated exclusively by the force
exerted on the handle. The position of the point of zero
free moment (PZFM) was computed by extrapolating the
linear regression equations. The PZFM coordinates with
respect to the moment axis in cm were equal to (−7.0,
23.7) at 2.0 Nm, (−6.2, 14.1) at 1.0 Nm, (−13.3, 5.7) at
−1.0 Nm, and (−10.8, 5.4) at −2.0 Nm. A three-way
repeated-measure ANOVA confirmed that the effects of
MOMENT MAGNITUDE (F(1,12)=11.09, p<0.005), MOMENT DIRECTION (F(1,12)=29.14, p<0.001), and
GRASP LOCATION were significant (F(1,12)=829.89,
p<0.001). The PZFM was smaller: (a) during pronation
(positive) efforts—when the handle was above the
moment axis and (b) during the supination (negative)
efforts—when the handle was below the moment axis. In
the both these conditions the fingers—rather than the
thumb—were the main agonist moment producers.
Figure 5 explains the mechanisms of generating the free
moment (at the level of finger forces). As follows from the
figure: (a) The free moment Mfree is proportional to the
virtual tangential force (the regression equation is
Mfree=6.28Fvt+1.10, r=0.99. (b) There is a V-like relationship between the Mfree and the internal grasp force: Mfree is
close to zero when the internal force is minimal while its
magnitude increases with the increase of the internal force.
(c) and (d) The relationships between Mfree and the
standard deviation (SD) of the four finger respective
normal and tangential forces consist of two opposite
branches oriented similarly to the branches of letter V.
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moments of normal forces throughout all P; the percentage
of antagonist moment with respect to the agonist moment
of normal forces ranged from 6.5% to 28.3%. Two-way
repeated-measures ANOVAs on moment of normal forces
showed that there were significant effects of POSITION
(agonist: F(6,72)=30.82, p<0.001; antagonist: F(6,72)=17.58,
p<0.001), MOMENT (agonist: F(3,36) = 5,640.88,
p<0.001; antagonist: F(3,36) = 642.56, p<0.001), and
POSITION × MOMENT (agonist: F(18,216) = 378.39,
p<0.001; antagonist: F(18,216) = 40.41, p<0.001). Moments
of tangential forces revealed significant effects of POSITION (agonist: F(6,72) = 27.96, p<0.001; antagonist: F(6,72)
= 3.88, p<0.002), MOMENT (agonist: F(3,36) = 20.13,
p<0.001; antagonist: F(3,36) = 642.56, p<0.001), and
POSITION × MOMENT (agonist: F(18,216) = 3.445,
p<0.001; antagonist: F(18,216) = 40.41, p<0.001) (Fig. 6).
Individual finger forces and total force sharing

Fig. 4a, b Free moment contribution to the total moment, %, as a
function of the location of the moment axis. a Positive moment
production (pronation efforts); b negative moment production
(supination efforts). Averaged across subjects data are presented
with standard error bars. To find the PZFMs, the regression lines
were extrapolated to the level of the zero contribution of the free
moment

Agonist and antagonist moments
The magnitudes of both agonist and antagonist moments
of the normal forces increased as the handle moved away
from the axis of moment, while the magnitudes of agonist
moments of the tangential forces decreased, Fig. 6. All
antagonist moments of the tangential forces were close to
zero. However, there existed considerable antagonist

During the production of positive moments (into pronation), the index finger produced much of the total normal
force. In contrast, during the production of negative
moments (into supination), the ring and little fingers
produced considerable normal forces, especially when the
P was close to 0 cm. With respect to tangential forces, the
index finger was used predominantly during the positive
moment tasks while the middle, ring, and little fingers
were used largely during the negative moment tasks.
Figure 7 shows the forces produced by individual fingers
for different external moments and different locations of
the axis of moment production.
The sharing of the total normal force among individual
fingers remained relatively unchanged for the same
direction of moment production over the seven P,
regardless whether the fingers were agonists or antagonists
with respect to the task (Table 1). A MANOVA with the
factors of POSITION and MOMENT on finger force
sharing and post hoc tests showed that the differences of
normal or tangential finger force sharings between 2.0 Nm
and 1.0 Nm or between −2.0 Nm and –1.0 Nm were not
significant for the most of the combinations.
During the positive moment tasks the index finger
produced 69% of the sum of normal finger forces while
the ring and little fingers together generated 70% for the
negative moment tasks. Note that the standard deviations

Table 1 Sharing total normal and tangential force among individual fingers, %. Mean ± SD. Mean and SD values were calculated over all
handle positions for all subjects
Task moment

Normal force (%)
I

2.0 Nm
1.0 Nm
−1.0 Nm
−2.0 Nm

M
68.4±4.3
69.0±4.0
14.1*±4.1
12.2±4.3

14.9±2.4
14.8±2.4
15.9*±2.5
17.3±2.4

Tangential force (%)
R

L
11.8±2.1
11.4±1.9
36.1±1.8
35.4±2.0

I
4.9±1.2
4.8±1.0
34.0±1.0
35.0±1.0

M
50.0±16.1
48.0±16.3
18.3±17.7
15.3±18.2

19.0*±12.1
14.2±11.8
23.3±12.0
26.6±11.7

R

L
6.5±6.3
6.3±4.0
27.0±4.4
26.5±4.3

*Significant (p<0.05) differences of finger force sharing between 2.0 Nm and 1.0 Nm or between −2.0 Nm and –1.0 Nm

9.6±3.0
8.8±2.5
28.2*±2.7
31.1±2.7
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Fig. 5 The scatterograms of
the free moment Mfree and a the
virtual tangential force, b the
virtual normal force, c the standard deviation of the normal
finger forces (among the individual fingers in four-finger sets)
and d the standard deviation of
the tangential finger forces
(among the individual fingers in
four-finger sets). Averaged
across subjects data are presented

(SD) of the normal forces sharing were much smaller than
the SDs for the tangential forces. The sharing of tangential
forces was subject specific (reflected in the relatively large
standard deviations in Table 1) and depended on the P.
Mechanical advantage of finger position
The data on the apparent stiffness of the fingers that
generate agonist moments are presented in Table 2. The
columns of the table represent the apparent stiffness of the

fingers at a given position of the handle. It is evident that,
for a given task, the coefficients of the apparent stiffness
differ across fingers. For instance, during pronation efforts
of 1.0 Nm at P=−6.0 cm, the coefficients for the index
finger (1.48) and the middle finger (0.70) differed by a
factor of two.
One-way repeated-measures ANOVAs with the factor
of MOMENT on each finger stiffness coefficient confirmed that the effects of MOMENT were significant
(F(3,36)>75.48, p<0.001). The pairwise comparisons
showed that the differences between the magnitudes of

Table 2 Apparent stiffness of the agonist fingers
Moment (Nm)

1.0 (underlined upper left half) and −1.0 (lower right half)

Handle position (cm)

−6.0

I
M
R
L

1.48±0.10
0.70±0.19
0.89±0.23
1.06±0.30

−4.0
1.86±0.24
0.75±0.25
0.91±0.31
1.11±0.31

−2.0
3.13±0.27
1.47±0.42
2.37±0.67
7.19±1.11

0.0
5.04±0.44
5.94±1.44
10.47±1.09
4.41±0.79

Moment (Nm)

2.0 (underlined upper left half) and −2.0 (lower right half)

Handle position (cm)

−6.0

I
M
R
L

2.66±0.22
1.17±0.23
1.40±0.32
1.66±0.48

−4.0
3.43±0.42
1.38±0.35
1.59±0.44
2.04±0.67

−2.0
5.65±0.64
2.98±0.69
4.69±1.20
1.43±0.90

0.0
9.05±1.27
11.23±2.28
5.32±0.55
2.25±0.52

2.0
10.85±2.36
5.03±1.25
3.94±0.58
3.19±0.30
2.0
17.78±3.56
2.42±0.61
2.07±0.23
1.43±0.32

4.0
1.94±0.73
1.44±0.32
1.57±0.13
1.39±0.15
4.0
1.05±0.49
0.58±0.21
0.86±0.09
0.70±0.09

6.0
1.70±0.43
1.33±0.23
1.20±0.12
0.86±0.12
6.0
0.94±0.34
0.64±0.09
0.69±0.06
0.41±0.06
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the coefficients for all tasks where the agonist moments
were produced by three or four fingers were statistically
significant (p<0.001 for all comparisons).

Discussion

Fig. 6a, b Moments of agonist (Mago) and antagonist (Mant) forces.
a Moments of normal forces. b Moments of tangential forces.
Averaged across subjects data are presented with standard error bars.
All antagonist moments of tangential forces are zero

Fig. 7a–d Individual normal
and tangential forces at 2.0 Nm
and −2.0 Nm moment tasks. The
fingers whose average forces
across all P were greater than
25% of the average of the sum
of finger forces across all P are
shown with dotted lines. Averaged across subjects data are
shown with standard error bars

Almost all previous research papers on the moment
production by several fingers were performed on free
objects that were either statically maintained or manipulated in the air. Imposing mechanical constraints on the
object, as it was done in this study, and correspondingly
relieving a performer from the task constraints changed
noticeably the strategies used by the performer for
generating the required moment. The most evident
difference is that now the moment is generated mainly
by the force exerted on the handle rather than by the force
couple (with the exception of P=0 cm). This simply means
that if performers have a choice they prefer to push or pull
on the object rather than exert supination or pronation
efforts on it. In the intermediate grasp locations, i.e. when
0<P magnitude<PZFM, the performers selected a mixture
of the two above strategies such that the contribution of
these strategies scaled linearly with the P. A note of the
possible practical merit: to avoid the supination/pronation
efforts completely—which may be important for injury
prevention in repetitive job tasks—the handle length
should be larger than the distance to the point of zero free
moment.
When the P varies with respect to the moment axis, the
recorded forces and moments change in a systematic way:
the normal net force changes in an S-like manner, the free
moment as well as the internal grasp force decrease in a
linear fashion, agonist and antagonist moments also
change, etc. Note that these relations are not direct
consequences of mechanics. For example, when the axis
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of rotation was between the index and little fingers, the
subjects were free to select how to share the total moment
between the free moment and the moment of force; hence,
the central segment of the mentioned S-shape relation
reflects choice by the central nervous system. Such regular
changes suggest that the central controller uses certain
rules or optimization principles to select an appropriate
finger force combination for any studied combination of
the task parameters. Discovering such rules or optimization criteria is a challenging task. Due to the randomized
orders of conditions and trials and the limited number of
trials, potential improvements or adaptations of subject’s
behaviors for optimization were not studied, which
requires further investigation.
Stability of inter-digit synergies in prehension
Most of the everyday prehension tasks, such as drinking
from a mug, using kitchen utensils, or writing with an
implement are associated with maintaining equilibrium of
the hand-held object. As such, patterns of forces exerted
by the digits on the object need to satisfy equilibrium
constraints that can be described, for static or pseudo-static
(slow) tasks, with a set of equations of statics. For a planar
case, these equations are presented in our previous
publications (Zatsiorsky et al. 2002; Shim et al. 2003).
Using combinations of such constrained force patterns
may be expected to lead to the formation of stable
synergies (relations among elemental variables such as
digit forces and points of their application) that constrain
patterns of these variables even when the equations of
statics do not need to be satisfied. Earlier studies have
shown that muscle and finger synergies tend to be very
stable even in conditions when they are no longer optimal;
such conditions were achieved by joint fixation or changes
in the feedback on digit forces the subjects produced
(Koshland and Hasan 1994; Latash et al. 1998).
Based on these considerations, we expected to see
patterns of digit forces that do not violate the equilibrium
equations in the present study when the object was fixed
and the equations needed not be satisfied. However, the
results did not confirm these expectations. In particular,
the subjects used net forces in both horizontal and vertical
directions that were significantly different from zero
(Fig. 2) and would have led to movement of the handle,
were it not fixed. The fact that forces in the current
experiment did not obey equations of statics valid for a
free object suggests that prehension tasks of the fixed
object are characterized by significant flexibility and
adaptability of associated inter-digit synergies.
Mechanical advantage and minimization of effort
Earlier studies have suggested that sharing a task among a
set of effectors is commonly associated with patterns that
are characterized by a larger involvement of effectors with
larger mechanical advantage (Buchanan et al. 1989;

Zatsiorsky et al. 2002). Such patterns may be viewed as
reflecting minimization of the total effort by the controller:
Effectors whose recruitment leads to larger changes in a
required mechanical variable are preferentially involved as
compared to effectors whose recruitment would be less
effective.
The data on the individual fingers obtained in this study
do not corroborate such a hypothesis—contrary to the
findings obtained previously with free handles (Zatsiorsky
et al. 2002). According to the hypothesis, finger involvement should change proportionally to the moment arms of
individual fingers. By an assumption, during torque
production the hand undergoes a torsion deformation
such that the distant fingers deform to larger degrees than
those fingers that are located closer to the axis of rotation.
If each finger had spring-like properties it would produce
force against such an externally imposed displacement in
proportion to the magnitude of the displacement. This
simple model produces force patterns that fit the mechanical advantage hypothesis only if the apparent stiffness of
the fingers is similar across the fingers and does not
depend on the location of the moment axis. Our results,
however, have shown that the apparent stiffness varied
substantially across the fingers and with changes in the
handle location (Table 2). Hence, these results do not
support the mechanical advantage hypothesis.
Patterns of force sharing across the four fingers
(Table 1) suggest that during pronation moment generation, the index finger produced much of the normal force
(up to 70%) and also a considerable proportion of the
tangential force (about 50%). During supination moment
production, the ring and little fingers produced much of
the normal force (about 70%), while the tangential force
was shared relatively uniformly among the four fingers.
The mechanical advantage hypothesis supports the large
involvement of the “most lateral” fingers (index and little)
since these fingers have the largest moment arm with
respect to the axis of moment production. However,
changes in the location of the axis did not lead to changes
in the proportion of the total force produced by these
fingers, against predictions of the mechanical advantage
hypothesis.
The mechanical advantage hypothesis can be considered, however, from a broader perspective. Not only the
distribution of efforts among several effectors but also the
patterns of force/moment production may be affected by
the mechanical advantage associated with a given pattern.
Within such an understanding of the mechanical advantage
hypothesis, certain findings within this study support the
hypothesis.
The total moment produced by the digits can be viewed
as the sum of the free moment (Mfree) and moment of the
resultant force the digits produce (Mforce). Changes inP led
to changes in the moment arm for Mforce. We found that an
increase in d was associated with an increase in the relative
proportion of the total moment produced by Mforce. This
result can be expected from the mechanical advantage
hypothesis since an increase in d increases the contribution
of the resultant force to the total moment.
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Along similar lines, the total moment may be viewed as
the sum of the moment produced by the tangential forces
(Mt) and the moment produced by the normal forces (Mn).
The moment arm of the tangential forces did not change,
while the moment arm of normal forces changed with
shifts in P about which the total moment was produced.
According to the mechanical advantage hypothesis, an
increase in the moment arm of the normal forces may be
expected to lead to an increase in the proportion of the
total moment produced by the normal forces. This is
exactly what was found in the experiments: at P=0 cm, Mt
had higher magnitudes than other positions, while Mn had
lower values than others in agonist directions; at high P
values in agonist directions, Mn dominated. Note that an
increase in Mn with P was associated with both larger
agonist and antagonist moments produced by the normal
forces of individual digits (Fig. 6). The latter effect (larger
antagonist moment) may be viewed as a consequence of
the mechanical advantage hypothesis and the effects of
finger enslaving (Zatsiorsky et al. 2000; Li et al. 2003).
Despite the support received by the mechanical
advantage hypothesis in earlier studies (e.g., Prilutsky
2000), based on our current results, we can conclude that
the range of applicability of this hypothesis is limited.
Activation of the fingers according to their mechanical
advantage reflects an intrinsic self-imposed tendency (in
mathematical parlance—a cost function) to minimize the
total amount of the finger forces, or a certain function of it,
during standard tasks. This cost function works together
with other criteria and constraints in defining patterns of
effector involvement. Apparently, in some tasks, including
those studied earlier, this cost function played a dominant
role, while in the current experiments its effects could be
concealed by a mixture of other criteria. Presently, the
experimental data are available only for two extreme
cases: (a) a free handle (mechanical constraints are absent)
and (b) the handle is mechanically completely constrained.
We are planning to perform experiments with a partially
constrained handle (e.g. a handle that is free to move in
only one direction, either vertically or horizontally). An
idea is to test whether the mechanical advantage hypothesis is valid for such an experimental setup (this idea was
inspired by the comments of the unknown reviewer on the
first version of the manuscript; we are thankful to the
reviewer for this inspiration).
Sharing patterns and enslaving
In all conditions, non-zero normal force was produced by
fingers which acted against the required moment, i.e. nonzero antagonist moments were produced. In earlier studies
(Zatsiorsky et al. 2002), antagonist moments were
explained as effects of finger enslaving, i.e. unintended
finger force production (Li et al. 1998; Zatsiorsky et al.
1998; Zatsiorsky et al. 2002). In the current study,
however, shares of forces produced by the antagonist
fingers were substantially higher as compared to what one
could expect from earlier studies of enslaving in pressing

tasks. For example, S. Li et al. (2002) reported that
intentional force production by the index finger was
accompanied by unintended force production by the ring
and little fingers that was under 2% of the total force,
while intended force production by the ring and little
fingers together led to the index finger producing about
4% of the total force. These values are much lower than
those observed in the current study (5%–10% and 14%
respectively). Hence, one is forced to conclude that the
subjects produced forces by the antagonist fingers that
were significantly higher than those expected from the
action of enslaving. Reasons for such excessive values of
antagonist finger involvement are unclear and need to be
explored in further studies.
Uniformity of finger forces
The SDs of individual finger forces signify the uniformity
of the finger forces: if all the four fingers were producing
equal forces the SD would be zero. Hence, when the SD
increases, the individual fingers produce sharply different
forces. According to Fig. 5, the smaller the SDs, i.e. the
more equal are the finger forces to each other the closer is
Mfree to zero. While the relationship between the SDs for
the normal forces and Mfreefollows from simple mechanics
and is easy to explain, the relationship between the SDs of
the tangential forces and Mfree is not mechanically
necessitated: the moment arms of the tangential finger
forces are the same for all fingers, and there is no
mechanical reason to increase the tangential force of some
fingers while decreasing the force of other fingers to
produce the desired total moment. Hence, the changed
distribution of the tangential forces among the fingers
represents the choice made by the central controller.
Are the relations necessitated by the task mechanics?
During manipulation of free objects, many observed
relations are necessitated by the task mechanics: the task
cannot be performed in another way (Shim et al. 2003). In
contrast, in the present setup the task mechanics affect the
relations among the variables but do not prescribe these
relations completely. The task can be performed, albeit
inefficiently and uneconomically, in different ways. For
example, according to the experimental data the free
moment scales with the internal normal force (the grasping
force); however, this relation does not immediately follow
from the task mechanics: A person, if he or she wishes,
can grasp the handle more or less strongly without
producing any torque on the object. The aforementioned
relations between the SD of the normal forces and the free
moment are also not prescribed by the mechanics: If large
forces are exerted by the “peripheral” (the index and little)
fingers, and small forces are produced by the “central”
fingers (the middle and ring), the SD can be large while
the free moment can be zero. Similarly, the moment of
resultant force scales with the resultant horizontal force but
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only if the point of the force application does not displace.
Even the observed values of the free moment close to zero
at large values of P are not prescribed by the task
mechanics. The performers could generate a non-zero free
moment which would not contribute to the total moment.
Such a pattern of force production would be inefficient but
it is feasible.
Concluding comments
We would like to emphasize two main findings within the
current study. First, we have shown that when working
with mechanically constrained objects the performers exert
forces and moments on the object quite differently from
what they do when manipulate free objects (for the
discussion on the force exertion on the constrained objects,
see Zatsiorsky 2002.) Second, the mechanical advantage
hypothesis was successful in explaining some of the data
but could not handle other findings. We assume, therefore,
that this hypothesis is limited in its applicability and may
be task and effector specific. Besides, this is the first study
to document patterns of elemental variables in a task when
the central nervous system is free to select combinations of
these variables in a relatively unconstrained way. Some of
these patterns—which are regular and similar in different
subjects—are not easy to interpret; they will wait for
future studies.
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Shim, Jae Kun, Mark L. Latash, and Vladimir M. Zatsiorsky.
Prehension synergies in three dimensions. J Neurophysiol 93:
766 –776, 2005; doi:10.1152/jn.00764.2004. The goal of this study
was to investigate the conjoint changes of digit forces/moments in 3
dimensions during static prehension under external torques acting on
the object in one plane. The experimental paradigm was similar to
holding a book vertically in the air where the center of mass of the
book is located farther from the hand than the points of digit contacts.
Three force and 3 moment components from each digit were recorded
during static prehension of a customized handle. Subjects produced
forces and moments in all 3 directions, although the external torques
were exerted on the handheld object about only the Z-axis. The
3-dimensional response to a 2-dimensional task was explained by the
cause– effect chain effects prompted by the noncollinearity of the
normal forces of the thumb and the 4 fingers (represented by the
“virtual finger”). Because the forces are not collinear (not along the
same line), they generate moments of force about X- and Y-axes that
are negated by the finger forces along the Y- and X-directions. The
magnitudes of forces produced by lateral fingers (index and little) with
longer moment arms were larger compared with the central fingers
(middle and ring). At the virtual finger (an imaginary digit whose
mechanical action is equivalent to the summed action of the 4 fingers)
level, the relative contribution of different fractions of the resistive
moment produced by subjects did not depend on the torque magnitude. We conclude that the CNS 1) solves a planar prehension task by
producing forces and moments in all 3 directions, 2) uses mechanical
advantage of fingers, and 3) shares the total torque among finger
forces and moments in a particular way disregarding the torque
magnitude.

Many grasping tasks in everyday life require precise control
of the handheld objects in 3 dimensions. However, the majority
of previous studies on prehension were limited to planar tasks
where the external torque on the object was either zero (Burstedt et al. 1997; Cole and Abbs 1988; Flanagan et al. 1999;
Gordon et al. 1993; Johansson and Westling 1988) or exerted
in the plane of the grasp (Rearick and Santello 2002; Santello
and Soechting 2000; Shim et al. 2003; Zatsiorsky et al. 2003b),
an imagined plane through which the points of force application of all the involved digits pass closely. In the latter tasks,
either pronational or supinational effort against external
torques was produced.
Analysis of findings in such “planar” studies has commonly
been performed assuming a hierarchical scheme of the production of digit forces/moments. At the higher level of the hierarchy, forces/moments of the thumb and the virtual finger (VF)
are defined. The VF is an imaginary finger that produces a
wrench (the force and moment) equal to the sum of wrenches

produced by all the fingers (Arbib et al. 1985; Cutkosky 1989;
Cutkosky and Howe 1990; Gentilucci et al. 2003; Iberall 1987,
1997; MacKenzie and Iberall 1994; Omata 1991; Santello and
Soechting 1997, 2000; Shim et al. 2003; Yoshikawa 1999;
Zatsiorsky et al. 2004). At the lower level, the action of the VF
is distributed among the individual fingers (IF).
It has been shown that forces and moments generated by the
digits during multifinger prehension tasks change conjointly in
a task-specific manner (i.e., they form a synergy(ies); for a
review on prehension synergies see Zatsiorsky and Latash
2004). The coordinated changes of the finger forces and moments within a synergy are manifested by chain effects when a
local change of an elemental variable (force, moment, or point
of force application by a digit) leads to changes in other
elemental variables (the term chain effect does not imply a
temporal sequence but rather cause– effect adjustments that
may take place conjointly (Shim et al. 2003; Zatsiorsky and
Latash 2004; Zatsiorsky et al. 2004).
A number of studies have investigated 3-dimensional grasping by robotic hands (Omata 1991; Ponce and Faverjon 1995;
Yamada et al. 2001; Yoshikawa 1996; Zhu et al. 2004).
However, there have been only a limited number of studies
addressing the human prehension in 3 dimensions. Tripod
grasping involving the thumb and 2 other fingers to hold an
object from above has been used to investigate the magnitudes
and directions of the VF and IF forces with limited 3-dimensional analyses (Baud-Bovy and Soechting 2001; Burstedt et
al. 1999; Gentilucci et al. 2003). In experiments of Kinoshita
and colleagues (1997), the subjects pinched a flat object with
the tips of the index finger and the thumb. The subjects resisted
tangential force and torque with the aim of preventing the
object from slipping. When the tangential force and tangential
torque increased, the normal forces (the grasp force) also
increased.
In the present study, we address a task in which an external
torque acts in a plane perpendicular to the plane of the grasp
(Fig. 1). Therefore the directions of external torque vectors
applied to the handle in the present study were parallel to the
Z-axis (they were parallel to the X-axis in our previous studies;
Shim et al. 2003, 2004a,b; Zatsiorsky et al. 2002a, 2003b). In
tasks studied in the present study, the external torques are
mainly compensated by the subject’s efforts of radial or ulnar
deviations. Such prehension tasks are fairly common in everyday life; they are similar to holding a book vertically in the air
where the center of mass of the book is located farther from the
hand than the points of digit contacts. The main goal of this
study was to analyze the conjoint changes of digit forces/
moments in 3 dimensions during static prehension under the
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Carlson 1994; Shim et al. 2004a; Smutz et al. 1998; Zatsiorsky
et al. 2002a).
4) Based on the aforementioned hypotheses on a hierarchical control of prehension, we expect that a change of the external
torque magnitude and direction will induce more systematic
changes in variables at the VF level than at the IF level.
METHODS

Subjects
Six right-handed males served as subjects (age: 26.2 ⫾ 2.9 yr,
weight: 71.7 ⫾ 3.2 kg, height: 178.8 ⫾ 4.1 cm, hand length: 19.1 ⫾
2.3 cm, hand width: 8.9 ⫾ 1.1 cm). The hand length was measured
between the middle fingertip and the distal crease of the wrist with the
right hand extended. The subjects had no history of neuropathy or
trauma to the upper limbs. All subjects gave informed consent
according to the procedures approved by the Office for Research
Protections of The Pennsylvania State University.

Equipment

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. Thumb and finger sensors (shown as white
cylinders) were attached to vertical aluminum bars, and a movable load (shown
as a black cylinder) was attached to the long horizontal aluminum beam. A
transmitter (the small black cube) of a magnetic tracking device was attached
ជth , F
ជi , F
ជm , F
ជr , and F
ជl are
to a Plexiglas base affixed to the top of the handle. F
the force vectors of the thumb, index, middle, ring, and little fingers and dជth , dជi ,
dជm , dជr , and dជl are the force application point vectors of the thumb, index,
middle, ring, and little fingers, respectively. MX, MY, and MZ are the global
moments with respect to the global X-, Y-, and Z-axes; mx, my, and mz are the
local moments with respect to the local x-, y-, and z-axes on each sensor,
respectively; th, i, m, r, and l stand for the thumb, index, middle, ring, and little
fingers.

action of external torques. We were mainly interested in the
following questions:
1) How is the moment resisting external torque generated?
Theoretically, there are several ways of producing the moment
(they will be explained later in the text). What is the relative
role of the various contributors into the total moment generated
against the external torque acting on the object? Does their relative
contribution depend on the torque magnitude and direction?
2) The task used in this study is essentially 2-dimensional in
the sense that the external torque is exerted in the plane of the
load action (thus the torque and load vectors are orthogonal),
and the equilibrium could be achieved by generating resistive
torque and force in that plane. Mechanically, there is no need
for the digits to produce (and balance) forces and moments in
other directions. For instance, it is not necessary to generate
thumb or VF forces in the anterioposterior direction. Does the
CNS solve the task as a planar task, or does it resort to solving
it in 3 dimensions such that the forces along and moments
around all the 3 directions are changed?
3) At the level of individual finger forces/moments, we
hypothesize that the lateral fingers (the index and little) are the
main contributors to the torque production. If this hypothesis is
confirmed, it will indicate that during the prehension the
fingers are activated according to their mechanical advantage
(Buchanan et al. 1989; Devlin and Wastell 1986; Frey and
J Neurophysiol • VOL

Five 6-component (3 force and 3 moment components) transducers
(4 Nano-17s for fingers and one Nano-25 for thumb; ATI Industrial
Automation, Garner, NC) were attached to an aluminum handle to
which an aluminum beam (3.8 ⫻ 52.1 ⫻ 0.6 cm) was affixed (Fig. 1).
A 6-component (3 position and 3 angle components) magnetic tracking device (Polhemus FASTRAK, Rockwell Collins, Colchester, VT)
was affixed to the top of the handle using a Plexiglas base (0.2 ⫻
17.0 ⫻ 13.5 cm). The distance between the transmitter and the
receiver was kept within 5 cm. The linearity of recordings about the
X-, Y-, and Z-axes was tested using 11 angles with 1° intervals to
ensure that the magnetic device was working properly with metallic
objects around. The regression analysis on the actual versus recorded
angles yielded the coefficients of determination (r2) of 0.98, 0.97, and
0.99 about the X-, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively.
The center of mass of the unloaded handle was determined by
suspending the handle at different points. A load (0.32 kg) was
attached to the beam with an eyehook that could be moved horizontally along a long slot of the beam. Sliding the weight along the beam
produced different torques on the handle system about the Z-axis. The
local x-, y-, and z-axes of each of the sensors were parallel to the
global X-, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively.
The distance between the finger sensors in the Y-direction was 30
mm, and the thumb sensor was placed at a midpoint between the
middle and ring fingers along the Y-axis. The grip width, which is the
shortest distance between the contact surfaces of thumb and finger
sensors in Z-direction, was 86 mm. Sandpaper (100-grit) was placed
on the contact surface of each transducer to increase the friction
between the digits and transducers. The finger pad–sandpaper static
friction coefficient was about 1.4 –1.5 (previously measured; Zatsiorsky et al. 2002a). The sensors were aligned in the Y–Z plane.
Thirty analog signals from the sensors (5 sensors ⫻ 6 components)
were routed to the 12-bit analog– digital converter (PCI-6031, National Instrument, Austin, TX). The signals from the magnetic device
were sent to a serial port at the same time. All the signals were
processed by a microcomputer (Dell Dimension 8330, Austin, TX).
A customized LabVIEW program was used for data acquisition,
and MATLAB programs were written for data processing.

Experimental procedure
Subjects washed their hands with soap and warm water to normalize the skin condition. The subjects were given a familiarization
session to the experimental devices and procedures to ensure that they
were able to accomplish the experimental tasks.
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The data were collected at the sampling frequency of 60 Hz for 6 s.
A minimum 20-s rest interval was given to the subjects between trials,
and a rest interval of 10 min was given between torque conditions to
avoid fatigue effects. The order of torque conditions were pseudorandomized (balanced).

Data analysis

FIG. 2. Subject position during experiment. Subject’s wrist and forearm
were strapped with a brace. Subjects maintained the handle statically in the
upright position by monitoring the handle orientation angles around the X- and
Z-axes shown on the computer screen.

The subjects sat on a chair and positioned their right upper arm on
a wrist–forearm brace that was fixed to the table (Fig. 2). The forearm
was held stationary with Velcro straps, and the wrist in the brace was
locked in flexion– extension and ulnar deviations. The upper arm was
abducted about 45° in the frontal plane and flexed 45° in the sagittal
plane. The forearm was aligned parallel to a sagittal axis of the
subject. When the subjects held the handle, the angle of the horizontal
beam attached to the bottom of the handle was approximately at 135°
with a frontal plane of the subject. The horizontal location of the
center of mass of the handle without the load was measured. The top
of the handle above the center of mass was connected to a rack (7.5 ⫻
84.0 ⫻ 123.5 cm) using a cotton thread. The handle was suspended
from the rack about 5 cm below a natural holding position of the hand.
During the trials, the subjects grasped the handle and lifted it to a
natural holding position. The subjects released the handle after each
trial, and the handle was hanging from the rack between trials.
A load of 0.32 kg was suspended from the beam at 7 different
positions that generated 7 different external torques about the Z-axis
(⫺0.70, ⫺0.47, ⫺0.23, 0.00, 0.23, 0.47, and 0.70 Nm). The total
weight of the handle, beam, transducers, and suspended load was
10.24 N. Hyperextended joint configurations were not allowed for any
phalangeal joints of the hand during testing. The task and the instructions were designed in an attempt to achieve a stable trial-to-trial
performance: The forearm, wrist, and hand positions were fixed, and
the instructions given to the subjects were to grasp the handle in the
same way by placing the fingertip centers at the centers of the sensors
and to apply a minimal effort. Subjects were supposed to avoid
rotating the handle system by watching a cursor on the computer
screen showing the angular position of the handle about the X- and
Z-axes. The horizontal and vertical axes on the screen corresponded to
angular positions of the handle about the X- and Z-axes, respectively.
A circle of 3.0 cm radius was shown at the center of the screen. The
center of the circle represented 0° of the angular positions of the
handle, and the radius of the circle represented 1°. The customized
data collection software automatically stopped during experiments
when the magnitude of angular displacement became greater than 1°
(公 X2 ⫹  Z2 ⬎1°) from a preselected handle position where the Y-axis
was parallel to the direction of gravity.
In each trial, signals from all 30 channels were zeroed before
subjects held the handle. When the subjects reported that they were
holding the handle comfortably, data recording started. The subjects
moved the cursor of the handle angular positions into the circle shown
on the computer screen in 3 s. Twenty-five trials were performed for
each external torque condition for the total of 175 trials for each
subject. The subjects successfully performed the task. The number of
trials where subjects failed to move the cursor in the circle or failed to
keep the orientation of the handle within the 1° range was 3.6 ⫾ 1.8
(mean ⫾ SD across subjects) trials out of the total 175 trials.
J Neurophysiol • VOL

The recorded data were averaged over the second half of the 6-s
period in each trial. The position of the points of digit force applications with respect to the center of the surface of the sensor was
calculated as CoPx ⫽ ⫺my /Fz and CoPy ⫽ ⫺mx /Fz , where m is a
moment recorded by a sensor and F is a digit force. Moments acting
on the handle were calculated with respect to the thumb force
application point on the X–Y plane whose Z-coordinate was located at
the center of mass of the handle (Fig. 1).

Model
The individual digits make a soft-finger contact with the sensor
(Arimoto et al. 2000; Mason and Salisbury 1985; Shim et al. 2003). In
the soft-finger contacts, sticking a digit to the sensor is not allowed
and the digits can only push but not pull on the sensors. Free moments
at the contact around the local z-axes can be produced. The points of
force application can displace in the local x–y plane because the digits
can roll on the surface.
For the system to be at rest during prehension, the vector sum of all
forces and the vector sum of all moments acting on the system,
including external load and torque, should be equal to zero in all 3
ជp ⫽ [0, 0, 0]T and n M
ជq ⫽ [0, 0, 0]T, where
directions ( n F

冘

冘

p⫽1

q⫽1

superscript T signifies vector transpose). Thus the following 6 equations (constraints) should be satisfied.
1) The sum of the individual finger forces along the X-axis should
be equal and opposite to the thumb force along the X-axis
⫺ F Xth ⫽ FXi ⫹ FXm ⫹ FXr ⫹ FXl ⫽

冘

FXj

(1)

j

2) The sum of the digit forces along the Y-axis should be equal and
opposite to the weight (L) of the handheld object
⫺ L ⫽ FYth ⫹ FYi ⫹ FYm ⫹ FYr ⫹ FYl ⫽

冘

FYk

(2)

k

3) The sum of the individual finger forces along the Z-axis should
be equal and opposite to the thumb force along the Z-axis
⫺ F Zth ⫽ FZi ⫹ FZm ⫹ FZr ⫹ FZl ⫽

冘

FZj

(3)

j

4) The total moment produced by digit forces about the X-axis
should be equal to zero
MX ⫽

冘

共dYk 䡠 F Zk ⫺ dZk 䡠 FYk兲 ⫽ 0

(4)

K

5) The total moment produced by digit forces about the Y-axis
should be equal to zero
MY ⫽

冘

共dZk 䡠 FXk ⫺ dXk 䡠 FZk兲 ⫽ 0

(5)

k

6) The total moment produced by digit forces and digit local free
moments about the Z-axis should be equal and opposite to the external
torque (Tq) applied to the system about the Z-axis
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冘

共mzk ⫹ dXk 䡠 FYk ⫺ dYk 䡠 FXk兲

k

⫽ mzth ⫹ mzvf ⫹ mzvf 共C兲 ⫹ M Zvf 共X兲 ⫹ M Zvf 共Y兲
⫽ ⫺ Tq
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where j represents fingers [i.e., j ⫽ {i, m, r, l}]; k stands for all digits
including the thumb [i.e., k ⫽ {th, i, m, r, l}]; subscripts X, Y, and Z
stand for the direction of a force, a moment arm, or a moment; F
stands for a force; d stands for a moment arm; and M and m represent
a moment of force and a free moment, respectively; mzth stands for a
thumb local free moment produced on the surface of the sensor about
z-axis (Fig. 3A; moment of twisting; Blau 1996; Zatsiorsky 2002);
mzvf represents the VF local free moments (Fig. 3A; m zth ⫽ m zj ,
j
j ⫽ 兵i, m, r, l其); and mzvf(C) represents a moment of the VF couple.
When the individual tangential finger forces are directed in opposite directions they create a force couple and thus a rotational effect
on the object. MZvf (X) and MZvf (Y) are the moments produced by the
FXvf and FYvf about the Z-axis (Fig. 3, C and D, respectively). Note
that each of the finger force components can produce moments of
force about 2 axes: FXj about the axes Y and Z, FYj about the axes Z
and X, and FZj about the axes X and Y.

冘

VF forces and moments
The VF is an abstract representation of all 4 individual fingers. The
VF acts as a functional unit to produce the same mechanical effects as
all finger forces and moments combined (Arbib et al. 1985; Cutkosky
1989; Cutkosky and Howe 1990; Gentilucci et al. 2003; Iberall 1987,
1997; MacKenzie and Iberall 1994; Santello and Soechting 1997,
2000; Shim et al. 2003; Yoshikawa 1999; Zatsiorsky et al. 2004). The
VF force is the vector sum of all 4 finger forces.
As any force, the VF force generates a moment of force about any
axis that does not intersect its line of action. The VF produces also a
free moment on the object. The VF free moment is attributed to (a) a
VF force couple mzvf(C) generated by the 4 fingers in the X–Y plane
(e.g., the index and little fingers can generate opposite forces along the
X-axis and Y-axis), which tend to rotate the handle, and (b) the VF
local free moment mzvf, which is the sum of finger local free moments.
Thus the total moment exerted by the VF on the objects is the sum of
the moment of the VF force and the VF free moment; the latter is
composed of (a) and (b) (Eq. 7)
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冋
冋

ជ ជ ជ
mvf 共free兲 ⫽ mvf 共C兲 ⫹ mvf ⫽ 0, 0, mZvf 共C兲 ⫹

冘

册

T

mZj

j

⫽ 0, 0, mZvf 共XC兲 ⫹ mZvf 共YC兲 ⫹

冘

mZj

j

册

T

j ⫽ 兵i, m, r, l 其

(7)

vf ( free)
vf(C)
ជ
ជ
where M
is the VF free moment, m
is a moment of the VF
vf
ជ
force couple, and m is the VF local free moment (the horizontal lines

above the symbols represent vectors). Because fingers do not stick to
the sensors, they roll on the contact surface and do not produce local
vf
ជ
free moments about the X- and Y-axes. m
is thus generated only
around the Z-axis by twisting friction of individual finger tips on
vf
ជ
⫽ (0, 0, j m j )T; the same is valid for the thumb
contact surfaces m

冘

Z

ជth. The moment of the VF force couple is also
local free moment, m
exerted only about the Z-axis. This moment is exerted by the finger
forces along the X- and Y-axes [mZvf(C) ⫽ mZvf(XC) ⫹ mZvf(YC)]: because
the fingers do not stick, they cannot by themselves (i.e., without the
thumb as a pivot) produce moments around the X- and Y-axes.

Sources of MZ
The total moment about the Z-axis (MZ) has 4 sources at the VF
level explained in Fig. 3.

Statistics
Repeated-measures and mixed-effects ANOVA were used with the
following factors: fingers (FINGER; 4 levels: index, middle, ring, and
little fingers), force direction (FRC-DIR; 2 levels: normal and tangential
forces), torque (TRQ; 7 levels: 7 external torque conditions of ⫺0.70,
⫺0.47, ⫺0.23, 0.00, 0.23, 0.47, and 0.70 Nm). The factors were
chosen based on particular comparisons. Coefficients of determination
(r2) were computed with regression analyses between variables.
RESULTS

All subjects were able to maintain a stable handle position
with a root-mean-square (RMS) error of under 0.14° with
respect to all 3 axes, X, Y, and Z. Thus we have concluded that
the subjects were able to perform the task successfully.
Moments resisting external torques
This section describes the contribution of free moments and
moments of VF forces into the torque production about the
Z-axis.
The
local free moments of the thumb and VF about the Z-axis,
respectively, mZth and mZvf (the sum of individual local moments
about the Z-axis; Fig. 3A), linearly scaled with the external
torques (Fig. 4, A and B). The thumb local free moment about
the Z-axis was larger than the VF local free moment in
magnitude under the same external torque conditions (cf. the
different scales in Fig. 4, A and B).
The moment of a VF couple about the Z-axis [mZvf(C); Fig.
3B] contributed the largest portion of the resistive moment
(Fig. 4C). This moment was attributed to exerting individual
tangential finger forces in opposite directions. The moment of
the VF couple supported about 65% of the external torque,

FREE MOMENTS: LOCAL FREE MOMENTS AND VF COUPLES.

FIG. 3. Sources of the total moment by digits about the Z-axis. A: thumb
and virtual finger (VF) local free moments (mzth and mzvf). B: moment of a VF
couple acting in the X–Y plane [a free VF moment; mZvf(C)]. C: moment ofFXvf
[MZvf(X)]. D: moment of FYvf [MZvf(Y)]. Line arrows are the forces and the dotted
arrows are the moment arms.
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FIG. 4. Moments exerted on the handle under different external torques. A: local moment of thumb (mZth). B:
VF local moment (mZvf). C: moment of a VF couple
[mZvf(C)]. D: moments of VF FX [MZvf(X)]. Averaged data
across trials and subjects are presented with SE bars (the
error bars are too small to be seen for most data points).
Note the different scales in the panels.

whereas the local free moments at the digit tips supported
about 25%. The difference between the regression equations in
the figures and the above percentages resulted from the exclusion of 0 Nm condition for the percentage calculation.
The moment of the VF FX [MZvf(X);
Fig. 3C] linearly scaled with the external torque and supported
about 10% of the external torque (Fig. 4D). This moment is
attributed to the difference between the X-components of the
thumb and VF forces.
The vertical thumb and VF forces also generated a moment
about the Z-axis. However, because of the small distance
between the points of thumb and VF force application along
the X-axis, the moment of VF FY [MZvf(Y); Fig. 3D] was very
small and supported only 0.4% of the external torque.
Note that the intercepts in all the regression equations in Fig.
4 are either zero or small. Thus the percentage contribution of
the individual sources (i.e., the local free moments, the VF
couple, the horizontal and vertical components of the VF force)
into the total resistive moment does not depend on the torque
magnitude.

MOMENTS OF VF FORCES.

Forces at VF level
The thumb and VF force components exerted along the X-,
th
th
vf
vf
vf
Y-, and Z-axes (Fth
X , FY , FZ , FX , FY , and FZ ) changed symmetrically as a function of external torque, forming “X-shape”
relations (Fig. 5). Note the very systematic and similar changes
of the VF forces in all 3 directions. The sum of the forces in
each panel in Fig. 5 was constant, as expected from the
equilibrium Eqs. 1–3. The sum equaled zero in the X- and
Z-directions, and it equaled the supported load in the Ydirection. The differences between the forces are proportional
to the moments of force that these forces create (provided that
the forces are not collinear). Note that these forces generate
J Neurophysiol • VOL

moments about all 3 axes and all the individual moments are
compensated by other moments to keep the handle at equilibrium (see Fig. 6 as an example).
A repeated-measures ANOVA with the factor TRQ (7 level)
was performed on each force variable at the VF level. The
effect of TRQ was significant for all thumb and VF force
components [F(6,30) ⬎38, P ⬍ 0.001]. The pairs of external
torque conditions with the same magnitude and different directions (i.e., 0.70 and ⫺0.70, 0.47 and ⫺0.47, and 0.23 and
th
vf
vf
⫺0.23 Nm) were compared. All Fth
X , FY , FX , and FY showed
significant (P ⬍ 0.001) differences between the external torque
conditions of the same magnitudes with the only exception of
FYth and FYvf under 0.23 and ⫺0.23 Nm. However, at the torques
of the same magnitude FZth and FZvf were similar, disregarding of
the torque direction.
Moments about X- and Y-axes
When the X- and Y-components of the thumb force and the
same components of the VF force are of different magnitude,
moments of force are exerted on the object. The moments are
also exerted when the Z-components of the thumb and VF
force are not collinear. The forces presented in Fig. 5 generate
the moments of force not only about the Z-axis—which is
overtly required by the task— but also about the X- and Y-axes.
As an example, the moments created by different sources about
the anterioposterior X-axis are presented in Fig. 6, A and B.
These moments must be balanced to keep the object in equilibrium, as required by the task; thus there is a strong relation
between the 3 moments (Fig. 6C).
Forces at IF level
The magnitude of IF force components along the X-axis (FX,
Fig. 7A) increased systematically as a function of external
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FIG. 5. Relations among forces under different external
torques in the VF level. A: thumb and VF forces along the
X-axis (FXth and FYvf). B: thumb and VF forces along the Y-axis
(FYth and FYvf). C: thumb and VF forces along the Z-axis (FZth
and FZvf). Averaged data across trials and subjects are presented with SE bars (the error bars are too small to be seen for
most data points for forces along the Y- and Z-axes). Regression equations are provided for the thumb forces. Regression
equations for the VF forces can be deduced from Eqs. 1–3 for
force equilibrium. Note that the sum of the thumb and VF
forces is constant across all the torques, whereas the difference
in the forces is proportional to the moment of force that these
forces generate.

torque; these components were zero under zero torque in all
fingers. The magnitudes of the forces produced by lateral
fingers (index and little) were greater than the magnitudes of
the forces produced by the central fingers (middle and ring).
Under the nonzero external torques, the forces produced by the
radial fingers (index and middle) and the ulnar fingers (ring and
little) were in opposite directions, with the exception of the
middle finger force under negative external torques. The IF
force components along the Z-axis (FZ, Fig. 7B) systematically

increased with the increase in the external torque magnitude
and formed “V-shape ” relations.
A series of 2-way mixed-effects ANOVAs and necessary
pairwise comparisons were performed on the individual finger
force components along the X-, Y-, and Z-axes with factors
FINGER (4 levels: I, M, R, and L) and TRQ (7 levels: 7 external
torque conditions). The effects of the factors and their interactions were all significant at P ⬍ 0.001 [(FX: FINGER: F(3,15) ⫽
68, P ⬍ 0.001; TRQ: F(6,30) ⫽ 37, P ⬍ 0.001; FINGER ⫻ TRQ:

FIG. 6. Moments of force about the X-axis and their
cancellation. A: moment of FZ couple about the X-axis
[mXZ(C)]. B: moment of FY couple about the X-axis [mXY(C)].
C: relation between [mXZ(C)] and [mXY(C)]. Note that [mXZ(C)]
cancels [mXY(C)]. Averaged data across trials and subjects
are presented with SE bars (some of the error bars are too
small to be seen).
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FIG. 7. Relations among forces under different external
torques in the individual finger (IF) level. A: IF forces
along the X-axis. B: IF forces along the Y-axis. C: IF forces
along the Z-axis. Averaged data across trials and subjects
are presented with SE bars (the error bars are too small to
be seen for most data points).

F(18,90) ⫽ 1,061, P ⬍ 0.001; FY: FINGER: F(3,15) ⫽ 42, P ⬍
0.001; TRQ: F(6,30) ⫽ 43, P ⬍ 0.001; FINGER ⫻ TRQ: F(18,90) ⫽
43, P ⬍ 0.001; FZ: FINGER: F(3,15) ⫽ 2,027, P ⬍ 0.001; TRQ:
F(6,30) ⫽ 176, P ⬍ 0.001; FINGER ⫻ TRQ: F(18,90) ⫽ 55, P ⬍
0.001].
At large torques, the normal and tangential forces of the
lateral fingers were larger than the normal and tangential forces
of the central fingers, with the exception of the little finger
normal forces (Fig. 7). This was confirmed by a 3-way mixedeffects ANOVA on the individual finger normal forces (FZ)
and the tangential forces (兩 FXY 兩 ⫽ 公FX2 ⫹ FY2) with factors
FINGER (4 levels: I, M, R, and L), FRC-DIR (2 levels: normal and
tangential), and TRQ (7 levels: 7 external torque conditions).
The effects of the factors and their interactions were all
significant at P ⬍ 0.001 [FINGER: F(3,15) ⫽ 27, P ⬍ 0.001;
FRC-DIR: F(1,5) ⫽ 75, P ⬍ 0.001; TRQ: F(6,30) ⫽ 163, P ⬍ 0.001;
FINGER ⫻ FRC-DIR: F(3,15) ⫽ 96, P ⬍ 0.001; FINGER ⫻ TRQ:
F(18,90) ⫽ 19, P ⬍ 0.001; FRC-DIR ⫻ TRQ: F(6,30) ⫽ 8, P ⬍
0.001; FINGER ⫻ FRC-DIR ⫻ TRQ: F(18,90) ⫽ 26, P ⬍ 0.001].
The relations between the normal forces and the magnitude
of the tangential forces resemble a distorted and rotated letter
“V” (Fig. 8).
Relations between normal and tangential forces at IF
and VF levels
The ratio of individual finger and VF normal force to the
tangential force (FZ/兩 FXY 兩) under each external torque condition was calculated to examine whether the tangential and
normal forces changed similarly with the external torque. The
ratio is indicative of the resultant force direction. The force
ratios at the IF level changed without a clear rule (Fig. 9A).
However, the force ratio of the VF finger force changed in a
systematic way (Fig. 9B); the ratio increased with the magnitude of external torque.

Two-way mixed-effects ANOVAs on the data from individual finger force ratios with the factor TRQ (7 levels: 7 external
torque conditions) showed a significant effect of TRQ [F(6,30)
⬎6, P ⬍ 0.001], and a similar ANOVA on VF force ratios with
the same factor showed a highly significant effect of TRQ
[F(6,30) ⬎109, P ⬍ 0.001]. All individual fingers showed
significant differences in the force ratio between the tasks with
the external torques of the same magnitude and opposite
direction (P ⬍ 0.05). The only exception was the middle finger
force for the 0.23 and ⫺0.23 Nm conditions. In contrast, VF
finger force ratios were distributed symmetrically with respect
to the torque direction; they did not show any differences for
the opposite external torques of the same magnitude.
The differences between the patterns in Fig. 9, A and B,
result from different dependencies of the normal and tangential
forces of IF and VF on the external torque. These dependencies
are illustrated in Fig. 9, C and D. Note that the patterns for the
normal forces are similar for the VF and IFs. However, there
are dramatic differences in the changes of IF tangential forces
and VF tangential force with external torque (Fig. 9D). At large
magnitudes of the external torque, tangential forces of all
fingers show large magnitudes. However, because these forces
exert forces in dissimilar directions, the VF tangential force
actually becomes smaller in magnitude with an increase in the
external torque.
DISCUSSION

The discussion addresses the following topics: 1) resistive
moment sources against external torques, 2) “chain effects ” as
mechanisms of generating resistive moments about the X- and
Y-axes (these moments are not immediately required by the
task mechanics), and 3) systematic changes of forces and force
ratios at IF and VF levels.

FIG. 8. Individual finger normal (FZ) and tangential
(兩 FXY兩) forces. A: lateral fingers: index (I) and little (L). B:
central fingers: middle (M) and ring (R). Data points are
connected in the order of external torques: 0.70, 0.47, 0.23,
0, ⫺0.23, ⫺0.47, and ⫺0.70 Nm. Averaged data across
trials and subjects are presented with SE bars (some of the
error bars are too small to be seen). Absolute values of
tangential forces are shown in the graph.
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FIG. 9. Ratio of the normal force (FZ) to tangential forces
(兩 FXY 兩) for (A) the individual fingers and (B) the virtual finger.
Averaged data across trials and subjects are presented with SE
bars (some of the error bars are too small to be seen).

Resistive moments
In planar tasks, a moment on the handheld object in the
plane of the grasp is generated both by the normal and
tangential finger forces (Shim et al. 2003, 2004a,b; Zatsiorsky
et al. 2002a,b, 2003a,b). The contribution of the tangential
forces into the total moment production depends on the width
of the grasp and can exceed 50% of the total moment (Zatsiorsky et al. 2003b).
In contrast, in the grasping task studied in the present
experiment, the moment of normal digit forces does not contribute to the resistive moment against an external torque
because the direction of the moment is orthogonal to the
direction of the external torque. Instead, the resistive moment
arises from the 4 sources: the horizontal and vertical tangential
VF forces (Fig. 3, C and D) and 2 components of the VF free
moments: 1) the local moments (mzvf, arising at the individual
digit tips; Fig. 3A) and 2) the moment of a VF force couple
[mzvf(C), caused by exerting individual finger forces in opposite
directions; Fig. 3B].
The percentage contribution of moment of tangential couple
on average was 65% of the total resistive moment. The couple
was generated by 2 sets of fingers located above and below the
thumb pivot point (the index finger and the ring and little
fingers, respectively) (Fig. 7). The middle finger always generated a small positive force in the X-direction and thus always
contributed to the production of the positive (counterclockwise) moment about the Z-axis regardless of the external
torque conditions.
The share of the local free moments (twist moments) in the
present study was on average 25% of the total resistive moment. In human prehension, the revolute joints at the interphalangeal joints and universal joints at the metacarpophalageal
joints do not allow for an active local moment production at the
finger tips. Therefore it seems that the local free moments are
J Neurophysiol • VOL

attributed to the passive resistance of the deformable digit tip
tissues.
For a circular contact area of radius R, the moment M of
twisting friction force can be found by integrating the pressure
p across the contact area A as in Eq. 8 (Blau 1996; Zatsiorsky
2002)
M ⫽ t

冕

R

prdA

(8)

0

where t is the twisting friction coefficient and r is the distance
from the center of surface.
Theoretical studies of soft-finger contact have reported that
the frictional limit attributed to the tangential force and the
frictional limit resulting from the twisting moment are not
dependent on each other, but they are linearly additive as in Eq.
9 (Howe et al. 1988; Omata 1991). Therefore the larger
tangential force a finger generates the smaller twisting moment
the finger resists
兩F t 兩 兩M 兩
⫹
ⱕ 兩F n 兩
s
t

(9)

where F t is the tangential force, F n is the normal force, and t
is the static friction coefficient. The experimental results in
human prehension by Kinoshita et al. (1997) showed a similar
trend, although the authors reported that the tangential force
and the twisting moment did not influence the normal force in
a purely additive fashion. They have shown that an increase in
the normal force for a given twisting moment increase is
smaller for larger tangential forces. In this study, the local free
moment of thumb was 50% greater than the sum of the local
free moments of fingers (VF local free moment). It is plausible
that the large tangential forces generated by the individual
fingers to resist the external torques played a role in reducing
their local free moments.
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The strong linear relations with minimal intercepts between
the external torque and the moments generated or resisted by
the 4 sources (Fig. 4) indicate that the percentage sharing of the
sources into the total resistive moment does not depend on the
torque magnitude and is constant throughout the tasks.
Chain effects
An evident conclusion from the 3 panels of Fig. 5 is that
people react to changes in the external torque about one axis
(Z-axis) by exerting moments in all 3 dimensions. The goal of
this section is to discuss possible mechanisms behind the
coordinated and analogous changes of VF and thumb forces
along all 3 coordinate axes. We see this explanation in the
chain effects. The chain effects were previously suggested to
explain the complex adjustments of the finger forces to task
requirements in planar tasks (Zatsiorsky and Latash 2004;
Zatsiorsky et al. 2003b). In the study of Zatsiorsky et al.
(2003b), for example, the chain effects were used to explain
how one relation between a pair of variables, such as a relation
(Y)
between FYvf and Mvf
, imposes a relation between another
X
(Y)
(Z)
pair of variables, such as between Mvf
and Mvf
. It seems
X
X
that similar effects are also observed in 3 dimensions. The
finger force scaling under external torques as shown in Fig. 5
can be explained with the following chain of events.
1) To sustain large external torques about the Z-axis, the
CNS has to produce large tangential forces by the “lateral”
fingers (Fig. 7A).
2) Large tangential forces require large normal forces to
prevent the handle from slipping out off the hand (Fig. 7B).
3) The line of action of the VF normal force is not collinear
with the line of action of the thumb normal force (this major
experimental finding could not be predicted from the grasp
mechanics). The VF and the thumb normal forces are equal and
opposite (Fig. 5C). Thus they form a force couple that generates rotational effects about the X- and Y-axes.
4) To preserve the rotational equilibrium of the handle, the
moments of the couple must be counterbalanced. It is achieved
by moments generated by the X- and Y-force components (an
example is given in Fig. 6). In particular, Fig. 7C illustrates a
strong negative relation between the moments of force exerted
by the Z- and Y-force components about the X-axis. Thus the
systematic relations in Fig. 5, B and C are mechanically
necessary.
5) In the described chain of events, all of the links of the
chain but one are mechanically necessitated. The only event
that is not defined by the task mechanics, but represents a
choice made by the central controller, is the location of the
point of application of the normal VF force with respect to the
point of application of the thumb force. This location determines the magnitude and direction of the moments produced
by the couple and, as a consequence, the magnitude and
direction of the counterbalancing moments as well as the forces
acting along the X- and Y-axes.
Solving a planar task in 3 dimensions requires exerting
“additional ” forces that are not immediately required by the
task mechanics. For instance, if the performers exerted the
thumb and VF normal forces collinearly, such that the forces
canceled each other and did not produce the moments of force
about X- and Y-axes, the moments about these axes would be
zero and the “additional forces” that compensate for these
J Neurophysiol • VOL

moments would not be required. However, the CNS prefers
exerting the noncollinear thumb and VF normal forces that
may look uneconomical. In a previous study (Zatsiorsky et al.
2002a), methods of mathematical optimization were applied to
study the planar grasping tasks and some uneconomical patterns of finger activation—in particular the activation of antagonist fingers, that is, the fingers that generate a moment of
force opposite to the required moment direction (Shim et al.
2004a,b; Zatsiorsky et al. 2002a)— have been explained by the
finger interdependence (for a recent review on the finger
interdependence see Schieber and Santello 2004), in particular
by the enslaving effects (Li et al. 1998; Zatsiorsky et al. 2000).
The antagonist fingers produce the force as a consequence of
the strong activation commands to the fingers that generate a
moment in the direction required by 2-dimensional grasping
tasks. It remains to be investigated whether similar mechanisms may account for the observed production of the finger
force in all 3 dimensions during the 2-dimensional tasks.
Finger forces at IF and VF levels
MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE OF FINGERS AT IF LEVEL. The index
and little fingers had longer moment arms with respect to the
thumb pivot point and also generated larger tangential forces
than the central fingers (Fig. 7). Mechanical advantage of
effectors, both muscles and fingers, has been suggested to
explain different levels of effector activation observed in various motor tasks (Buchanan et al. 1989, 1993; Kuo 1994;
Prilutsky 2000; Shim et al. 2004a; Zatsiorsky et al. 2002a). The
hypothesis is simple: the effectors are activated in proportion to
their mechanical advantage for the task. With regard to the
finger forces, some experimental evidence corroborates the
hypothesis. Zatsiorsky and colleagues (2002a) reported a nonlinear dependencies of IF normal forces on the mechanical
advantage of the individual fingers during the torque production on the handheld objects maintained in the air. However, a
study of finger coordination during torque production on a
mechanically fixed object with different locations of the axis of
rotation (Shim et al. 2004a) partially confirmed the hypothesis.
As expected, the contribution to the total moment by the
resultant force and the moment of normal forces increased with
the moment arm increase. However, contrary to the expectations, the apparent stiffness (finger force divided by its moment
arm) varied substantially with changes in the handle location
and across the fingers.
The data from the present study corroborate the mechanical
advantage hypothesis for the finger tangential forces in the
sense that the fingers with larger mechanical advantage generate or resist larger forces. It is not known, however, whether
this observation is the result of active neural control or passive
properties of the hand as a mechanical structure. The larger
activation of fingers with larger mechanical advantage can be
considered an optimal solution to minimize the total effort
(Buchanan et al. 1989; Shim et al. 2004a; Zatsiorsky et al.
2002a). However, mechanics at fingertips can also explain the
larger forces of the “lateral” fingers. During grasping by
immobile effectors aligned in parallel, as in this experiment, a
small angular deviation of the handle induces a tangential
deformation of the fingertips. If a fingertip resists the deformation, the tangential force (F) of the finger will depend on the
angular deviation () and the moment arm (r) from the axis of
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rotation; F ⫽ k⬘r ⫽ kr, where k is the coefficient of apparent
stiffness. Because the “lateral” fingers had larger r in this
study, larger tangential forces could be expected even without
an active involvement of the CNS. Presently, the relation
between the passive mechanical properties of the hand and the
active finger control is not well understood.
HIERARCHICAL CONTROL AND PREHENSION SYNERGIES. The ratio
between the normal and tangential forces represents the tangent
of a projection angle of the force vector on the tangential plane.
When the ratio stays constant, the force direction with respect
to the plane (a projection angle) does not change. Changes of
the ratios at the VF level were more systematic and much
larger than at the IF level. At the VF level, a symmetric
parabolic pattern with respect to the external torque was
observed corresponding to a change in the direction of the VF
force from about 45 to over 80° (Fig. 9B), whereas the patterns
for individual fingers were different and varied (Fig. 9A). The
ring finger showed relatively minor changes in the force
direction, which stayed about 45° for all external torques; the
index and little fingers showed modest changes (by about 20°)
in the direction of their forces with a change in the direction of
the external torque but not with its magnitude. Only the middle
finger showed significant changes in its force direction for
negative values of the external torque. The bottom 2 panels of
Fig. 9 shed some light on the nature of these differences. There
are qualitative similarities in the behavior of FZ with external
torque for individual fingers and for the VF. However, the
magnitude of the tangential force shows strikingly different
patterns with increasing external torque, an increase for individual fingers, and a decrease for the VF. Apparently, increasing 兩 FXY 兩 of IFs is associated with changes in the directions of
the tangential finger forces in the X–Y plane such that 兩 FXY 兩 of
the VF decreases.
These observations provide support for the idea on hierarchical control by the CNS of the normal and tangential digit
forces: A systematic pattern at the VF level is achieved as a
result of the summation of IF forces whose patterns of change
are more variable compared with the pattern of the resultant
force. In other words, a stable performance at the VF level is
achieved using a synergy among elemental variables at the IF
level (Zatsiorsky and Latash 2004). This synergy may partly be
defined by mechanical constraints that lead to obligatory covariation of the tangential forces produced by individual fingers, similar to the example described in Chain effects.
Currently, we cannot discuss specific neurophysiological
mechanisms that would map on the suggested hierarchical
scheme of control. Indirect support for such a scheme comes
from data on limited individuation of finger forces and on the
organization of the neural input to finger muscles (Fuglevand et
al. 1999; Li et al. 1998; Ohtsuki 1981; Schieber and Santello
2004; Zatsiorsky et al. 2000). These studies make a strong
point that individual finger forces are not manipulated independently by the CNS.
The existence of IF synergies that stabilize the motor output
at the VF level justifies the notion of VF (Arbib et al. 1985;
Iberall 1987). It also provides indirect support for an idea that
control of natural motor actions is based on hierarchies of
synergies that at each level stabilize variables at the next
hierarchically higher level (Latash et al. 2003).
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In the current study, we have addressed changes in digit
forces and moments with changes in the external torque. The
issue of trial-to-trial variability when the external torque was
kept constant has not been considered, although this issue is of
a major importance for motor control as we addressed in an
earlier studies with 2-dimensional analysis of prehension
(Shim et al. 2003, 2004b). We plan to perform a trial-to-trial
analysis on changes in digit forces/moments in 3 dimensions
and present these data as a sequel to the analysis and discussion
of the current study.
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Prehension synergies: trial-to-trial variability and principle of
superposition during static prehension in three dimensions
ABSTRACT
We performed three-dimensional analysis of the
conjoint changes of digit forces during
prehension (prehension synergies) and tested
applicability of the principle of superposition to
three-dimensional tasks. Subjects performed
twenty-five trials at statically holding a handle
instrumented with six-component force/moment
sensors under seven external torque conditions;
–0.70 Nm, –0.47 Nm, –0.23 Nm, 0.00 Nm, 0.23
Nm, 0.47 Nm, and 0.70 Nm about a horizontal
axis in the plane passing through the centers of
all five digit force sensors (the grasp plane).
The total weight of the system was always
10.24 N. The trial-to-trial variability of the
forces produced by the thumb and the virtual
finger (an imagined finger producing the same
mechanical effects as all four finger forces and
moments combined) increased in all three
dimensions with the external torque magnitude.
The sets of force and moment variables
associated with the moment production about
the vertical axis in the grasp plane and the axis
orthogonal to the grasp plane consisted of two
non-correlated subsets each; one subset of
variables was related to the control of grasping
forces (grasp control) and the other subset was
associated with the control of the orientation of
the hand-held object (torque control). The
variables associated with the moment
production about the horizontal axis in the
grasp plane did not include the grip force (the
normal thumb and virtual finger forces) and
showed more complex non-correlated subsets.
We conclude that the principle of superposition
is valid for the prehension in three dimensions.
The observed high correlations among forces
and moments associated with the control of
object orientation could be explained by ‘chain
effects’, the sequences of cause-effect relations
necessitated by mechanical constraints.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-finger prehension is performed by a
statically redundant system (the hand) which
can exert infinite combinations of digit forces
and moments to produce a required output. The
human central nervous system (CNS), in this
sense, confronts a choice of selecting a solution
from an apparently infinite set (Bernstein, 1967;
Turvey, 1990). It has been suggested that the

problem of motor redundancy is solved by
uniting elemental variables into groups that
interact with each other to stabilize task-specific
performance variables (Gelfand and Tsetlin,
1966; Scholz and Schoner, 1999; Latash et al.,
2002a; d'Avella et al., 2003; Zatsiorsky et al.,
2004); such solutions have commonly been
addressed as synergies.
One approach to study a synergy in human
movement is to examine variability of
elemental variables and relations among them
over multiple trials for the same motor task.
This approach is based on the idea that, when
more elemental variables contribute to a motor
task than absolutely necessary, the CNS does
not search for a unique solution, but facilitates
families of solutions each of which is equally
capable of solving the task (Gelfand and Latash,
1998; Latash, 2000). Hence, statistical analysis
of the trial-to-trial variability of elemental
variables may reveal families of solutions
preferred by the CNS for a given motor task
(Schoner, 1995; Latash et al., 2001; Shim et al.,
2003a).
The trial-to-trial variability of
elemental variables has been studied in a
variety
of
multi-effector
systems
(Krishnamoorthy et al., 2003; Shim et al.,
2003a, b; Kang et al., 2004; Krishnamoorthy et
al., 2004; Shim et al., 2004e). In the studies by
Shim et al. (2003b) and Zatsiorsky et al. (2004),
subjects were asked to hold a customized
handle multiple times under the same external
load/torque combinations. The task and the
analysis were limited to one plane. Patterns of
trial-to-trial variability of elemental variables
such as digit forces, moments, and moment
arms have suggested that the CNS generated
families of solutions structured to stabilize the
motor performance.
According to the principle of superposition
suggested in robotics, some actions can be
controlled by independent control processes
related to sub-actions (Arimoto et al., 2001;
Parra-Vega et al., 2001; Doulgeri et al., 2002).
When analyzed in two dimensions (2D), both
simulations of a two-digit robot grasping
(Arimoto et al., 2002; Nguyen and Arimoto,
2002) and experiments with multi-digit human
grasping (Shim et al., 2003a; Zatsiorsky et al.,
2004) have confirmed the principle of
superposition by showing the existence of two
subgroups of elemental variables related to
‘grasp control’ —adjustments of the grasping
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forces —and ‘torque control’, i.e. the control of
rotational equilibrium of the hand-held object.
In this study, we investigated the trial-to-trial
variability of elemental variables related to the
grasping force and torque production in three
dimensions (3D). Based on previous studies
(Shim et al., 2003a; Zatsiorsky et al., 2004), we
hypothesize that (a) the trial-to-trial variability
of resultant finger forces along each axis in 3D
increases with the magnitudes of the external
torques and (b) the principle of superposition is
valid in 3D. This paper is a sequel to previous
studies on trial-to-trial variability (Shim et al.,
2003a) and the principle of superposition
(Zatsiorsky et al., 2004) in two-dimensional
(2D) quasi-static human prehension tasks.
METHODS
Subjects
Six right-handed males participated in this
study as subjects (age: 26.2 ± 2.9 years, weight:
71.7 ± 3.2 kg, height: 178.8 ± 4.1 cm, hand
length: 19.1 ± 2.3 cm, hand width: 8.9 ± 1.1
cm). The hand length was measured between
the distal crease of the wrist and the middle
fingertip when a subject positioned the palm
side of the right hand and the lower arm on a
table with all finger joints being extended, and
the hand width was measured between the
radial side of the index finger metacarpal joint
and the ulnar side of the little finger metacarpal
joint. The purpose of the study and the involved
procedures were explained to the subjects, and
all the subjects gave informed consent
according to the protocols approved by the
Office for Research Protections of the
Pennsylvania State University.
Equipment
Five six-component transducers (four Nano-17s
for the fingers and one Nano-25 for the thumb,
ATI Industrial Automation, Garner, NC) were
attached to an aluminum handle to record the
forces along three orthogonal axes and the
moments about the center of the contact surface
about the three axes, Figure 1A.
On the top of the handle, the transmitter of
a six-component (three positions and three
angles in 3D) magnetic tracking device
(Polhemus FASTRAK, Rockwell Collins Co.,
Colchester, VT) was installed using a plastic
base (0.2 cm × 17.0 cm × 13.5 cm); the distance
between the transmitter and the receiver was
kept within 5 cm. The linearity of the magnetic
device was confirmed in the presence of

metallic materials around the magnetic device,
which potentially could distort the magnetic
field and change the linearity of the signals. In
particular, the regression analysis of the eleven
independently measured angles vs. the angles
recorded with the magnetic device yielded the
coefficients of determination (r2) higher than
0.97 about each axis in 3D. An aluminum beam
(3.8cm ×52.1 cm × 0.6cm) was attached to the
bottom of the handle; the beam was used to
apply external torques to the handle system
about Z-axis by hanging a load (0.32 kg) at
different positions along the beam. Sandpaper
(100-grit; static friction coefficients between
the digit tip and the contact surface ranged from
1.4 to 1.5; measured previously (Zatsiorsky et
al., 2002b)) was placed on the contact surface
of each transducer to increase the friction
between the digits and the transducers. The
sensors were aligned in the Y-Z plane. The
plane spanned by the Y- and Z-axes will be
referred to as the grasp plane. The total weight
of the handle, beam, transducers, and suspended
load was 10.24 N.
Experimental Procedure
During the experiment, the subjects sat on
a chair and positioned their right upper-arm on
a wrist-forearm brace that was fixed to the
table, Figure 1B. The forearm was held
stationary with Velcro straps, and the wrist in
the brace was locked in flexion-extension and
ulnar deviations. The upper arm was abducted
approximately 45° in the frontal plane and
flexed 45° in the sagittal plane. The forearm
was aligned parallel to the sagittal axis of the
subject. The top of the handle above its center
of mass determined without the load was
connected to a rack (7.5 cm × 84.0 cm × 123.5
cm; not shown in Fig. 1) using a cotton thread.
The handle was suspended from the rack
approximately 5 cm below a natural holding
position.
Seven different external torques about Zaxis (–0.70 Nm, –0.47 Nm, –0.23 Nm, 0.00
Nm, 0.23 Nm, 0.47 Nm, and 0.70 Nm) were
generated by changing the location of the load
suspended from the horizontal beam. Before
each trial, the experimenter presented the
handle in the vertical orientation to the subject.
During the trials, the subject grasped the handle
at a natural holding position. The subject
released the handle after each trial, and the
handle was hanging from the rack between
trials.
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(A)

(B)

Transmitter of
position-angle sensor
Y

W
MY
ӨZ

Thumb
Z

Index

MZ

ӨX

Middle

Computer screen

Ring

Wrist-forearm
brace

Little

MX

Velcro strap

X

Movable load
along X-axis
Figure 1. (A) The customized handle; the force-moment sensors shown as white cylinders were
attached to two vertical aluminum bars, and a movable load shown as the black cylinder was
attached to the long horizontal aluminum beam. The transmitter of a magnetic position-angle
sensor shown as a small black cube was attached to the plastic base affixed to the top of the
handle. MX, MY, and MZ are the moments produced by digits with respect to the X-, Y-, and Z-axes,
respectively. (B) The subject held the handle while monitoring its angular position about X- and Zaxis, ӨX and ӨZ, respectively. The wrist and the forearm are housed in a wrist-forearm brace and
secured with a Velcro strap. W signifies the grip width.
Hyperextended joint positions were not allowed
for any of the phalangeal joints of the hand. The
task and the instructions were designed to
achieve a stable trial-to-trial performance: The
forearm, wrist, and hand positions were fixed,
and the instruction given to the subjects was to
hold the handle with the fingertip centers placed
at the centers of the sensors and applying a
minimal effort. Subjects performed 25 trials for
each external torque condition.
The experiments required the subjects to
perform several repetitions for each external

torque condition. Subjects were instructed to
avoid rotating the handle system by watching a
cursor on the computer screen, which showed
the angular position of the handle about X-axis
and Z-axis. Angular position about Y-axis was
not shown to the subject because handle
rotation about Y-axis during a static prehension
task does not change the external torque about
any of the axes due to the parallel alignment of
the line of gravity and Y-axis, but handle
rotation about X- and Z-axes can cause different
external torques about X- and Z-axes. The
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horizontal and vertical axes passing through the
center of the screen corresponded to angular
positions of the handle about X- and Z-axes (ӨX
and ӨZ), respectively. A circle of 3.0 cm radius
was shown at the center of the screen. The
radius of the circle represented 1° deviations
from the vertical handle orientation. The
customized
data
collection
software
automatically stopped during experiments when
the handle orientation deviated by more than 1°
(1°<

θ X2 + θ Z2

°). The subjects had 3 s to

Howe, 1990; MacKenzie and Iberall, 1994;
Baud-Bovy and Soechting, 2001; Shim et al.,
2004d). In other words, the VF force is the
vector sum of all IF forces (Equation 1). The
VF produces a free moment on the object as
well as the moments of its force. The VF free
moment is due to two sources: (a) a VF force
vf (C )

couple ( m Z

) generated by non-collinear

individual finger forces in opposite directions in
the X-Y plane and (b) a VF twisting moment
vf

( mZ ) which is the sum of finger twisting
move the cursor into the circle shown on the
j
computer screen. The data were collected at the moments ( m Z ) produced by twisting friction
sampling frequency of 60 Hz for six seconds between the finger tips and the contact surfaces
and the recorded data were averaged over the (Equation 2).
second half of the six-second period in each
trial for later analyses.
vf
vf
vf
vf T
=
To avoid fatigue, a minimum twenty- F = F X , FY , FZ
T
second rest interval was given between trials,
4
4
4

j
j
j
and a rest interval of ten minutes was given 
(1)
FX , FY , FZ 
between torque conditions. The order of torque 
j
j
j
=
1
=
1
=
1

conditions was balanced. The subjects 
performed the tasks successfully. The number
free
vf ( C )
+ mZvf =
of trials in which subjects failed to keep the mZ = mZ
cursor within the 1° range was 3.6±1.8 (mean ±
4
4
SD across subjects) trials out of the total 175
(2)
M Zj − M Zvf + mZj
trials. The failure trials were not included into j =1
j =1
analysis.

[

∑

∑

Data Analysis
Since each digit makes a soft-finger contact
with the sensor surface (Mason and Salisbury,
1985; Arimoto et al., 2000; Shim et al., 2003a),
the digit tips can roll on the sensors. Digits
could push against the sensors, but could not
pull on them. The position of the points of digit
force application with respect to the center of
the surface of the sensor was calculated as CoPx
= –(moment)y /FZ and CoPy = (moment)x /FZ
[CoP stands for the center of pressure of force
along Z-axis (FZ) on the sensor surface;
(moment)x and (moment)y signify the moments
about X- and Y-axes with respect to the center
of the sensor surface]. The moments of force
acting on the handle were calculated with
respect to the point whose X-Y coordinates were
the thumb force application point on an X-Y
plane and whose Z-coordinate was located at
the center of mass of the handle along Z-axis.
The data were analyzed at the level of the
virtual finger (VF) forces. The VF is an abstract
representation of the four individual fingers
(IFs); the VF produces the same mechanical
effects as all the finger forces and moments
combined (Arbib et al., 1985; Cutkosky and

]

∑

∑

∑

mZfree is a VF free moment produced
j
about Z-axis, M Z is the moment of individual
vf
finger force about Z-axis, M Z is the moment
where

of the VF force about Z-axis, and j={index,
middle, ring, little}. The VF force was assumed
to apply at its CoP calculated as

CoPxvf = –

M Yvf / FZvf and CoPYvf = M Xvf / FZvf . Note
that throughout the text small m designates a
free moment (a moment of the couple; see
(Zatsiorsky, 2002), p. 19) whose axis can be
translated in parallel without a change of the
total moment on the handle while capital M
identifies the moment about the origin of the
global coordinate system shown in Figure 1.
The symbols and definitions of the other
elemental variables (the VF and thumb forces
and moments) are presented in Figure 2.
Relations among the variables necessitated by
the equilibrium requirements and handle
geometry
When the handle is in a static equilibrium, the
following two equations should be satisfied.
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3

∑F

the moment is simply a product of the force and

p

vf (Y )

(3)

= F vf + F th + L

vf

the constant moment arm ( M X
= FY ·W/2).
(II) The moment of vertical VF force about the

p =1

vf (Y )

= [ F + F , F + F + L, F + F ]

highly
anterior-posterior X axis M X
correlates with the moment generated by the

= [0,0,0]T

thumb vertical tangential force ( M X

(4)

the existing constraints

vf
X

5

∑M

th
X

vf
Y

th
Y

vf
Z

th T
Z

th (Y )

FYth + FYvf = L and –

d Zth = d Zvf .

q

(III) The total moment about X-axis is the sum
of
the
three
moments

q =1

= M vf + M th + m ( C ) + m + Tq
= [M

) due to

th (Y )
X

+M

vf ( Z )
X

+M

vf (Y )
X

vf (Y )

(MX =MX
positive

,

th (Y )

vf (Z )

+MX +MX
correlation

). Since the
between

M Xvf (Y ) and M Xth (Y ) is necessitated by the

M Yth ( X ) + M Yvf ( X ) + M Yvf ( Z ) ,

equations in (II) and the task includes

M Zvf (Y ) + M Zvf ( X ) + mZvf (C ) + mZth + mZvf + Tq ]T maintaining a constant M , the correlations
X
T
th (Y )
vf (Z )
= [0,0,0]
between M X and M X
as well as between
where L and Tq respectively stand for the
vf (Y )
th (Y )
M
and M
should be negative. High

weight of the handle and the external torque,
superscript T signifies vector transpose, M and
m respectively represent a moment of force (a
moment produced by a force) and a free
moment, subscripts X, Y, and Z signify the
moment axes, and the superscript vf and th
stand for the virtual finger and the thumb,
respectively. The horizontal arrows above the
symbols signify vectors.
While all the individual force and moments are
voluntarily controlled, perfect or close to
perfect coefficients of correlation are expected
between the variables when the geometry of the
handle and/or the equations of static
equilibrium require this (Figure 3). An
immediate reason behind such high correlations
may be not trivial; it may involve multi-step
sequences of the cause-effect relations among
the variables, so called chain effects’ (Shim et
al., 2004d; Zatsiorsky et al., 2004). For
instance, an observed high correlation between

X

negative

X

correlations

between

M Xth (Y ) and M Xvf (Z ) are shown in X-III.
vf
vf (Z )
(IV) The relation between FY and M X
in
X-IV is necessitated by the aforementioned
relations (X-I, X-II, and X-III), or in other
words, it is necessitated by the task geometry
and task mechanics.

Statistics
Regression analysis was performed
between elemental variables, and Pearson’s
coefficients of correlation (r) were calculated
and corrected for noise and error propagations
(see Shim et al. (2003b) for computational
details) in MATLAB. The significance level
was set at p<.05. For n=25, the border value of
the correlation coefficient is r=0.40 for a linear
regression; for n=7, the border value of the
correlation coefficient is r=0.75 for a linear
regression and r=0.81 for a quadratic
vf
the VF vertical force ( FY ) and the moment regression, respectively.
about anterior-posterior axis X generated by the
vf (Z )

VF horizontal normal force M X
(Figure 3,
panel X-IV) can be explain by the following
chain effects:
(I) The perfect correlations (r = 1.00) between
vf

the VF vertical tangential force ( FY ) and the
moment of VF vertical tangential force
vf (Y )

(MX

) in the panel X-I are expected because
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(A)

(B)

Y

Z

Z
X
(C)

(D)

Z

Z

(F)

(E)

Z

Z

Figure 2. Definitions of forces and moments of the VF and thumb. (A) VF force along Z-axis
vf

th

FXvf about Z-axis ( M Zvf ( X ) ), (D)
th
th ( X )
vf (C )
Moment of FX about Y-axis ( M Y
), (E) VF force couple about Z-axis ( m Z
), and (F) VF
vf
th
and thumb twisting moment about Z-axis ( m Z and mZ ). Similar nomenclatures are applied to
( FZ ), (B) Thumb force along Y-axis ( FY ), (C) Moment of

the other axes. Line arrows are the forces and dotted arrows are moment arms.
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(X)
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FYvf
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(N)
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r =- 0.00
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M Xvf (Z )
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(Nm)

III

M Xth (Y )
(Nm)

(Y)

I

M Yvf ( X )

0.02

|r| = {1.00, 1.00}

FXvf

2.00

(Nm)

|r| = {0.95, 1.00}

-0.50 -0.07
-0.04 -0.08

(N)

M Yth ( X )

0.02

(Nm)

|r| = {0.92, 1.00}

|r| = {0.93, 1.00}

IV

II

0.07

M Yvf ( Z )

III
(Nm)

III

Figure 3. Interrelations among the variables contributing to M X (set of panels X) and M Y (set
of panels Y). The graphs should be read in the sequence indicated by the arrows. Panels X: (X-I)

FYvf versus M Xvf (Y ) , (X-II) M Xvf (Y ) versus M Xth (Y ) , (X-III) M Xth (Y ) versus M Xvf (Z ) , (X-IV)
M Xvf (Z ) versus FYvf . Panels Y : (Y-I) FXvf versus M Yvf ( X ) , (Y-II) M Yvf ( X ) versus M Yth ( X ) , (Yth ( X )
vf (Z )
vf (Z )
vf
III) M Y
versus M Y
, and (Y-IV) M Y
versus FX . The ranges of the coefficients of
correlation corrected for noise and error propagations are presented in curly braces. Data are from
seven external torque conditions in a representative subject. Smaller values are aligned at the
center for both panels X and Y.
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For each external torque condition, sets of conditions are presented in curly braces. Data
elemental variables related to moment are from a representative subject.

the variables that are coupled by equilibrium
constraints, but require the CNS control (e.g.
vf

(X)
1.5

0.47 Nm
r = {–1.00, –0.94}

M

was included in

was not because

0.23 Nm
0 Nm
-0.23 Nm
-0.47 Nm

th

both FZ and FZ are included in M X
group), while we did not include the variables
that are coupled by the handle geometry (e.g.
vf (Y )
X

0.70 Nm

(N)

FZvf , FZth , M Xvf (Y ) , M Xvf (Z ) , and
M Xth (Y ) ; M Y group: FZvf , FZth , M Yvf (Z ) ,
M Yvf ( X ) , and M Yth ( X ) ; M Z group: FXvf ,
FYvf , mZvf , mZth , m Z(C ) , M Zvf ( X ) , and
M Zvf (Y ) ). Note that in the groups we included

group:

VFx

production were grouped for each axis ( M X

-0.70 Nm
-0.5

th
Y

M X group but F

-1.5

M Xvf (Y ) equals a product of

FYth and a constant moment arm, a half of grip

FXth (N)

0.5

TFx

(Y)
6

width of the handle). The corrected correlations
between the elemental variables in each group
were used to construct a correlation matrix. As
an estimate of communality (elements of the
main diagonal of a correlation matrix), the
values of 1.0 were used. This matrix was used
to perform a principal components analysis
(PCA) with a variance maximizing (varimax)
rotation in MATLAB. The eigenvectors with
eigenvalues greater than 1 (Kaiser Criterion;
Kaiser 1960) were extracted as principal
components (PCs) and the loading coefficients
for each variable were calculated in the PCs. A
customary cutoff loading coefficient of 0.4 was
used as a minimal significant loading value.

r = {–1.00, –0.98}

VFy

(N)
3
4

FYth (N)

9

TFy

(Z)

RESULTS

30

VFz

r = {–1.00, –0.99}

(N)

Force-force relations at VF level in 3D
The VF and thumb forces along each axis
showed high significant negative correlations
for all external torque conditions in all subjects
(Figure 4). Such mechanically necessitated
correlations were expected from Equation 3.
Figure 4. Relations between the VF and thumb
forces recorded in individual trials. (X)

FXvf

FXth , (Y) FYvf versus FYth , and (Z)
FZvf versus FZth . The ranges of the coefficients

versus

of correlation (r) over the seven external torque
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0
-30

FZth (N)
TFz

0

Principal component analysis (PCA) of
Trial-to-trial variability of force in 3D
The trial-to-trial variability of VF and thumb elemental variables associated with the moment
vf
th
vf
production about individual coordinate axes
forces along X- and Z-axes ( FX , FX , FZ
showed considerable differences between Zth
and FZ ), expressed as the standard deviation axis and X- and Y-axes. The elemental variables
(SD) computed across trials, increased with the associated with the moment production about
force magnitude (X-I and Z-I in Figure 5). The X-axis ( M group) and the variables related to
X
vf
th
variability of FY and FY was small when the the moment production about Y-axis ( M
Y
force magnitudes were close to the half of the group) showed two non-correlated subsets: the
handle’s weight (10.24 N) and the variability
first subset was related to the control of stable
increased when the magnitudes of the forces grasping, i.e. grasping the object weaker or
deviated from this value (Y-I in Figure 5). stronger (‘grasp control’), and the other subset
Along each axis, the indices of force variability
was associated with the control of torque
of the VF and thumb showed very high exerted on the handle, i.e. control of the
correlations (X-II, Y-II, and Z-II in Figure 5). orientation of the handle about X- or Y-axis
Note that the intercepts of the regression (‘torque control’). In contrast, the elemental
equations are zero and the slopes are one. The variables contributing to the moment
variability of the VF and thumb forces along
each axis increased with the external torque production about Z-axis ( M Z group) did not
magnitude (X-III, Y-III, and Z-III in Figure 5). show meaningful grouping into individual
For each subject, the coefficients of correlation subsets.
shown in Figure 5 were all significant except
the coefficients of correlation in the panel X-I: r PCA on M group variables
= {–0.88, –0.33} for

FXvf and r = {0.49, 8.10}

th

X

The elemental variables associated with the

for FX (ranges of coefficients of correlation moment production about X-axis ( M X group)
are reported across all external torque are: F vf , F th , M vf (Y ) , M vf (Z ) , and M th (Y ) .
Z
Z
X
X
X
conditions in each subject).
FYvf and FYth were not included in M X group
Correlation between forces and moments because they had perfect coefficients of
vf (Y )
produced by these forces
correlation (|r| =1.0) respectively with M X
As expected, the perfect relations (|r| = 1)
th (Y )
between the forces and the moments produced and M X
due to the task constraints
by them were found between forces and
vf (Y )
vf
th (Y )
th
= FZ ·W/2 and M X = – FY ·W/2,
moments of the forces whose moment arms M X
were constant. However, when moment arms where W is the grip width. M Xth (Z ) was also not
could vary along X- or Y-axis —due to variation included because all moments of forces were
in the individual finger positions with respect to calculated with respect to the thumb force
the sensor centers and/or variation in individual application point; see Methods for details. The
finger force shares— the coefficients of PCA revealed two PCs (PC1 and PC2 ) which
X
X
correlation between the forces and the moments accounted for 98.54±0.50 % of the total
that these forces produce become very low variance (average ± SD across external torque
vf (Z )
vf
(pairs of variables FZ versus M X
: r conditions after the results were averaged
across the subjects for each external torque
vf
vf (Z )
={0.04, 0.31}, FZ versus M Y
: r ={–0.01, condition).
vf
vf ( X )
0.12}, FX versus M Z
: r = {–0.36, 0.41}, The loadings for each elemental variable were
calculated for PC1X and PC2X, Table 1. The
FYvf versus M Zvf (Y ) : r = {–0.25, 0.07}; ranges moment variables ( M vf (Y ) , M vf (Z ) , and
X
X
of coefficients of correlation are reported across
th (Y )
M X ) had large loading magnitudes in PC1X,
all external torque conditions in each subject).
but small loadings in PC2X. VF and thumb
vf
th
Inter-relations of forces and moments
normal forces ( FZ and FZ ) showed large
associated with moment production about
loadings in PC2 X, but small loadings in PC1X.
coordinate axes
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Figure 5. Standard deviation (SD) of the VF and thumb forces. One data point in each figure
represents SD over 25 trials for each external condition from a representative subject. (X-I) SD of

FXvf and FXth versus the corresponding force magnitudes, (X-II) SD of FXvf versus SD of FXth ,
vf
th
vf
th
(X-III) FX and FX versus external torque, (Y-I) SD of FY and FY versus the
vf
th
vf
th
corresponding force magnitude, (Y-II) SD of FY versus SD of FY , (Y-III) FY and FY
vf
th
versus external torque, (Z-I) SDs of FZ and FZ versus the corresponding force magnitude, (Zvf
th
vf
th
II) SD of FZ versus SD of FZ , and (Z-III) FZ and FZ versus external torque.
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0.80

Regression analysis showed that the variables
which had high loadings in the same PC had
coefficients of correlation (r) close to perfect
(|r|>0.90) between each other, but nonsignificant coefficients of correlation (|r|<0.40)
with the variables in the other PC. These
findings were true for all external torque
conditions in each subject. The signs of the
loadings were mechanically necessitated by the
requirement of static equilibrium.

between each other, but insignificant
coefficients of correlation (|r|<0.40) with the
variables in the other PC. This was true for all
external torque conditions in each subject. The
signs of the loadings were mechanically
necessitated by the requirement of static
equilibrium.
Table 2. Loadings of principal components
(PC1Y and PC2Y) for the M Y group.
Variable

Table 1. Loadings of principal components
(PC1X and PC2X) for the
Variable
vf (Y )
X
vf (Z )
X
th (Y )
X
vf
Z
th
Z

M
M
M
F
F

vf (Z )
Y
vf ( X )
Y
th ( X )
Y
vf
Z
th
Z

M
M
M
F
F

M X group.

PC1X

PC2 X

1.00

-0.07

-1.00

0.04

1.00

-0.07

PC1Y

PC2 Y

1.00

-0.28

-1.00

0.16

1.00

-0.18

0.17

-1.00

-0.16

1.00

Data are from the –0.70 Nm external torque
condition for a representative subject. The
0.04
-1.00
loadings with larger magnitudes are shown in
Data are from the –0.70 Nm external torque italics.
condition for a representative subject. The
loadings with larger magnitudes are shown in
PCA on M Z group variables
italics.
Elemental variables associated with the moment
-0.05

1.00

production about Z-axis ( M Z group) are:
PCA on M Y group variables
The elemental variables associated with the F Xvf , FYvf , mZvf , mZth , m Z(C ) , M Zvf ( X ) , and
moment production about Y-axis ( M Y group) M vf (Y ) . Note that the grip forces
Z
vf
th
vf (Z )
vf ( X )
are: FZ , FZ , M Y
, MY
, and ( F vf and F th ) were not included in M

M Yth ( X ) . FXvf , FXth , and M Yth (Z ) were not
included in M Y group due to the reasons
similar to the explained above for the M X

group.
Two PCs (PC1Y and PC2Y) accounted for
96.81±1.81 % of the total variance (average ±
SD across external torque conditions after the
results were averaged across the subjects for
each external torque condition). The structure
of the loadings of

M Y group variables was

similar to that of M X group variables, Table 2.
The large loadings of the moment variables
vf (Z )

vf ( X )

th ( X )

, MY
, and M Y
) were found
(MX
in PC1Y and the large loadings of VF and
vf

th

Z

Z

Z

group because changes of the grip forces do not
affect output of M Z . Kaiser criterion
generated three PCs which accounted for
92.90±0.23 % of the total variance (average ±
SD across external torque conditions after the
results were averaged across the subjects for
each external torque condition), Table 3.
However, on two PCs out of three there were
only one variable with large loading. Hence, the
PCA failed in separating the entire set of
variables into two or a few subsets with the
large correlations in individual subsets. This
was true for all external torque conditions in
each subject. This finding does not contradict
the principle of superposition according to
which the grip force and the torque are
controlled as separate entities because the grip

thumb normal forces ( FZ and FZ ) were
vf
th
forces, FZ and FZ , were not included in the
observed in PC2Y. The variables with high
present analysis.
loadings in the same PC had coefficients of
correlation (r) close to perfect (|r|>0.91)
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Table 3. Loadings of principal components
(PC1Z, PC2Z and PC3Z) for the

M Z group.

Variable

PC1Z

PC2Z

PC3Z

vf
Z
th
Z
(C )
Z
vf ( X )
Z

-0.01

0.96

-0.12

-0.38

-0.15

0.93

0.79

-0.01

-0.31

-0.94

-0.02

0.17

m
m
m
M

Table 4. Loadings of principal components
(PC13D to PC73D) in all elemental variables.
PC23D
PC33D
Variable PC13D

M Xvf (Y )
M Xvf (Z )
M Xth (Y )
M Yvf (Z )
M Yvf ( X )
M Yth (Z )
FZvf
FZth

Data from the –0.70 Nm external torque
condition for a representative subject are
shown. The loadings with larger magnitudes are
shown in italics. Note that

FXvf , FYvf , and

M Zvf (Y ) are not included in the table because

0.89

0.00

-0.27

-0.92

0.02

0.26

0.90

0.03

-0.27

0.01

-0.99

0.07

0.00

0.97

-0.04

-0.02

-0.99

0.06

-0.25

-0.10

0.97

0.26
0.07
-0.96
the loadings were not significant (<.40) in any
Data are from the –0.70 Nm external torque
of the three PCs.
condition by a representative subject. The
loadings with larger magnitudes are shown in
Inter-relations among all elemental variables
vf
th
(C )
vf ( X )
italics. Note that mZ , m Z , m Z , M Z
,
( M )
3D

We also performed PCAs on all thirteen
variables for each external torque condition.
Kaiser criterion generated three PCs (PC13D to
PC33D) which accounted for 94.80±0.65 % of
the total variance (average ± SD across external
torque conditions after the results were
averaged across the subjects for each external
torque condition), Table 4. Among the three
PCs, one PC had large loadings (absolute values
> 0.95) of VF and thumb grasping forces
vf
Z

th
Z

( F and F ). Two other PCs had large
loadings (absolute values > 0.86) on the sets of
elemental variables associated with the
moments about X- and Y-axes, respectively.
These findings were true for all external torque
conditions in each subject. This finding is in
agreement with the principle of superposition.
Other elemental variables did not load
significantly on the first three PCs generated by
the Kaiser Criterion. These results were true for
each external torque conditions and each
subject.
DISCUSSION
In this study, the trial-to-trial variability of
elemental variables during a 3D static grasping
was investigated and several hypotheses were
tested related to the principle of superposition
and dependencies of VF finger force variability
on the force and external torque magnitude. The
trial-to-trial variability of the VF and thumb
forces along each axis increased with the
external torque magnitude.

vf (Y )

and M Z
are not included in the table
because the loadings were not significant (<.40)
in any of the three PCs.
The PCA clearly separated elemental variables

into two subsets for both M X and M Y
groups: (a) the VF and thumb grasping forces
and (b) the variables immediately contributing
to the moment production. In

M 3 D group,

grasping forces were decoupled from other
variables. Hence, the principle of superposition
was generally supported for 3D prehension.
The Discussion addresses the following
topics: (a) variability of VF and thumb forces in
3D, (b) ‘chain effects’ as an explanation for
high correlations between some of the
variables, (c) relations between forces and
moments of the forces as an explanation of noncorrelated subsets of variables, (d) relations
among the elemental moment variables in M Z ,
and (e) principle of superposition in 3D.
Variability of forces
The variability of VF and thumb forces
increased with force magnitude as well as with
external torque, as it could be expected from
many earlier studies on finger force variability
during pressing and prehension (Newell and
Carlton 1988; Newell et al. 1984; Pataky et al.
2004; Shim et al. 2003b; Shim et al. 2004b).
The variability of VF and thumb vertical forces
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Relation among the elemental moment
vf
th
( FY and FY ) had a minimum when the force
magnitudes were close to each other. This variables in M Z ,
phenomenon has been reported for a 2D All subjects showed significant negative
prehension task (Shim et al. 2003b), in which correlations (r = {–0.70, -0.49}; ranges of
coefficients of correlation are reported) between
vf
V-shaped relations were reported between FY
vf (C )
the VF force couple about Z-axis ( mZ
) and
th
and FY , and their indices of variability. In the
th
mentioned study (Shim et al 2003b), the the thumb twisting moment about Z-axis ( m Z )
subjects produced positive or negative force for all external torque conditions, reflected in
along Y-axis depending on the direction of the opposite signs of loading coefficients for m Zth
external torque about X-axis. In the current
vf (C )
in PC1Z, Table 4. Since the thumb
study, the subjects did not produce negative and mZ
vf
th
F or F , thus revealing only the left or the is not capable of producing an active twisting
Y

Y

th

right branches of the V-shape relation for the
VF and thumb forces, respectively.
The variability of the VF and the thumb forces
in all three directions changed identically with r
= 1.0 (X-II, Y-II, and Z-II in Figure 5). Such a
perfect correlation is necessitated by the task
mechanics: the VF and thumb forces in each
direction should satisfy the equilibrium
constraint (Equation 3). Consequently, an
increase/decrease in one force should be
associated with the increase/decrease in the
other force. As a result, the increased variability
of one force was always associated with
increased variability of the other force.

moment, m Z , this relation partially reflects the
passive reaction moment of the pad of the

Relations among the variables

total moment about Z-axis, M Z due to the

Relations among the forces and moments
produced by these forces
In the present study, the coefficients of
correlation between the forces and the moments
produced by the same forces were either perfect
(|r| = 1) when the moment arm was constant, or
statistically not significant when the moment
arm could vary. The latter resulted in noncorrelated subsets of variables in PCA analyses.
Under the non-correlated subsets of variables
we imply splitting them into subgroups with a
high correlation between the variables within a
subgroup and close to zero correlation among
the variables from different subgroups. Having
a moment arm, which could vary due to the
rolling of the digits or the different sharing of
digit forces resulted in very low correlations
between the force and the moment. This
suggests that the CNS controls the grasping
force and its moment arms as two independent
entities. Such a claim is essentially equivalent
to the principle of superposition.

(C )

thumb tip to m Z . In a simple model where
the contact area of the thumb is circular and the
pressure is evenly distributed over the contact
area with a radius (r), the relation between the
th

twisting moment of the thumb ( mZ ) and the
vf (C )

VF couple about Z-axis ( mZ

m +
th
Z

vf ( C )
Z

+m + M
vf
Z

vf ( X )
Z

) is :

+ M Zvf (Y )

= −Tq

(5)

Assume a constant external torque Tq . M Zvf (Y )
is very small and produces only 0.4 % of the
vf (C )

short moment arm (Shim et al., 2004d); m Z

(65% of M Z ) and M Zvf ( X ) (25% of M Z )
showed negative correlations with each other,
but they were not perfectly compensated (r = {–
0.76, 0.30}; ranges of coefficients of correlation
are reported across all external torque
vf (C )

conditions in each subject). Hence, m Z

was

th
Z

further compensated by m .
The principle of superposition in 3D
Considering the results from the PCAs and
regression analyses, we have concluded that the
variables within the M X group were decoupled
into two subsets as previously found in 2D
prehension studies in both robotics (Arimoto
and Nguyen, 2001; Arimoto et al., 2001;
Arimoto et al., 2003a) and human motor control
(Shim et al., 2003a; Zatsiorsky et al., 2004).
vf

th

One subset of variables ( FZ and FZ ) was
related to ‘grasp control’, i.e. grasping an object
weaker or stronger, which has been a favorite
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topic in human prehension studies (Cole and
Abbs, 1988; Johansson and Westling, 1988;
Turrell et al., 1999; Augurelle et al., 2003a;
Gilles and Wing, 2003). The other subset of
variables was associated with ‘torque control’,
i.e. control of the orientation of a hand-held
object about X-axis, which has relatively
recently drawn attention from researchers
(Kinoshita et al., 1997; Santello and Soechting,
2000; Zatsiorsky et al., 2003a; Shim et al.,
2004e). The variables of M Y group were also
decoupled into two subsets of variables; the
first subset had the same variables as in M X
vf

th

group ( FZ and FZ ; the variables of ‘grasp
control’) and the second subset contained the
variables of ‘torque control’ about Y-axis. The
conjoint changes or synergies of ‘grasp control’
variables prevent a hand-held object from
slipping out of the hand and linear translation of
the object along Z-axis. The conjoint variations
of ‘torque control’ variables avoid the change in
orientation of the hand-held object as well as
the translation of the hand-held object along Xaxis for M Y or Y-axis for M X . The decoupled
subsets of variables support the principle of
superposition in human prehension in M X
group and M Y group.
PCA failed to clearly decompose M Z
group variables into meaningful subsets. Only
one subset comprised more than one variable, a
(C )

moment of a couple ( m Z ) and a moment of

FXvf ( M Zvf ( X ) ) which showed negative
coefficients of correlations reflected in the
opposite signs in the loading coefficients in
Table 4. The negative correlations were
mechanically necessitated because a larger
(C )

finger tangential force producing m Z
is
associated with a smaller tangential force
vf ( X )

generating M Z
(see Equation 9 in (Shim et
al., 2004d) for details).
Within the M 3D group, the ‘grasp control’
vf

th

variables ( FZ and FZ ) were decoupled in the
group: the grasping control (the slipping
prevention) is realized separately from other
subtasks that have to be solved by the CNS
during prehension, e.g. maintaining the
rotational equilibrium of the object (the word
‘separately’ is used here with the meaning that

vf

the changes of the grasping forces FZ and

FZth while being perfectly matched to each
other do not immediately affect other elemental
variables). Elemental moment variables about
axes X and Y were also decoupled. Therefore,
we can conclude that the principle of
superposition is valid in a 3D static prehension.
The grouping of elemental variables into a
few subsets related to stabilization of different
performance variables is a relatively novel
observation. Earlier studies of force production
in four-finger pressing tasks have shown that
humans can stabilize a value of the total force
and a value of the total pronation/supination
moment at the same time (Latash et al., 2001;
Latash et al., 2002a; Scholz et al., 2002).
However, no clear grouping of the finger forces
has been reported that would suggest formation
of two finger subgroups related to each of the
performance variables separately. During multifinger quick force pulse production, the peak
and the timing of the total force are both
defined by a rather complex interaction between
the peaks and the timings of the individual
finger force pulses. In an earlier study (Latash
et al., 2004), PCA revealed a strong coupling
among finger peak force values that stabilized
the total peak force. There was also strong
positive correlation among the timings of
individual force peaks. However, PCA showed
no PCs that would contain significantly loaded
both magnitude and timing variables i.e. it
suggested decoupled control of the timing and
of the magnitude of the total force peak.
Our previous study of the principle of
superposition in 2D prehension (Zatsiorsky et
al., 2004) suggested two aspects of principle of
superposition in human prehension. One was
grouping of elemental mechanical variables into
‘grasp control’ and ‘torque control’ and the
other dealt with the superposition of two
commands related to the control of the resultant
force acting on a hand-held object and the
torque generated on the object, respectively.
The second aspect of the principle of
superposition in 3D prehension requires further
investigation since the loading of the handle
was not varied in the present study.
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Prehension Synergies during Moment Production on a
Free, Zero-weight Object in Two-dimensions:
Age-related Changes
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Shim, Jae Kun, Brendan S. Lay, Vladimir M. Zatsiorsky, and
Mark L. Latash. Age-related changes in finger coordination in static
prehension tasks. J Appl Physiol 97: 213–224, 2004. First published
March 5, 2004; 10.1152/japplphysiol.00045.2004.—We studied agerelated changes in the performance of maximal and accurate submaximal force and moment production tasks. Elderly and young subjects
pressed on six dimensional force sensors affixed to a handle with a
T-shaped attachment. The weight of the whole system was counterbalanced with another load. During tasks that required the production
of maximal force or maximal moment by all of the digits, young
subjects were stronger than elderly. A greater age-related deficit was
seen in the maximal moment production tests. During maximal force
production tests, elderly subjects showed larger relative involvement
of the index and middle fingers; they moved the point of thumb force
application upward (toward the index and middle fingers), whereas the
young subjects rolled the thumb downward. During accurate force/
moment production trials, elderly persons were less accurate in the
production of both total moment and total force. They produced
higher antagonistic moments, i.e., moment by fingers that acted
against the required direction of the total moment. Both young and
elderly subjects showed negative covariation of finger forces across
repetitions of a ramp force production task. In accurate moment
production tasks, both groups showed negative covariation of two
components of the total moment: those produced by the normal forces
and those produced by the tangential forces. However, elderly persons
showed lower values of the indexes of both finger force covariation
and moment covariation. We conclude that age is associated with an
impaired ability to produce both high moments and accurate time
profiles of moments. This impairment goes beyond the well-documented deficits in finger and hand force production by elderly persons.
It involves worse coordination of individual digit forces and of
components of the total moment. Some atypical characteristics of
finger forces may be viewed as adaptive to the increased variability in
the force production with age.

AGING LEADS TO A DECLINE IN hand dexterity and strength (2, 14,
15, 18, 19, 32). This is associated with changes in the neuromuscular apparatus such as a drop in the number of motor
units, an increase in the size of the motor units, and a general
slowing down of their contractile properties (3, 11, 12, 20, 22,
30). In our previous studies, we have shown that these peripheral changes are accompanied by changes in indexes of finger
interaction during multifinger force production tasks (36 –38).
These changes were correlated with the drop in the maximal
voluntary contraction (MVC) force with age. The changes
were more pronounced when the subjects produced MVC
forces at the proximal phalanges compared with maximal force
production (MVCF) at the distal phalanges. These observations
have been interpreted as indicating a greater loss of force in
intrinsic hand muscles compared with extrinsic muscles con-

sistent with a hypothesis that distal muscles show larger agerelated changes compared with more proximal muscles.
In most everyday activities, the human hand is used to grasp
and manipulate objects with the thumb commonly acting in
opposition to the fingers. One common hand configuration is
the so-called prismatic grasp when the four fingers are in
opposition to the thumb. Recent studies of the prismatic grasp
have suggested that the digits are organized into task-specific
flexible synergies that stabilize important performance variables, such as the total grip force and the total moment with
respect to the point of thumb contact (34, 41, 42). Such
synergies are learned over the lifespan and associated with
coordinated signals to both intrinsic and extrinsic hand muscles. Different age-related changes in the force-producing capabilities of the intrinsic and extrinsic hand muscles may be
expected to violate the balance of forces produced by individual digits during natural prehension.
Finger interaction during the production of moments has
attracted relatively limited attention, although the importance
of moment stabilization in everyday tasks has been emphasized
(26, 28). In particular, a principle of stabilization of secondary
moments by the fingers in pronation and supination has been
suggested as a constraint on patterns of force sharing among
fingers (43). A series of studies has shown preferential stabilization of the pronation and supination moment in tasks when
the subjects were required to reproduce a pattern of total force
and received no instruction or feedback on the total moment
(27, 33). There have been no studies addressing deficits in
moment production associated with normal aging. We view
this as a major gap in the current knowledge of the effects of
advanced age on hand function.
The present study has two purposes. Because moment production requires accurate coordination of forces and lever arms
of individual digits (40), we expect the documented deficits in
force production in elderly persons to be accompanied by even
higher deficits in moment production tasks. We expect these
deficits to be reflected in both maximal force and moment
production tests and in tests that require accurate steady-state
force and moment production. We also hypothesize that the
disproportionate loss of force with age by the intrinsic hand
muscles (36) requires the central nervous system of elderly
persons to modify many of the control strategies elaborated
during the lifetime leading to suboptimal patterns of finger
interaction during prehension. These changes may, in particular, lead to less stable forces produced at the fingertips. Hence,
we expect elderly persons to trade efficacy for safety and apply
excessive forces by digits that act against the required direction
of the total moment. This hypothesis is in line with the well
documented increase in the safety margin of the normal grip
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force with age (6, 23). We plan to expand these observations to
tasks that require the production of maximal and submaximal
forces and moments.
METHODS

Subjects
Twelve (6 men and 6 women) young and 12 (6 men and 6 women)
elderly subjects took part in the experiment; in some analyses, we will
consider four subject subgroups: young men, young women, elderly
men, and elderly women. All of the subjects were healthy and
right-handed, according to their preferential use of the hand during
daily activities, such as writing, drawing, and eating. None of the
subjects had a history of long-term involvement in hand or finger
activities, such as typing, playing musical instruments, etc. Elderly
subjects passed the screening process that involved cognition test
(mini-mental status exam ⱖ24 points), depression test (Beck depression inventory ⱕ20 points), quantitative sensory test (monofilament
ⱕ3.22), and general neurological examination. Physical characteristics of the subjects are shown in Table 1. Elderly subjects were
recruited from a local retirement community. Elderly female subjects
(78.3 ⫾ 2.9 yr) were younger compared with elderly male subjects
(86.7 ⫾ 9.6 yr, P ⬍ 0.05) due to the availability of subjects in the
retirement community. This resulted in a significant difference in age
between male and female subjects, but there was no age difference
between young male (26.5 ⫾ 3.1 yr) and young female subjects
(26.0 ⫾ 2.4 yr). The hand length and width were significantly shorter
in female subjects compared with male subjects (P ⬍ 0.01). The hand
length was measured between the middle fingertip and the distal
crease of the wrist with the hand extended, and the hand width was
measured between lateral aspects of index and little finger metacarpophalangeal joints (Table 1). All of the subjects gave informed
consent, according to the procedures approved by the Office for
Regulatory Compliance of the Pennsylvania State University.
Apparatus
Four six-component (three forces and three moments) transducers
(Nano-17, ATI Industrial Automation, Garner, NC) for fingers and
one larger six-component transducer (Nano-25, ATI Industrial Automation) for a thumb were attached to a titanium handle to which an
aluminum horizontal beam (5.0 ⫻ 85.0 ⫻ 0.6 cm) was affixed (Fig.
1A). The diameter of the thumb sensor was 25 mm, whereas the
diameter of each finger sensor was 17 mm. The moments generated on
each sensor were measured with respect to orthogonal axes passing
through the center of the contact surface of the sensor. A load (0.25
kg) was attached to the beam with an eyehook that could be moved
horizontally along a slot in the beam. Sliding the load along the beam
produced different torques on the handle system. The total weight of
the handle system was 12.1 N.
To control for possible interactions between effects of age on the
force and moment production and also to minimize fatigue, we
designed a task that required only moment production in the absence
of a requirement to produce a load force, i.e., the gravitational load of
the handle system was always zero. A load with the same weight as
the handle system was used to counterbalance the weight of the

Table 1. Physical characteristics of the subjects

Elderly men
Elderly women
Young men
Young women

Mass,
kg

Height,
cm

Hand Length,
cm

Hand Width,
cm

72.7⫾13.2
62.2⫾14.6
72.6⫾4.4
60.0⫾5.1

175.2⫾10.0
162.2⫾5.8
177.2⫾4.8
164.8⫾4.3

20.8⫾1.6
18.5⫾1.8
19.8⫾1.1
18.6⫾0.8

9.0⫾0.4
8.0⫾0.3
9.1⫾0.3
7.9⫾0.4

Values are means ⫾ SD across subjects within each subgroup.
J Appl Physiol • VOL

Fig. 1. A: the handle with the T-shaped horizontal beam was instrumented
with 5 force and torque sensors. A load was moved along the beam to create
different external torques. Another load (the “counterload”) was used to
counterbalance the weight of the handle with the attachments and the first load.
The external frame, the handle, and the counterload were connected by vertical
threads. B: the force plate was attached to a wooden handle and used to
measure maximal voluntary torque production by the subjects.

system with a lever system (Fig. 1A). Therefore, subjects did not need
to lift the handle against the gravity while holding it. Two balance
levels were positioned at the ends of the beam, and subjects were
required to monitor the balance levels and to avoid rotation of the
handle and beam during the trials. The vertical distance between the
adjacent finger sensors was 3 cm, and the thumb transducer was
placed at the midpoint between the middle and ring finger transducers.
The grip width, defined as the shortest horizontal distance between the
contact surfaces of the thumb and finger transducers, was 86 mm.
Sandpaper (100-grit) was placed on the contact surface of each
transducer to increase the friction between the digits and the sensors.
The finger pad-sandpaper static friction coefficient was ⬃1.4 –1.5
[measured in an earlier study (41)].
Another handle made of wood with the same dimensions as the
titanium handle was fixed to a small six-component force plate (PY6,
Bertec, Columbus, OH) and used to measure maximal voluntary
torques (MVCT) during pronation and supination efforts (Fig. 1B).
The total of 36 analog signals from the sensors and the force plate
(6 sensors ⫻ 6 components) were routed to the 12-bit analog-digital
converter (PCI-6031, National Instrument, Austin, TX) and processed
by a microcomputer (Dell Dimension8330, Austin, TX). The sampling frequency was 100 Hz.
Procedure
Subjects washed their hands with soap and warm water to normalize the skin condition of the hands. The subjects were given a
standardized familiarization session that explained the experimental
procedure and apparatus to ensure that they were able to accomplish
the experimental tasks.
The subjects sat on a chair and placed their right upper arm into a
wrist-forearm brace fixed to a table. The forearm was secured with
Velcro straps, and the wrist was locked in the brace. The upper arm
was abducted ⬃45° in the frontal plane and flexed 45° in the sagittal
plane. The forearm was aligned parallel to the sagittal axis of the
subject. When the subjects held the titanium handle, the angle of the
beam attached to the bottom of the handle with the frontal plane was
⬃45°. This configuration was the same when subjects held the
wooden handle during MVCT trials. The left hand rested naturally on
the left thigh.
The horizontal location of the center of mass of the titanium handle
without the load was measured, and the top of the handle above the
center of mass was connected to the lever system with a counterload
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on the other side. The lever was maintained horizontal during trials
with the use of a balance level. The 0.25-kg load was suspended from
the beam at two different positions that generated two different
external torques in the clockwise (negative torques) and counterclockwise (positive torques) directions from the subject’s perspective.
During testing, hyperextended joint configurations were not allowed
for any joints of the hand. The order of conditions was balanced across
subjects.
MVCF and MVCT. During tests with MVCT, subjects placed the
fingers and the thumb of the right hand at designated positions on the
wooden handle and were required to try to turn the handle “as hard as
possible” into pronation (positive direction) or supination (negative
direction). Three trials were collected for each torque direction for 5 s,
and the maximum values across the trials for each of the directions
were chosen for further analysis. The torque produced by the subject
was shown on the monitor located in front of the subject.
During tests with maximal grip force production (MVCF), subjects
held the titanium handle with their fingers and thumb positioned over
the force sensors in the absence of any external torque. Subjects were
instructed to grip the handle as strongly as possible with all fingers
together. The total normal force was displayed on the screen, and the
subjects were required to reach their maximal force within 5 s after a
trial had started while keeping the handle vertical. Subjects performed
three trials and were required to keep the handle vertical by watching
the balance levels attached to the beam. Two-minute rest was administered between trials, with an additional 5-min rest between the sets
of three trials at each task. The order of MVCT and MVCF tasks was
balanced across the subjects.
Constant-moment production. The subjects were required to hold
the handle with the load attached at locations that corresponded to
external torques of 10% of MVCT in pronation or in supination. The
subjects were asked to hold the handle with minimal effort for 10 s
while watching the balance levels to make sure that the orientation of
the handle remained vertical. Two trials were performed for each
external torque direction with 20-s intervals between the trials. The
order of pronation and supination tasks was balanced across the
subjects.
Ramp force production. During the ramp trials, an oblique line was
shown on the monitor screen, and the task was to follow the line with
a cursor representing the current total finger normal force. The line
corresponded to an increase in the total normal force of the four
fingers from the smallest value observed in the constant-moment
production trials to 20% of the MVCF over 6 s. The subjects held the
handle with the load attached at locations that produced the external
torques of 10% MVCT in pronation and in supination and no external
torque. Each trial started with a “get ready” signal, and then a trace
showing the total normal force started to move over the screen. The
ramp started 4 s after the trial initiation. Each subject performed 12
trials with 20-s intervals between the trials.
The order of the tests was always the same: the MVC tests followed
by the constant-moment production tests and then the ramp force
production tests. This order was necessary due to the later tests
requiring data from the earlier tests to set the tasks.
Data Processing
The force data were digitally low-pass filtered with a second-order
Butterworth filter at 15 Hz. For MVCF and MVCT trials, the instant of
peak total force or total torque was defined for each trial. Individual
digit forces and the total force and torque produced by all digits were
measured at that instant. Data from three trials were averaged and
used for further analysis. Force shares of individual fingers during
MVCF trials were calculated by dividing the instantaneous force of
each finger by MVCF. This was done separately for the normal and
tangential force components. The subjects were never instructed to
produce tangential forces, but these forces always appeared during the
J Appl Physiol • VOL
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MVCF tasks. Force and moment variables in further tests were
normalized by MVCF and MVCT for across-subjects comparisons.
The positions of the points of thumb force application along axis Y
with respect to the sensor center were solved as y ⫽ ⫺MZ/FX, where
MZ is the moment of thumb force about axis Z and FX is the normal
force component. The average thumb position during the 4-s period
before ramp initiation and the thumb position at the instant of peak
MVCF production were computed and the displacement and difference of the two positions was also computed.
To estimate the variability of performance in tasks that required
accurate force and moment production, root-mean-square (RMS)
errors were computed over each trial with respect to the required
performance and then averaged across trials. Average RMS errors
were normalized by corresponding MVC indexes for across-subjects
comparisons.
For the trials with constant-moment production, the total antagon
t
nistic moment (MAnt), MAnt
produced by normal forces, and MAnt
produced by tangential forces were computed. MAnt have been defined
as moments produced by a subset of digits acting in the same direction
as the external torque. These indexes were averaged over the two trials
collected for each external torque direction.
For the 12 ramp force production trials, time profiles of the
variances of individual finger forces [VarFi(t), where i ⫽ index,
middle, ring, and little] and of the variance of the total force
[VarFtot(t)] were computed across the trials at each point in time for
each subject. The sum of the VarFi(t) [¥VarFi(t)] was computed in the
same way. The difference between ¥VarFi(t) and VarFtot(t) was
computed and normalized by ¥VarFi(t) for further analyses,
⌬VarF(t) ⫽ [¥VarFi(t) ⫺ VarFtot(t)]/¥VarFi(t). Note that, when
⌬VarF(t) ⬍ 0, positive covariations among the time profiles of
individual finger forces dominate, and, when ⌬VarF(t) ⬎ 0, negative
covariations prevail. To analyze the variance profiles of the moments
of normal and tangential forces, the time profiles of the variances of
the moment of normal forces [VarMn(t)], the moment of tangential
forces [VarMt(t)], and the moment of total forces [VarMtot(t)] were
computed over the trials within a set for each subject. The sum of
VarMn(t) and VarMt(t), ¥VarMn,t(t) ⫽ VarMn(t) ⫹ VarMt(t), was
also computed. The difference between ¥VarMn,t(t) and VarMtot(t)
was computed and normalized by ¥VarMn,t(t), ⌬VarM(t) ⫽
[¥VarMn,t(t) ⫺ VarMtot(t)]/¥VarMn,t(t). For statistical analyses, the
time profiles of ⌬VarF(t) and ⌬VarM(t) during 6 s were averaged
within each 0.5-s period.
Statistics
Standard descriptive statistics and mixed-design ANOVAs with or
without repeated measures were used. Factors were chosen based on
particular comparisons. Factors included age (2 levels: elderly and
young), gender (2 levels: men and women), torque direction (2 levels:
pronation and supination), and time (12 levels: 0.5-s time segments
during 6-s ramp period). For comparison of force-sharing patterns,
multivariate ANOVA (MANOVA) was used with the factors of age
and gender, and Rao’s R was used to assess significance. Only three
shared forces (shared forces by the middle, ring, and little fingers)
were used for comparison of sharing patterns because the four individual shares do not constitute a set of independent variables (the sum
of the four finger shared forces is always 100%). Post hoc analysis
was performed by using Newman-Keuls test or t-tests with the
Bonferroni correction. Level of significance was set at P ⫽ 0.05.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and Shapiro-Wilk test showed that there
was no violation of the normal distribution assumption (P ⬎ 0.05),
and Levene’s homogeneity test showed that the assumption of variance homogeneity was not violated (P ⬎ 0.05) in the normalized
MVC values. The data are presented as means and SDs in the text and
Tables 1–3. The data in Figures 2, 3, 5–7, 9, and 10 are presented as
means and SEs.
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RESULTS

MVCF and MVCT
During tasks that required the production of maximal force
or maximal moment by all of the digits (MVCF and MVCT),
young subjects were stronger than elderly, whereas men were
stronger than women, as illustrated in Fig. 2A. In particular,
during MVCF trials, young male subjects produced 96.5 ⫾
22.2 N of peak force, whereas elderly male subjects produced
81.7 ⫾ 14.5 N, young women produced 64.0 ⫾ 11.3 N, and
elderly women produced 51.3 ⫾ 5.7 N. During MVCT trials
into pronation, the data for the four subject subgroups were
5.01 ⫾ 1.04, 3.46 ⫾ 0.78, 2.97 ⫾ 0.58, and 2.26 ⫾ 0.78 N䡠m,
respectively. When the subjects produced maximal moment in
supination, the data were 5.87 ⫾ 1.17, 3.71 ⫾ 0.61, 2.85 ⫾
0.49, and 2.36 ⫾ 0.72 N䡠m, respectively. The difference
between the two directions of torque production was just under
the level of significance [F(1,20) ⫽ 3.9; P ⫽ 0.06], according
to a three-way ANOVA with two between-factors, age and
gender, and one within-factor, torque-direction.
To compare the age-related difference between the MVCF
and MVCT tasks, the data for all subjects were normalized with
respect to the mean performance of young male subjects
(shown in Fig. 2B). These comparisons showed that the MVCT

Fig. 2. A: maximal forces [maximal force production (MVCF)] and maximal
moments [maximal torque production (MVCT)] in N and N 䡠 m, respectively. B:
the corresponding values normalized by the mean performance of the young
male (YM) subjects. YF, young female; EM, elderly male; and EF, elderly
female subjects. Values are means ⫾ SE.
J Appl Physiol • VOL

task was associated with a larger age-related drop in the peak
performance index compared with the MVCF task. In particular, compared with the young men, elderly men showed, on
average, a 33.9% smaller MVCT and only a 15.4% smaller
MVCF, a more than twofold difference (P ⬍ 0.05 in a threeway age ⫻ gender ⫻ task ANOVA). Compared with young
women, elderly women showed a 23.9% smaller MVCT and a
19.9% smaller MVCF, although this difference was not significant.
In the four-finger MVCF task, there were significant agerelated differences in the shifts of the point of thumb force
application. On average, young subjects rolled the thumb
closer to the ring and little fingers (down), whereas elderly
subjects rolled it closer to the index and middle fingers (up).
Elderly men showed the largest absolute shift in the thumb
force application point, on average by 3.8 ⫾ 2.09 mm up,
followed by young women (2.61 ⫾ 3.56 mm down), young
men (1.82 ⫾ 3.95 mm down), and elderly women (0.87 ⫾ 3.11
mm up). Age-related differences were confirmed with a twoway ANOVA with two factors, age and gender [F(1,20) ⫽
11.7; P ⬍ 0.01]. No significant effect of gender or age ⫻
gender interaction was observed.
Force Sharing in Four-finger MVC Tests
There were significant differences in the patterns of the total
force sharing among the four fingers related to both age and
gender. Sharing patterns were quantified separately for the
normal and tangential components of finger forces, although
the subjects were instructed to produce normal forces only. For
both force components, elderly subjects tended to use their
index and middle finger more than the young subjects. The
opposite was true for the ring and little fingers. For the normal
forces, on average, young subjects produced with the ring and
little fingers ⬃42% of the total force, whereas the elderly
subjects produced with those two fingers only 34.5%. These
findings are illustrated in Fig. 3A, which shows average shares
(in percent) of each finger for each of the four subject subgroups.
MANOVA with factors age and gender showed significant
effects of age on the share of the middle finger [F(1,20) ⫽ 6.4;
P ⬍ 0.05] and of the ring finger [F(1,20) ⫽ 6.4; P ⬍ 0.05].
Age-related differences for the little finger share were slightly
below the level of significance [F(1,20) ⫽ 3.7; P ⫽ 0.07].
Tangential force analysis showed a large contribution by the
index finger in all subject subgroups. The share of the index
finger ranged from 51.9% in young men to 68.8% in elderly
women. On average, the combined share of the ring and little
fingers in young subjects was ⬃30%, whereas it was only
⬃22% for the elderly. These findings are illustrated in Fig. 3B.
MANOVA showed significant effects of age on the share of the
ring finger [F(1,20) ⫽ 8.6; P ⬍ 0.01] and of the little finger
[F(1,20) ⫽ 5.2; P ⬍ 0.05]. Age-related differences for the
index finger share were below the level of significance
[F(1,20) ⫽ 3.2; P ⫽ 0.09].
There were also gender-related differences (Fig. 3). In particular, women showed larger involvement of the index finger
for both normal and tangential force components [F(1,20) ⫽
6.4; P ⬍ 0.05 and F(1,20) ⫽ 5.3; P ⬍ 0.05, respectively]. In
the production of the normal force, men showed larger shares
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Table 3. Sharing of the total moment between the moment of
the normal forces and the moment of the tangential forces
Pronation

Young men
Young women
Elderly men
Elderly women

Supination

Mn

Mt

Mn

Mt

51.54⫾19.79
58.97⫾19.65
34.60⫾17.15
58.10⫾8.35

48.46⫾19.79
41.03⫾19.65
65.40⫾17.15
41.90⫾8.35

89.12⫾13.26
76.79⫾7.06
70.76⫾19.47
65.68⫾22.21

10.88⫾13.26
23.21⫾7.06
29.24⫾19.47
34.32⫾22.21

Values are means ⫾ SD of average across subjects shares of the moment of
the normal forces (Mn) and the moment of the tangential forces (Mt) for each
of the 4 subject subgroups.

Fig. 3. Finger normal force (A) and tangential force (B) sharing during
four-finger MVCF tests. FI, index; FM, middle; FR, ring; and FL, little finger
force shares. Values are means ⫾ SE.

for the middle finger [F(1,20) ⫽ 6.5; P ⬍ 0.05], whereas, in the
production of the tangential forces, they showed larger shares
of the little finger [F(1,20) ⫽ 5.2; P ⬍ 0.05]. Values of the
individual finger normal and tangential forces are presented in
Table 2.
Constant-moment Production
These tests required the subjects to keep the handle vertical
against an external torque of 10% of MVCT while the weight
of the handle system was counterbalanced. Hence the subjects
did not need to resist the gravitational load. They needed,

however, to produce a moment equal and opposite to the
external torque. This moment [total moment produced by digits
(Mtot)], computed with respect to the thumb point of contact,
can be viewed as the sum of two components, the moment
produced by the normal forces of the fingers (Mn) and the
moment produced by the tangential forces (Mt).
The sharing of the Mtot between the two components depended on the direction of torque. For supination efforts, Mn
accounted for 89% of the total torque in young men, 71% in
elderly men, 77% in young women, and 66% in elderly
women. For pronation efforts, the sharing of the Mtot between
the two components became more even with Mn, accounting,
correspondingly, for 52, 35, 59, and 58% in the four subject
subgroups. These results are summarized in Table 3. Elderly
subjects used Mt significantly more than young subjects. This
was particularly pronounced in tasks that required supination
efforts. Across genders, the share of Mt in elderly subjects was
47% larger than in young subjects. For pronation tasks, this
difference was ⬃17%. A three-way ANOVA with betweenfactors age and gender and a within-factor torque-direction
confirmed main effects of age [F(1,20) ⫽ 6.0; P ⬍ 0.05] and
of torque-direction [F(1,20) ⫽ 26.3; P ⬍ 0.001] without an
effect of gender.
Despite the fact that the weight of the handle system was
counterbalanced, the subjects produced substantial grip forces,
on average 16.98 ⫾ 6.60 N. There were no significant age- or
gender-related differences in the mean grip force. Typical force
profiles by a young subject and by an elderly subject are
presented in Fig. 4. Figure 4A shows the force time series for
a representative young subject who produced a pronation
torque, whereas Fig. 4B shows the data for a representative
elderly subject who produced a supination torque. Note that
both subjects produced nonzero normal forces with fingers that
generated moments in a direction opposite to that required by
the task (antagonist fingers, index and middle for supination
efforts, and ring and little for pronation efforts, compare Refs.
40, 42). Such antagonist moments were larger in elderly

Table 2. Finger normal and tangential forces during four-finger maximum voluntary contraction tests
Normal Forces, N

Young men
Young women
Elderly men
Elderly women

Tangential Forces, N

Index

Middle

Ring

Little

Index

Middle

Ring

Little

29.40⫾7.27
26.27⫾4.84
16.28⫾4.95
20.57⫾7.42

27.42⫾8.44
20.47⫾8.58
22.28⫾6.94
13.69⫾2.28

24.48⫾7.28
21.45⫾2.59
14.19⫾7.78
10.21⫾1.81

15.20⫾5.59
13.50⫾5.23
7.25⫾5.81
6.84⫾1.80

14.53⫾5.42
7.69⫾3.33
8.18⫾2.82
7.88⫾3.45

4.14⫾1.85
1.33⫾1.11
2.12⫾0.86
1.77⫾0.87

4.57⫾2.41
1.58⫾0.53
1.38⫾0.68
0.88⫾0.51

4.77⫾2.39
1.56⫾0.84
1.71⫾0.41
0.92⫾0.21

Values are means ⫾ SD across subjects within each subgroup.
J Appl Physiol • VOL
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subjects but only for tasks that required pronation efforts. In
those tasks, elderly subjects produced, on average, ⬃25%
higher antagonist moments compared with young subjects.
Note that the higher antagonist moments were produced by
elderly subjects, despite the fact that they acted against smaller
external moments (defined as 10% of the MVCT). When the
magnitude of the antagonist moments was normalized by the
actual applied external moment, the difference between the
young and elderly subjects reached ⬃83%. This difference was
significant according to an age ⫻ gender ANOVA [F(1,20) ⫽
5.1, P ⬍ 0.05]. The difference was not seen for tasks with
supination efforts.
Variability in the moment production was assessed separately for the Mn and Mt and for Mtot. Elderly subjects showed
significantly higher variability in the moment production quantified by using RMS error computed over a 6-s steady-state
period. Figure 5 shows average values of RMS-Mtot (A),
RMS-Mn (B), and RMS-Mt (C), in newton meters, for the four
subject subgroups and after normalization by the corresponding MVCT values. When RMS values were expressed in
newton meters, young male subjects showed the highest indexes of variability during the steady-state moment production.
When these values were normalized by the external moment,
against which the subjects acted, the relation reversed, and the

Fig. 5. Root mean square (RMS) errors of the total moment produced by the
digits (Mtot; A), the moment produced by the normal forces (Mn; B), and the
moment produced by the tangential force (Mt; C) during constant-force
production. The data are shown in N 䡠 m and after normalization by the
maximal torque (MVCT). Values are means ⫾ SE across external torque
conditions, and subject subgroups are presented.

Fig. 4. Individual finger forces during the production of a constant moment. A:
representative young subject during pronation effort. B: representative elderly
subject during supination effort. Ftot, sum of all finger forces.
J Appl Physiol • VOL

young male subjects showed the lowest indexes. Elderly subjects showed, on average, 22% higher RMS-Mtot indexes
compared with young subjects. Female subjects showed, on
average, 33% higher RMS-Mtot indexes than male subjects.
The normalized RMS-Mtot, RMS-Mn, and RMS-Mt showed
significant effects of age [F(1,20) ⫽ 4.5, P ⬍ 0.05 for RMS-
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Mtot; F(1,20) ⫽ 5.0, P ⬍ 0.05 for RMS-Mn; F(1,20) ⫽ 4.6,
P ⬍ 0.05 for RMS-Mt] and gender [F(1,20) ⫽ 4.6, P ⬍ 0.05
for RMS-Mtot; F(1,20) ⫽ 8.0, P ⬍ 0.05 for RMS-Mn;
F(1,20) ⫽ 6.3, P ⬍ 0.05 for RMS-Mt] in a three-way ANOVA
with between-factors age and gender and a within-factor
torque-direction. There was no significant effect of torquedirection.
Ramp Force Production
These tests were somewhat similar to those run in a previous
study (36). However, the present experiments differed in two
major aspects. First, the subjects performed the task while
grasping the handle rather than pressing on a set of fixed
sensors. Second, the task required the production of a ramp
total force profile while keeping the orientation of the handle
unchanged, i.e., it also required the production of a constant
total moment.
Elderly subjects performed the explicit task, i.e., the production of a prescribed ramp pattern of the total normal force, less
accurately than young subjects. Figure 6 illustrates RMS values computed over the ramp duration and averaged across the
subjects for each of the four subject subgroups. Elderly subjects showed higher values of RMS expressed in newtons
(solid symbols), and the difference became even more pronounced when these values were normalized by the maximal
force (MVCF) for each of the subjects (open symbols). The
normalization was done because the subjects performed the
ramp force task over different force ranges scaled to MVCF
(see METHODS), and force variability is known to scale with the
force level (29). Three-way age ⫻ gender ⫻ torque-direction
ANOVA with repeated measures confirmed the main effect of
age [F(1,20) ⫽ 18.0; P ⬍ 0.01].
We also analyzed how well the subjects kept the required
value of the total moment while they produced the ramp force.
After normalization by the value of the external moment, RMS
indexes for the total moment were significantly higher in
elderly subjects compared with young subjects (by ⬃55%) and
in women compared with men (by ⬃27%). The former differ-

Fig. 7. RMS errors of Mtot (A), Mn (B), and Mt (C) during ramp force
production. The data are shown in N 䡠 m and after normalization by the
maximal torque (MVCT). Values are means ⫾ SE across external torque
conditions, and subject subgroups are presented.

Fig. 6. RMS errors of the total normal force (Fn) in N and after normalization
by the maximal force (MVCF) during the ramp force production trials. Values
are means ⫾ SE across external torque conditions, and subject subgroups are
presented.
J Appl Physiol • VOL

ence was significant according to the age ⫻ gender ⫻ torquedirection ANOVA with repeated measures [F(1,20) ⫽ 9.2; P ⬍
0.01], whereas the latter was not. These findings are illustrated
in Fig. 7A. Figure 7, B and C, shows the Mn and Mt that
contributed to the Mtot. Note that the differences between
young and elderly subjects and the differences between male
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and female subjects were amplified after the normalization
(open squares).
To quantify finger interaction during the force production
task, an index (⌬Var) reflecting the difference between the sum
of the variances of the individual finger forces and the variance
of the total force (see METHODS) was computed. Figure 8 shows
typical VarFtot(t) and ¥VarFi(t) computed over a series of 12
trials by a representative young male subject (Fig. 8A) and a
representative elderly female subject (Fig. 8B). The difference
between the two indexes of variance is shown by the bold line.
This difference [⌬VarF ⫽ ¥VarFi ⫺ VarFtot] was used for
analysis of covariation among finger forces (28, 37).
For further quantitative analysis, average values of ⌬VarF
were computed for each subject over 0.5-s time intervals and
divided by the average ¥VarFi computed for the same time
interval. These data, averaged across subjects for each of the
four subject subgroups, are presented in Fig. 9. Note that
⌬VarF was positive from the very beginning of the ramp,
indicating predominantly negative covariation among finger
forces. ⌬VarF increased over the duration of the ramp for all
subjects, reaching values of ⬎0.9. This means that the VarFtot
was only ⬃10% of the ¥VarFi, i.e., there was a strong negative
covariation of finger forces. Young subjects (solid symbols)
showed higher ⌬VarF values over the whole ramp duration
compared with the elderly (open symbols). This result indi-

Fig. 8. Typical time profiles of the sum of the variances of individual finger
forces [¥VarFi(t)], of the total force variance [VarFtot(t)], and of the difference
between ¥VarFi(t) and the VarFtot(t) [⌬VarF(t) ⫽ ¥VarFi(t) ⫺ VarFtot(t)]. The
variance profiles were computed over 12 trials during the ramp force production test for a representative YM subject (A) and for a representative EF
subject (B).
J Appl Physiol • VOL

Fig. 9. Normalized ⌬VarF(t) between ¥VarFi(t) and the VarFtot(t)
{⌬VarF(t) ⫽ [¥VarFi(t) ⫺ VarFtot(t)]/¥VarFi(t)} computed over 12 trials
during the ramp force production. Averages over 0.25-s time intervals are
shown with SE bars. Values are means ⫾ SE across external torque conditions,
and subject subgroups are presented.

cates that a higher proportion of the VarFtot in young subjects
did not affect the total force. These findings have been confirmed with a four-way ANOVA with two between-factors
(age and gender) and two within-factors (torque-direction and
time), which showed main effects of age [F(1,20) ⫽ 6.6; P ⬍
0.05] and of time [F(11,220) ⫽ 16.2; P ⬍ 0.01].
We also quantified the interaction between the two contributors to the Mtot, Mt, and Mn using a similar approach. Time
profiles of the variances of Mt, Mn, and Mtot were computed
over the 12 trials by each subject. The sum of the variances of
Mt and Mn was also computed [¥Var(Mn,Mt)]. The difference
between ¥Var(Mn,Mt) and VarMtot was computed and divided
by ¥Var(Mn,Mt). This index (⌬VarM) is analogous to ⌬VarF
in the analysis of force covariation.

Fig. 10. Normalized difference between the sum of the variances of the
moments produced by the normal and by the tangential forces and the variance
of the total moment produced by the digits, ⌬VarM(t) ⫽ {[¥VarMn,t(t) ⫺
VarMtot(t)]/¥VarMn,t(t)}, computed over 12 trials during the ramp force
production. Averages over 0.25-s time intervals are shown with SE bars.
Values are means ⫾ SE across external torque conditions, and subject
subgroups are presented.
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Figure 10 illustrates the time profiles of ⌬VarM for the four
subject subgroups; each point is the average over a 0.5-s time
window, further averaged across the subjects. The magnitudes
of ⌬VarM were positive for all subject groups, implying
predominantly negative covariation between Mn and Mt. There
were no visible trends in ⌬VarM over the duration of the ramp.
Both male and female young subjects showed significantly
higher values of ⌬VarM than their elderly counterparts. These
results have been supported with a four-way ANOVA with two
between-factors (age and gender) and two within-factors
(torque-direction and time), which showed a significant effect
of age [F(1,20) ⫽ 12.7; P ⬍ 0.01] and a significant torquedirection effect [F(1,20) ⫽ 9.4; P ⬍ 0.01].
DISCUSSION

Many everyday tasks, such as eating with a spoon, drinking
from a glass, and writing with a pen, require precise control of
the moments produced by the digits and acting on the handheld
object. If this control is impaired, the drink will be spilled, the
food will make a mess, and the pen will leave a poorly
discernible scribble on the paper. The main goal of the present
study has been to document and analyze age-related differences in digit interaction during prehensile tasks that require
moment production. We purposefully selected a set of laboratory tasks that involved both maximal moment production and
the production of accurately controlled submaximal values of
the moment. These tasks could be performed alone or on the
background of another task that required accurate production
of certain prescribed time patterns of the total normal force
produced by the fingers on the handheld object (the handle).
The study has demonstrated that age is associated with an
impaired ability to produce both high moments and accurate
time profiles of moments. This impairment goes beyond the
well-documented deficits in finger and hand force production
by elderly persons (8, 31, 37). In the following discussion, we
consider different aspects of the impaired moment production
in elderly persons and their possible origins.
Aging and Performance in MVC Tasks
MVC tasks are commonly defined as reaching a peak value
of a particular performance variable produced by muscle
forces. Such tasks are always associated with activation of
multiple muscles, and the overall effect is defined by both the
levels of muscle activation and muscle coordination. A number
of factors contribute to a decrease in the peak muscle force in
elderly persons. These involve, in particular, a progressive loss
of the number of motor units in muscles, accompanied by
processes of reinnervation, leading to the emergence of larger
and slower motor units (5, 17, 25, 30). Muscles lose both
cross-sectional area and fiber numbers; most affected are type
II fibers. This leads to a higher percentage of type I fibers
(reviewed in Refs. 1, 24). All of these factors were likely to
contribute to the observed decrease in both the MVCF and the
maximal moment production (MVCT) tasks in elderly persons.
However, in the MVCT tasks, subjects showed a greater agerelated difference in the performance compared with the
MVCF task. Several factors could have contributed to this
additional decline in the performance.
First, elderly subjects produced higher forces by fingers that
generated moments directed opposite to the required direction
J Appl Physiol • VOL
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of moment production, for example index and ring finger
forces for the task of moment production in supination. Such
antagonist moment production in submaximal prehension tasks
was reported earlier and interpreted as a consequence of
enslaving, which leads to unintended force production by
antagonist fingers as a result of intended commands to agonist
fingers (40). However, aging has been shown to lead to a drop
in enslaving (36, 37), casting doubt on this interpretation. We
did observe excessive antagonist moments in elderly subjects
during accurate moment production tasks, but these moments
were likely produced by commands to those fingers.
Second, changes in the relative involvement of individual
fingers could have affected the peak moment values. Elderly
subjects showed a larger involvement of the index and middle
fingers in the four-finger MVCF task compared with young
subjects. This observation contrasts the earlier report on unchanged sharing patterns in the pressing tasks with age (37).
The difference may be due to the difference in the tasks and
associated mechanical requirements. During the prehension
MVCF task in the present study, the subjects were required to
maintain the orientation of the T-shaped handle system, i.e., an
additional requirement of rotational equilibrium was imposed.
There was also a significant difference between the elderly and
control subjects in the change of the point of the thumb force
application. Compared with the young subjects, elderly participants rolled the thumb up, i.e., closer to the index and middle
fingers. This increased the lever arms of the forces produced by
the little and ring fingers and decreased the lever arms for the
other two fingers. This can be viewed as an adaptive strategy to
compensate partly for the relatively lower involvement of the
ring and little fingers in the elderly. The difference in MVCT
between the subject groups was indeed larger during supination
tasks, when the little and ring fingers produce moments in the
required direction, but it was also present for pronation tasks.
Third, the maximal moment production task (MVCT) may
be viewed as more complex and less intuitive than MVCF.
However, MVCT was performed by using the fixed handle,
which did not need to be stabilized, whereas the MVCF task
was performed by using the T-shaped handle system, which
was free to move, i.e., with the additional requirement of
moment stabilization. The MVCF task was, therefore, associated with two mechanical requirements, maximal total force
and unchanged total moment, whereas the MVCT task had only
one requirement, maximal total moment.
We think that all three factors could have contributed to the
observed greater impairment in the maximal moment production of the elderly. Additional factors could also include the
documented drop in the tactile and vibration sensitivities (21)
with age. It is possible that excessive involvement of fingers
that produce antagonist moments could be due to changes in
skin friction and/or to production of comparably strong sensory
signals in the elderly (6).
In some of the comparisons, age-related differences were
larger for the men than for the women (e.g., Fig. 2). This could
be related to the fact that our male subjects were, on average,
older than the female subjects. We should note, however, that,
despite our male subjects being older, they were in generally
good health and far from being frail. Also, in other comparisons (Figs. 5–9), age-related differences were at least as pronounced in women as in men.
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Aging and Impaired Performance in Accurate Force and
Moment Production Tasks
Two tasks required the accurate production of the total force
and moment simultaneously: the task of holding the handle
system against a nonzero external torque and zero external load
(constant moment production) and the ramp force production
task while keeping the orientation of the handle system constant. In both tasks, elderly subjects showed less accurate
performance as quantified by the RMS error index computed
with respect to both total force and total moment. These
observations are in good correspondence with earlier reports on
the lower accuracy and higher variability in force production
tasks by elderly subjects (4, 13, 39). Our findings extend these
reports to moment production tasks.
The impaired accuracy in the performance of these tasks by
elderly persons was associated with changed interaction among
components of the total force and of the total moment. To
analyze the coordination of finger normal forces during the 6-s
ramp force production tests, we compared the time profiles of
the variances of the individual finger forces and of the total
finger force. Both elderly and young subjects showed predominantly negative covariation among the four finger forces,
leading to much lower indexes of the variance of the total force
than could be expected if the finger forces were produced
independently of each other.
The negative covariation was present from the very beginning of the trial. This result contrasts the earlier reports of
predominantly positive covariations of finger forces early in
the ramp trial during pressing tasks (26 –28). In another study,
it has been suggested that the central nervous system needs a
certain time (between 150 and 850 ms) to establish a taskspecific negative covariation of finger forces in such tasks (35).
There is an important difference between the pressing and
prehensile tasks. The former starts with all of the fingers fully
relaxed, whereas the latter starts with the fingers producing a
nonzero background force and acting against an external
torque. Our results show that, if the fingers are already involved in a synergetic activity, the central nervous system can
organize their adequate interaction from the very beginning of
the force ramp trial.
Young subjects showed higher indexes of negative finger
force covariation over the duration of the ramp, indicating
better finger force coordination to stabilize the time profile of
the total force. In an earlier study, a similar result was observed
during four-finger pressing tasks (38). The present study shows
that the impairment in finger coordination in elderly persons
persists in prehension tasks that can be considered more relevant to everyday hand function.
Our analysis operated with variables (finger forces) that are
not truly independent because of the phenomenon of enslaving
(compare Ref. 44). In earlier studies (26 –28, 33, 38), our
laboratory used a different approach based on the uncontrolled
manifold (UCM) hypothesis. The hypothesis assumes that the
controller acts in the space of independent elemental variables
and creates in that space a subspace (a UCM) corresponding to
a desired value of a global performance variable. Then it limits
the variability of the elemental variables orthogonal to the
UCM more than within the UCM. Earlier studies used the
notion of force modes (see also Ref. 9) as hypothetical independent elemental variables. These variables were computed
J Appl Physiol • VOL

based on estimates of the enslaving effects in single-finger
force production tasks. In the present study, however, we could
not assess enslaving in single-finger tasks because the requirement of keeping the orientation of the handle system would not
allow the subjects to use one finger at a time and lead to
erroneous assessments of the enslaving. That is why we used a
“poor man’s UCM approach,” which operates with finger
forces, not force modes. We should mention, however, that
enslaving favors positive covariation of finger forces. Because
enslaving is higher in young subjects (36, 37), taking it into
account could only increase the difference in the total force
stabilization index (⌬Var) between the young and elderly
subjects.
A similar analysis was run to assess the covariation of the
two components of the total moment produced by the tangential and normal digit forces, respectively, Mt and Mn. This
analysis has also shown higher indexes of negative covariation
between Mt and Mn in young subjects compared with elderly
subjects throughout the ramp trial. Hence, we can conclude that
elderly subjects are impaired in their ability to organize force
covariation and moment covariation in a task-specific way. It is
important to note that the gravitational load was removed in
this experiment. It is possible, therefore, that, if the subjects
were also to act against gravity, many of the age-related
differences would have been even greater due to the welldocumented impairment in hand force production in the elderly
(15, 23, 38).
Preference for Safe Motor Patterns in the Elderly
Kinoshita and Francis (23) compared force control during
prehension in young and elderly subjects. They found that
elderly subjects showed lower skin friction, higher safety
margins, more fluctuations in the grip-force curve, and longer
times of force application. Higher safety margins were also
reported by others (6, 16) that could be related to changes in
skin friction and/or to the production of comparably strong
sensory signals in the elderly. In more recent studies, however,
Cole and colleagues (7, 8) have challenged a hypothesis that
the decline in the ability of older persons to grip and lift objects
is solely due to their impaired tactile sensitivity.
In our experiments, elderly subjects also demonstrated excessive grip forces, even in conditions when the grip force was
not necessary because the load was zero (the weight of the
handle system was counterbalanced by the counterload). In
these conditions, the nonzero grip force could partly result
from the other task component, the production of a nonzero
moment, and from the enslaving effects (compare Ref. 42).
Excessive grip forces by the elderly could be related to their
higher moments produced by antagonist fingers, i.e., by fingers
that produced moment opposite to the required moment direction. The production of excessive antagonist moments implies
stronger central commands sent to those fingers. Because the
total moment was to be equal to the external torque, commands
to all four fingers were likely increased, resulting in the higher
grip force.
Both higher grip forces and higher antagonist moments may
be viewed as energetically suboptimal but leading to more
stable performance. Higher grip forces would prevent the
object from slipping out of the hand if the load force changes,
for example, due to acceleration of the object in the vertical
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direction or due to the variability of the grip force. Both could
be expected from the less steady performance by the elderly (4,
6, 13). On the other hand, antagonist moments can be viewed
as increasing the apparent stiffness of the hand, i.e., its passive
resistance to small variations in the applied torque. Overall, the
results indicate that elderly subjects use higher safety margins
with respect to possible variations in both force and torque.
Such patterns may be viewed, not as abnormal, but as adaptive
to the overall decline in the control of finger forces and
moments. Recent studies have suggested that age-related
changes in the neuromotor apparatus are accompanied by
adaptive changes in the control strategies that help alleviate the
detrimental effects (10, 37).
A recent report has suggested that the impaired ability of the
elderly to control pinch force accurately can be improved with
specialized training (31). It remains to be seen whether tasks
that require coordination of digits to produce combinations of
force and moment can also show improvement with practice in
the elderly. This is a challenge for future studies.
Limitations of the Study
The task selected for this study has a number of features that
may be criticized for making it rather artificial and not directly
relevant for the everyday hand motor function. In particular, to
emphasize the moment production task component, we purposefully designed a task that did not involve an explicit
requirement to act against the field of gravity. We would like
to note, however, that, whereas many everyday tasks involve
manipulation of objects against the field of gravity, some tasks
do not. For example, when turning a handle to open the door,
one needs to produce a moment, while the weight of the handle
is supported by the structure of the door.
The two force production tasks involved the generation of
maximal voluntary forces (MVCF) and accurate force ramps.
These tasks are indeed artificial. The main purpose of the
MVCF and MVCT tasks was to prescribe the relative submaximal force and moment for other tasks. The importance of MVC
for everyday prehensile tasks is not obvious, although our
earlier studies have shown a strong relation between patterns of
finger interaction and MVC forces (36, 37). To be able to
compare indexes of variability during accurate force and moment production, we had to prescribe our subjects a standardized task, and a linear ramp increase in the total force looked
like an adequate candidate, which we used in earlier studies
(36 –38). It is challenging to find a more ecologically valid task
that would allow a similar type of analysis. Maybe this will be
accomplished in the future.
Within our design, we tried to minimize wrist involvement
in the tasks. This was done to simplify analysis and interpretation of the data. However, in everyday prehensile tasks, wrist
muscles are likely to play a major role, particularly in the
production of pronation and supination moments. As in most
movement studies, we faced a trade-off between making the
task similar to those performed during everyday life and
limiting our analysis to a reliably measured set of variables.
We view this study as a natural extension of our earlier
experiments with multifinger pressing tasks and a step toward
more natural motor tasks. However, the gap is large and cannot
be covered in a single step.
J Appl Physiol • VOL
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CHAPTER 9
Summary of Conclusions
1.

The changes of the virtual finger force direction and magnitude were more systematic
than those of individual finger counterparts during multi-finger prehension. The variance
of the virtual finger force was smaller than the sum of the variances of individual finger
forces. Therefore, the hierarchical organization of prehension synergies was supported.

2.

The variability of finger forces increased with the external torque magnitudes in all
directions in three-dimensions during multi-finger prehension. Individual finger forces
and moments showed error compensations, which resulted in small variability of virtual
finger forces and moments. Therefore, the hierarchical organization of prehension
synergies was supported.

3.

The sets of force and moment variables associated with prehension mechanics consisted
of two non-correlated subsets: one subset of variables related to the control of grasping
forces (grasp control) and the other subset associated with the control of the orientation
of the hand-held object (torque control). Therefore, the principle of superposition was
supported.

4.

The fingers with longer moment arms with respect to the moment axis produced larger
magnitudes of forces during moment production. Therefore, the mechanical advantage
hypothesis was supported.

5.

As compared to young persons, elderly persons showed strength deficits in pronationsupination moment production as well as grasping force production during prehension.
The strength deficit of moment production was larger than that of force production.
Elderly persons also showed deficit in accurate force and moment controls. Therefore,
aging is associated with an impaired ability to produce high and accurate force and
moment during multi-finger prehension.
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CHAPTER 10
General Discussion
Many everyday tasks, such as drinking from a glass, eating with a spoon, writing with a pen,
and driving a car, require precise control of not only the force but also the moment produced by
digits on an object of manipulation. This dissertation has investigated prehension synergies during
moment production on a free or mechanically fixed object in young and elderly persons. The
specific goals were to test hierarchical organization of prehension synergies, applicability of the
principle of superposition to human prehension, and mechanical advantage of fingers, and to
investigate multi-digit prehension synergies during moment production on a mechanically fixed
object, multi-digit prehension synergies in three-dimensions, and age-related changes of
prehension synergies.
The series of experiments presented in this dissertation revealed negative covariations among
individual finger forces and moments over multiple trials of a prehension task. This finding
suggests the CNS preference to global solutions where a deviation of one finger output from the
average is compensated by the other finger outputs. The finding of more systematic changes of the
virtual finger force direction and magnitude compared to individual finger counterparts supports
the hierarchical control of prehension which states that the CNS controls the individual finger
outputs to generate desired/stable outputs of the virtual finger. In the current experiments, a
change in one elemental variable was always related to changes in the other elemental variables.
This finding agrees with the conclusion drawn by Burnstein (1967) that a synergy does not
respond to a small local change of an element with another local change, but with changes of all
elements. The CNS seems to take advantage of ‘abundant’ elements to perform prehension tasks
(Gelfand and Latash, 1998; Latash et al., 2003c).
The decoupling of mechanical variables into two subsets (grasp control variables and torque
control variables) supports the applicability of principle of superposition in human prehension and
two independent control of sub-tasks: to grasp the object stronger/weaker to prevent slipping or
breaking and to maintain the rotational equilibrium of the object. However, generalization of the
principle of superposition in human prehension requires a series of studies on manipulation of
objects and prehension tasks.
The larger forces of fingers with longer moment arms found in the current experiments
support the mechanical advantage of finger positions. The larger force produced by fingers with
longer moment arms can be viewed as the CNS preference to minimize the total finger force.
However, it is not clear for now whether this phenomenon is due to active control of the CNS, due
to passive mechanical properties of finger tip pulps, or combination of both. For example, finger
tip pulps at different positions may experience different levels of deformation, which may cause
different magnitudes of forces at the finger tips simply because of their elastic properties (Figure
10.1). Further investigation into the viscoelastic responses to the translational and rotational
deformations of individual finger tip pulps is necessary to address this problem properly. In the
current analysis of mechanical advantage of fingers, the inter-finger (Enslaving) matrix was not
considered because it was much more challenging to find the inter-finger matrix during prehension
as compared to pressing; it is challenging to differentiate mechanical constraints from finger
dependencies and the inter-finger matrix may be dependent on the thumb positions during
prehension of a free object.
The results from the current experiments support the previously reported age-related
declination in hand strength and dexterity (Hackel et al., 1992; Boatright et al., 1997; Hughes et al.,
1997; Giampaoli et al., 1999; Rantanen et al., 1999; Francis and Spirduso, 2000). In the current
study, elderly persons showed strength deficit in both grasping force production and torque
production as compared to young persons, and especially there was more strength deficit in
moment production than force production. The elderly persons were less accurate in the
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production of both total force and total moment accompanying less error compensations among
individual finger outputs as compared to young persons. It is concluded that aging is associated
with an impaired ability to produce high moments as well as accurate time profile of moments
during multi-digit prehension. Many previous studies suggested that declinations of strength and
accurate manipulation ability of fingers by aging were consequences of both neuromuscular
changes (Tuite et al., 1997; Kirkendall and Garrett, 1998; Luff, 1998; Owings and Grabiner,
1998b) and sensory motor system degenerations (Kenshalo, 1977; Smith, 1979; Picard and Smith,
1992; Kinoshita and Francis, 1996; Cole et al., 1998, 1999). Both strength training of a hand and
finger muscles (Keen et al., 1994) and practice of a specialized object manipulation (Ranganathan
et al., 2001) appear to increase hand and finger dexterity during manipulation. However, it
requires a series of studies to test whether strength training and/or coordination practice in the
elderly can result in increase in grasping MVC forces, increase in error compensations among
digit forces and moments, and decrease in force variability and antagonistic finger forces to a task.
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Figure 10.1. Tangential finger forces due to deformation of the finger tip pulps under an external
torque (T). A small angular displacement of a hand held-object without slipping or position
changes of the fingers causes a larger deformation of the index finger tip pulp along X-axis than a
deformation of the middle finger. With a given identical stiffness property of the index and middle
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m

finger tips, the finger forces along X-axis ( FX and FX ) are proportional to the moment arms
i

m

i

m

( d Y and d Y ) and FX is larger than FX . Ө is an angular displacement of the object in X-Y
plane.
The following experiments are suggested for future studies as means to overcome the
limitations of the current studies and to extend our understanding of human prehension control.
1.

Prehension synergies under external torques about a vertical axis; the current studies
investigated prehension synergies under external torques about two orthogonal horizontal
axes.

2.

Manipulation of geometry and inertial properties of hand-held objects (e.g. circular,
cylindrical, and parallelepiped objects with different positions of object centers of mass);
the current studies used only parallelepiped objects.
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3.

Prehension synergies during more natural positions of digits; the finger tips were aligned
along a vertical line in the current studies.

4.

Tactile sensory information utilization during prehension (e.g. effects of local anesthesia
to the digit tips on digit coordinations; manipulation of friction coefficients between digit
tips and their contact surfaces); the current studies used the same material for the contact
surface.

5.

Prehension synergies during dynamic object rotation (e.g. rotation of a free object;
rotating a door knob with different rotational stiffness); only static or quasi-static
prehension tasks were used for the current experiments.

6.

Digit coordinations during moment perturbation; the moment perturbation has not been
studied in spite of its common occurrence in everyday life while force perturbations have
been investigated extensively in previous studies.

7.

Effects of strength training of hand and finger muscles and practice on digit coordinations
in young and elderly persons (e.g. training of intrinsic muscles or extrinsic muscles;
training of individual fingers).

8.

Muscular activities during prehension (e.g. fine-wire EMG studies on intrinsic muscles
during individual finger force production); the current studies did not investigated the
muscular activities during prehension.

9.

Development of inter-finger force (Enslaving) matrix during prehension.

10. Inter-dependency of finger kinematics and kinetics (e.g. effects of isometric force
production of one finger on kinematics of the other fingers; effects of finger flexion on
force production at tips of the other fingers).
11. Modeling of translational and rotational viscoelastic properties of finger tip pulps.
12. Musculoskeletal modeling of a hand and lower arm.
13. Digit coordinations in persons with neurological and genetic disorders.
This dissertation has investigated several aspects of quasi-static multi-digit prehension
synergies during moment production on a hand-held object. However, our understanding and
techniques of moment production during multi-digit prehension is still in its infancy. In particular,
studies of moment production during dynamic object manipulation would require more advanced
methods and analyses as compared to static prehension studies.
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